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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, January 23rd, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Council Chambers 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the January 23rd, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board 
to order at 12:01 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Al Grasser, Bob Rost, Marc DeMers and Jeannie Mock.   
 
Guest(s) present:  Michael Huot, Property Owner and David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Manna Khan, GF/EGF MPO Intern; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
WELCOME NEW MEMBER 
 
Vetter welcomed new MPO Executive Policy Board member, Bob Rost, and asked that everyone please 
state their name and the organization they represent. 
 
Vetter stated that we also have a new MPO Intern present today.  Haugen explained that the MPO has an 
internship program and Manna Khan became our newest intern in January and is a graduate student in 
the Geography Program at UND and will mainly be working on GIS projects for the MPO. 
 
SELECTION OF SECRETARY 
 
Haugen reported that with Mr. Vetter assuming the Chair position for a two-year term, his previous 
position as Secretary will need to be filled.  He explained that this is a two-year term that is rotated 
between the two States and this next two-year term should be a person from the North Dakota side.  He 
stated that, again, this is a two-year term, and the intent is that the person in the position gets prepared to 
assume the Chair position for an additional two-year term. 
 
MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO NOMINATE JEANNIE MOCK AS THE NEW 
MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD SECRETARY. 
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Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE DECEMBER 19TH, 2018, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE DECEMBER 23RD, 2018, 
MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF FINAL APPROVAL OF THE 2045 BIKE/PED ELEMENT 
 
Viafara referred to a slide presentation (a copy of which is included in the file and available upon 
request) and went over it briefly. 
 
Presentation ensued. 
 
Viafara referred to two maps and pointed out that one of them indicates the 2045 Existing and Planned 
Network and the other is a revised pedestrian/bicycle map.  He said that you can see that there are quite 
a number of differences between the two maps, and some of the changes convey to the fact that in 
cooperation with the Engineering Department, Planning and Recreation from both Cities they went over 
and reviewed some of the roadways to assure that they were able to accommodate new bikeway 
facilities so that we can provide connectivity, connect some destinations to the greenway and to afford a 
more comprehensive bicycle accommodation for the citizens. 
 
Viafara reported that in addition to the new maps, they are also providing a new set of performance 
measures.  He said that the idea is to help local governments, stakeholders, and agencies to initially 
establish baselines that will allow staff to continue tracking the progress of the goals and objectives that 
we have set on our bike/ped map that you will be approving today. 
 
Viafara stated that we also are acknowledging that in order to set these performance measures and to be 
able to track the progress of performance there are a number of factors that may curtail or impede the 
complete realization of some of the objectives.  He cited the following examples of factors outside staff 
control that can impact the progress of performance targets:  a weak economy, limited resources, level of 
snow fall, etc. 
 
Viafara commented that the idea here is to; having these constraints into consideration and nevertheless, 
move or establish a kind of a movement towards a new set of performance that tomorrow will help us to 
see how close or how far are we from actually achieving those targets that are being set in order to 
benefit the community. 
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Viafara reported that there are ten goals, and those ten goals are the national goals that we need to 
follow.  He referred to the presentation and went over the goals as follows: 
 
Goal 1 – Economic Vitality:  Viafara explained that in terms of the performance targets that we have we 
are trying to increase the number of jobs that are easily accessible within one-fourth of a mile, kind of a 
walking distance, wherever the job may be located.  He added that in both cities, fortunately we have 
99% of the jobs within the 2-mile area.  He stated that these are the performance measures that will help 
us to increase economic vitality by affording people alternative non-motorized modes of transportation. 
 
Goal 2 – Security:  Viafara stated that they have set a number of measures such as the number of street 
lights installed, the number of hours spent by the police on bicycles annually, the number of 
intersections with traffic signals that are equipped with preemption for emergency vehicles, and the 
number of intersections with backup power.  He said that the idea here is that we are also preparing 
ourselves for emergency management issues, and we are also increasing by putting these measures into 
action, fostering safety to try to abort the possibility for pedestrians to walk or bicyclists to run into 
unforeseen accidents.   
 
Goal 3 – Accessibility and Mobility:  Viafara said that in terms of accessibility and mobility we would 
like to have East Grand Forks as committed to this 40% for the accessibility in terms of the ramps and 
constructed facilities; Grand Forks has committed to 44 ramps retrofitted every year.  He stated that the 
idea here is for the Engineering and Planning and Recreation Departments to be committed to provide 
the MPO information for the process of analysis.  He commented that there is another performance 
measure and it is miles of proposed bicycle facilities installed annually.  He said that Grand Forks has 
committed to build 2-miles per year, or 10-miles in the next 5-years; East Grand Forks has committed to 
2.5 miles in the next 5-years.   
 
Goal 4 – Environmental/Energy/Quality of Life:  Viafara stated that this gives us an idea of how this 
plan is related to ?? that are conducive for the MPO, the City of Grand Forks, the City of East Grand 
Forks to fulfill national goals that, at the end, will improve the quality of the transportation system for 
the entire population of the United States. 
 
Goal 5 – Integration & Connectivity:  Viafara said that, concerning transit, most of the vehicles here in 
town are equipped to carry bicycles so we would like to extend that to our shelters to 70% or 25 to 35 
shelters in the next 5-years that will allow more connectivity with the bicycle network. 
 
Goals 6 & 7:  Viafara reported that we have three performance measures that are also tied to the DOT 
and also to the National DOT, and those are the ones that have to do with Safety, Pavement Conditions, 
and Condition of the bridges and structures that we have in our system. 
 
Goal 8 – Safety:  Viafara stated that concerning safety we have committed to zero deaths, which is a 
policy of North Dakota and Minnesota DOTs; and in the past the number of non-motorized serious 
injuries for Grand Forks from the Year 2010 to 2016 was 10 and for East Grand Forks from the Year 
2010 to 2015 there were 6, so we are striving for a very low number of those types of injuries in the 
future, and the number set is 3 or less. 
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 Goal 9 – Resiliency & Reliability:  Viafara stated that he needs to explain that snow removal is a very 
important issue because when the sidewalks in the system aren’t cleared it impedes access and mobility 
within the system.  He said that this is been an issues with legislation or lack of human resources, or 
financial abilities for the cities and small towns sometimes to provide a tracking mechanism, so we 
currently have an agreement with Grand Forks that basically sets the number of the goal to reviews by 
50% the number of complaints, of course, reducing the number complaints is quite a situation because 
we don’t know how to actually reduce them, but by promptly clearing some of the sidewalks certainly 
that would be one way to reduce those complaints; by becoming more proactive it is possible that both 
cities will strive to reduce those number of complaints. 
 
Goal 10 – Tourism:  Viafara stated that this is overall the number of goals that we have, and in terms of 
tourism we would like to link the number of hotels to the existing bicycle and pedestrian path as many 
tourists that come to the City want to enjoy the Greenway. 
 
Viafara said that these are our performance measures, and staff has been working closely with the 
Engineering, Planning and Recreation Departments, so, as he indicated, this is the beginning for us to 
little by little start measuring things and to make sure that the goals and objectives that we have set are 
actually being realized. 
 
DeMers referred to Goal 3 and said that there was some concern at one point that the proposed 
performance measure was higher than was thought to be achievable and he is wondering if this is the 
updated measure to reflect the lower target.  Viafara responded that it is the updated measure.  He added 
that he did indicate that the Cities had some concern about their abilities to actually commit themselves 
to the higher target, and this reflects the figures that the Cities felt more comfortable committing to. 
 
Vein referred to Goal 9 and pointed out that he understands the first one to reduce the number of 
complaints by 50%, but how do you reduce the length of sidewalk cleared per complaint.  Viafara 
responded that that is exactly what happens; it is important to note that the City of Grand Forks has been 
keeping track of the number of complaints that they have received for many years, so those are readily 
available to us.  He said that most complaints come through the 311 Phone line, so one way to reduce 
that is to become more proactive, so sometimes some of these complaints become repetitive in some 
areas, particularly in areas that are near by backyard bike paths, that is exactly what happens because 
many many residents, when they are fronting or backing the path they believe, or they are not very 
aware, that particular portion of the lot is still responsible for clearing the snow, so educating people is 
another way to help reduce the number of complaints.  Vein stated that he knows that they can reduce 
the number, it is just that you kind of reduce, also by 50%, the length, it seems like you go after bigger 
lots than smaller lots. 
 
Grasser reported that this issue was talked about pretty extensively at the Technical Advisory 
Committee, they touched on some of the subjects that came up here, so if he can summarize, he thinks 
there are some things that our outside of our control that are being measured; and what the committee 
did as part of that process was to make a motion that said that they would adopt the policy,  
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recognizing the financial constraints at the Federal, State, and Local funding side; so we recognize when 
we run into those problems that there is some flexibility there because we may or may not have the 
resources there or control over it so that was included in the motion at the Technical Advisory 
Committee level.  He added that that brings up another question, and he isn’t sure who to direct it to; so 
he will jump over and reference Item 9 and say that the format, he likes the format that is shown on Item 
9 because in the staff report it says what the Technical Advisory Committee discussed and it infers that 
it gives the Technical Advisory Committee’s recommendation or motion, but this particular one is 
lacking that and he is wondering if we can go back and add that to the staff report just so that it is clear 
that it did go to the Technical Advisory Committee and they made this certain motion.  He said that it is 
more of a procedural thing, and he thinks it is being done that way on the rest of the reports, so he would 
like to see that at the Technical Advisory Committee so when we get it at the Executive Board we know 
that it went to them and what came out.  Viafara responded that he certainly can, it was an oversight on 
his part, not a procedure so everytime we will strive to abide by that kind of procedure so this time they 
will certainly do it; that he thinks will be done, the addition will start with you and then it will be sent 
back again to the Executive Policy Board as a testament that they are heeding your advice as headed.   
 
Powers cited the example; say we get five inches of snow, what is the timeframe for getting snow 
removed from shelters and handicapped areas, because he is wondering what is considered a reasonable 
amount of time to respond to snowfall, and what do you consider a reasonable timeframe for a valid 
complaint.  Haugen responded that the City has an ordinance that defines that situation; so the MPO 
does not have an opinion on that, it is already legislated by both City Councils as to what those time 
periods are.  He added that as far as complaints, again, that is up to each side of the river to determine 
when they receive a complaint how they process it; if they feel it has been a long enough time, they will 
probably ask the person calling to give their neighbor or whomever a little extra time and see if it isn’t 
cleaned up that way, but the actual timing of that is controlled by both City Councils with the ordinances 
that they have in place already. 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE ADOPTION OF THE 2045 
BIKE/PED ELEMENT SUBJECT TO AN AMENDMENT RECOGNIZING POSSIBLE 
FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS AT THE FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL FUNDING LEVELS. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE 2045 METROPOLITAN 
TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
 
Haugen reported that with the recent adoption in November of a major update to our Transit 
Development Plan, and with December’s adoption of the Street and Highway, and today’s action on the 
Bike/Ped Plan, we now have a Resolution to more or less merge those three documents into one with a  
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motion to say that we are adopting all three plans that combined make up our Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan for the Year 2045.  He added that the Resolution also identifies that part of the 
official plan includes the Regional ITS Architecture and the Public Participation Plan.  He explained that 
they are on a different five-year cycle, so we need to focus for this Resolution on the updates that took 
place for the remaining modes, and then next year for our current 2019 Work Program we show that we 
will be updating the Regional Architecture and the Public Participation Plan, which is why they are 
referenced in the Resolution. 
 
Strandell asked if there is any reference here to which sites are still being considered for a future bridge 
location.  Haugen responded that the Resolution references the 2045 Street and Highway Plan, and in 
that plan 32nd Avenue and Merrifield sites are identified as future bridge corridors. 
 
MOVED BY STRANDELL, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE RESOLUTION 
ADOPTING THE 2045 METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
 
Haugen commented that there are two notes of information.  He stated that what happens next is that our 
Federal Partners, principally North Dakota Federal Highway, who has been designated as the lead 
federal agency, will have up to 30 days now to review what happens and to make sure we aren’t missing 
anything critical.  He said that within that 30 days they will give us a letter, through the NDDOT, stating 
that we now have an applied MTP and that our next expiration date will be in five years.   
 
Haugen stated that even though he just used the term long range transportation plan that is no longer the 
correct term; you will notice that we reference the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, which is now the 
correct term. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FY2019 T.I.P. AMENDMENTS 
 
Haugen reported that every once in a while we need to amend our program to include recent federal 
funding awards, and, as in this case we have four projects that are being funded. 
 
Haugen stated that the first one is something that was caught in the red tape, and also with the federal 
shutdown.  He explained that Federal Highway Administration is not officially shutdown because their 
funding is appropriated in a different way, however Federal Transit Administration is impacted.  He said 
that as part of East Grand Forks purchase of a vehicle, they got caught in the shutting down of one fiscal 
year and the start of the next fiscal year so it had to go into the next federal fiscal year, which meant it 
no longer could just sit in our 2018 T.I.P. year, it had to be shown in our 2019 T.I.P. year. 
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Haugen reported that the next one, also the transit on the North Dakota side; back in November we 
approved candidate projects for the 5339 FTA grant, and Grand Forks was awarded some of the requests 
we forwarded to them, so Grand Forks Transit now is eligible to seek those funds for the projects that 
were identified.  He added, though, that those funds were also held up a bit by the federal shutdown 
because they can’t order documents until after the grant awarding process, but the North Dakota DOT 
has two other projects that they were asking us to amend into the T.I.P.; the first one is something that is 
actually programed in the Year 2021 but they want to get it into this current program, and that is a mill 
and overlay on the one mile stretch west of North 55th Street and Gateway Drive or U.S. #2.  He stated 
that it is still a rural cross section, but in the geography of life it is in the Urban setting of the funding 
program so they were waiting for the decision as to whether they should spend a lot more money to 
make that an Urban Cross Section or make it a mill and overlay and buy some time, so right now they 
are doing the mill and overlay in 2021 on that one mile stretch and keeping it as a rural cross section. 
 
Haugen stated that the last one is something that is being implemented as a bit of a pilot project 
throughout North Dakota, but the focus on the first initial pilot sites are within the three MPO areas, and 
involve the installation of median guardrails on the Interstate, so essentially between Gateway Drive 
past 32nd Avenue the NDDOT will be installing that median guardrail in place.  He explained that the 
Technical Advisory Committee did hold a public hearing on this at its meeting two weeks ago; no 
comments were made and none were received and they did move to forward a recommendation to the 
board that you adopt the amendment to the T.I.P. for these four projects. 
 
Vein referred to Item 3, U.S. Highway 2, and pointed out that there is a substantial financial difference 
between the two alternatives, and he is wondering where the funding came from, was it part of the 
State’s responsibility or is there a cost share for the City.  Haugen responded that under the normal 
funding program currently in place it is under the Regional Program, and it is under the Principal 
Regional Program which means that the NDDOT would match the federal funds.  He added that we 
would be at 80% and the NDDOT would provide the full 20% local match for the project. He added that 
that this is the case for the mill and overlay project because it is on the principal regional system.  He 
stated that if it were to go to an urban cross section with that larger value, that still would be the normal 
funding in place. 
 
Vein stated that it would be nice to get that to an urban section sooner rather than later.  He said that it 
seems like we are prolonging that by doing a mill and overlay now, which would extend the current life 
to another ten or so years.  Haugen responded that that is correct.  He added that if you look at the 2045 
Street and Highway Plan’s Illustrative Listing of Projects that cost of making it an urban section is there 
because that is such a value that we couldn’t put it within our fiscal constraint.  Vein asked if he was 
referring to our fiscal constraint or the States fiscal constraint.  Haugen responded that, again, the MPO 
works cooperatively with the State to create that financial plan.  Vein commented that to say that we 
want to work with the State; they are the ones that are basically dictating if they don’t want to do this 
now and give higher priorities for the money.  Haugen responded that that is essentially what is being 
said; we as an MPO have higher priorities for the money, the State is saying they agree with us that we  
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have higher priorities for the money, yet if no funding sources come under this legislative session or 
through congress it will reopen the discussion, but there are also a lot of other projects that have high 
interest that the urbanization of this one mile would compete against. 
 
Vein said, then, the mill and overlay will extend the life of this, when will it come back to us.  Haugen 
responded that we will see this project come back to us through our T.I.P. cycles at least two more times 
because this is identified in 2020 now, so if there is any shift in it we will know within the next two 
years if they are going to flag it as a mill and overlay, invest in an urbanized section.  He said that after 
that, really the next opportunity is where we are informed that we get to increase the Federal or State 
funds that we now have to re-examine our priorities with the new fiscal reality we have, and this could 
be one of the projects that we would consider that new funding for, otherwise everything else is normal 
so three years from now when we start the Street and Highway Plan update and the five year cycle of 
updates it will come back then.   
 
Vein asked if we are or aren’t signalizing the intersection on 55th, and if we are we will signalize it based 
on the design of the intersection, and then we will take it back out and reinstall it as an urban section 
later.  Haugen responded that, yes you will get some life out of the work that is being done this year but 
it won’t be the normal expected 20-year life expectancy cycle that they want, that is why we plan on 20-
years so that we get at least 20-years of use of what is invested. 
 
Vetter asked if the NDDOT is actively analyzing whether they want to put it into urban or not, or are 
you just trying to keep it functioning as is.  Haugen responded that they are looking at it, but he isn’t 
sure to what level of project development they are pursuing now, but they are having discussions with 
the City and the MPO for a couple of years now about when it is appropriate to do it, and the issue 
always comes back to the fact that we just don’t have the financial resources to get it done at the same 
time all these other interests that we don’t have the financial resources to do will be competing as well 
so there is some activity taking place, whether it is getting to the point where it is shovel ready or not he 
doesn’t believe it is. 
 
Grasser commented, a point of reference; we are in that same situation in other parts of town, one that 
comes to mind is 32nd Avenue South, we will do some improvements there this year using safety money 
to correct things, but then when you do that the NDDOT wants to see a certain amount of life out of that 
investment, a multi-million dollar investment on 32nd, and yet we really should be moving towards 
reconstruction of 32nd Avenue South as opposed to continuing just the maintenance aspects, so just 
recognizing that we are facing that at a number of locations; we do the shorter term fixes and then we 
can’t go back and touch it again for a while, but the proper fix may be out of the short time-frame. 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE FY2910 T.I.P. 
AMENDMENT, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
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MATTER OF APPROVAL OF CANDIDATE PROJECTS FOR NDDOT FTA 5339 
SOLICITATION 
 
Haugen reported that as we have been mentioning for a while there has been an infusion of transit 
dollars, particularly capital transit dollars.  He stated that we just amended the T.I.P. for an award that 
we solicited and forwarded in November, and at that time we did discuss that there would be another 
solicitation taking place, that happened during December and Cities Area Transit has submitted to us 
these candidate projects.  He pointed out that the top project is to purchase three vehicles to allow the 
merger between the current UND Shuttle Service with the Cities Area Transit Service.  He added that 
the other projects are basic shop vehicle item replacements, and they are all consistent with the Transit 
Development Plan that will be getting a major update in November and both the Technical Advisory 
Committee and Staff are recommending that you approve them as being consistent and to give them the 
priority order requested. 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE THE CITIES AREA TRANSIT 
FTA 5339 CANDIDATE PROJECTS AS BEING CONSISTENT WITH THE MPO TRANSIT 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND TO GIVE THEM PRIORITY RANKING, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF RFQ FOR TRANSIT ABSORBTION OF UND SHUTTLE 
SERVICE 
 
Haugen reported that in our work program we identify that would assist UND and Cities Area Transit in 
analyzing what the financial component would be to have this merger take place.  
 
Haugen pointed out that they are using the term “request for quotes” and explained that they had a 
$40,000 budget for this project, which is below our threshold of $100,000 to allow us go through a quote 
process instead of our normal request for qualification process. 
 
Haugen stated that one thing is that they are still working with the NDDOT on is, because this is a 
request for quotes, we have to have, at a minimum try to get quotes from three qualified firms, and the 
NDDOT’s qualification list is geared zero percent toward transit, so there aren’t any officially pre-
qualified consultants so we are trying to work with them on allowing us to go through the qualification 
based selection process website notification to all firms that might be interested, in addition to us 
contacting the ones that we have gotten proposals on transit services the last two major updates that we 
did to our Transit Development Plan, which would give us about five firms on that list, so the date is still 
a little in influx.   
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Haugen said that they are trying to get this scheduled so that at the February Board meeting they have 
had the opportunity to go through that process and have a recommended consultant to negotiate a cost 
with so the motion you make to day will still be a little influxed as to what that date will be.  He 
explained the process that needs to be followed to get this accomplished and determine a closing date.  
He added that we expect it to be right about the 14th or 15th of February. 
 
Vein asked if this assumes that the previous motion we approved to purchase three buses is in place so 
that we actually have those three buses to be part of this operation.  Haugen responded that the scope of 
work identifies that if we aren’t awarded them, and we should know if we are by the end of February, 
then part of what the consultant will do is to help us identify if we have existing vehicles already, as our 
spare vehicles, that we could put out into service on a temporary basis, or come up with a sort of 
financial plan to purchase someone else’s spare vehicles so we can get the service up and running and 
then still work towards total replacement of those vehicles.   
 
DeMers asked if the UND service is still staffed by students.  Haugen responded that they do still have 
some FTE that are supervisory level, but most of the current drivers are students and that is part of their 
issue, finding staff and having staff show up.  DeMers asked if that changes the funding as some of that 
is work study type of funding isn’t it.  Haugen responded that it isn’t. 
 
Mock said that she would imagine part of the roll of the MPO and part of the cooperation between the 
two cities is to provide this bus service while also keeping costs down; are we expecting that by adding 
the campus shuttle into this we can provide better service to the cities while also keeping costs down, is 
it a cost saving method, is there some sort of overall goal that we are trying to accomplish.  Haugen 
responded that in 2020 our work program identifies that we will, assuming the merger takes place we 
will initially start operating the exact same routes that the UND Shuttle runs right now; and in 2020 we 
will do a re-route analysis to look at how those routes could be better incorporated with the rest of the 
community.  He added that the UND Shuttle stays on campus right now so it is an internal service, and 
with it becoming part of CAT’s operations they then could come off campus and serve some areas and 
do a dual purpose. 
 
Mock asked, and maybe this is part of the study, but right now you mentioned those drivers have to 
follow their City Employee benefits, so that would transfer to the City Employees.  Haugen responded it 
would.  Mock said so then as part of the study, are we looking at that from a budget standpoint of 
putting additional benefits   Haugen responded that it would become full city employees.  He stated that 
sometimes CAT has part-time drivers and sometimes full-time drivers.  He added that right now the 
intent is to operate it similarly to how it currently operates, which means it isn’t operated twelve months 
out of the year, it does not operate during the summer months or on weekends, and it doesn’t operate 
twelve hours per day, so it is just mirroring what the current system is doing and allowing the merger to 
take place it will transfer responsibility to the drivers, administration, etc. and have Cities Area Transit 
run the routes and see how it operates and then do that study in 2020 to see how it can be tweaked to 
provide better services. 
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MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE THE DRAFT REQUEST FOR 
QUOTES FOR THE CAT/UND MERGER FINANCIAL STUDY, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Mock asked when the merger might happen.     Haugen responded that they will try to schedule this so 
that the final documentation is the first part of July or the end of June so that before it gets absorbed 
there is an opportunity for the Council to make that decision.  He added that the hope is that come 
August, whenever they start running the shuttle service we are prepared to take it over.   
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Vein, Strandell, DeMers, Rost, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  None. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2018 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is the monthly report based on the December 2018 activities and all of the 
programs from 2018.  He said that beginning in February you will see a new funding report with our 
2019 activities identified.   
 
 b. Bill Listing For The 11/17/18 to 12/14/18 Period 
 
Haugen reported that the list of bills for the November 17th, 2018 to December 14th, 2018 period was 
included in the packet for your review. 
 
 c. MNDOT CONNECTED AUTOMATED VEHICLE WORKSHOP 
 
Haugen reported that he just wanted to remind everyone that on January 31st MnDOT will be holding 
their Connected and Automated Vehicle Workshop beginning at 3:00.  He said that if you haven’t 
registered yet, and are interested, they do request that you do register.  He added that it will begin in the 
training conference room and that it will last about 3 hours.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO ADJOURN THE JANUARY 23RD, 2019, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 12:52 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 12/28/2018 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -571.18

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 12/14/2018 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,146.08
Liability Check 12/28/2018 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,146.10
Liability Check 01/11/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,171.80

Alliant Engineering
Bill 01/11/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -6,411.90
Bill Pmt -Check 01/11/2019 6664 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -6,411.90
Bill 01/16/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -11,009.42
Bill Pmt -Check 01/16/2019 6672 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -11,009.42

AMPO
Bill 01/16/2019 iNV. #... AMPO Memb... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -367.62
Bill Pmt -Check 01/16/2019 6670 AMPO Memb... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -367.62

Business Essentials
Bill 01/08/2019 Inv. #... Mailing Labels 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -32.04
Bill Pmt -Check 01/08/2019 6662 Mailing Labels 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -32.04

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 01/02/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -469.09
Bill Pmt -Check 01/02/2019 6659 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -469.09

City of East Grand Forks
Bill 01/15/2019 Inv. #... 2019 1st Qua... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -2,983.00
Bill Pmt -Check 01/15/2019 6669 2019 1st Qua... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -2,983.00

City of Grand Forks IT Department
Bill 01/02/2019 Inv. #... Copy Fees Fo... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -27.99
Bill Pmt -Check 01/02/2019 6660 Copy Fees Fo... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -27.99

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 12/28/2018 6654 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.86

Forum Communications Company
Bill 01/11/2019 Inv. #... Public Notice ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -212.40
Bill Pmt -Check 01/11/2019 6665 Public Notice ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -212.40

Institute Of Transportation Engineers
Bill 01/02/2019 2019 Annual ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -305.00
Bill Pmt -Check 01/02/2019 6658 2019 Annual ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -305.00

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill Pmt -Check 12/19/2018 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... 0.00
Bill 01/02/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -1,099.93
Bill Pmt -Check 01/02/2019 6661 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,099.93
Bill 01/11/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -6,745.33
Bill Pmt -Check 01/11/2019 6666 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -6,745.33

Kimley-Horn And Associates, Inc.
Bill 01/11/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 545 · Transpor... -18,538.23
Bill Pmt -Check 01/11/2019 6667 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -18,538.23

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 12/20/2018 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 535 · Equipment -134.42
Bill Pmt -Check 12/20/2018 6653 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -134.42
Bill 01/16/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 535 · Equipment -134.42
Bill Pmt -Check 01/16/2019 6671 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -134.42

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 12/28/2018 PEHP 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 12/28/2018 6655 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -89.28

Mike's
Bill 12/19/2018 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -106.68
Bill Pmt -Check 12/19/2018 6652 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -106.68

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 12/14/2018 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -198.00
Liability Check 12/28/2018 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -198.00
Liability Check 01/11/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 12/28/2018 6656 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -103.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 12/14/2018 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -638.94
Liability Check 12/28/2018 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -638.94
Liability Check 01/11/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -638.94

8:25 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
01/18/19 Transaction List by Vendor

December 14, 2018 through January 18, 2019

Page 1



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

NDPERS
Liability Check 12/28/2018 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,809.58
Liability Check 01/11/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,819.16

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 12/26/2018 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,005.41
Liability Check 01/09/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,072.79

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 12/28/2018 6657 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

State Tax Commissioner
Liability Check 01/11/2019 NDST... 45038827301 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -598.00

Systems & Services, Inc.
Bill 01/08/2019 Inv. #... P Labels, 201... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -77.23
Bill Pmt -Check 01/08/2019 6663 P Labels, 201... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -77.23

Vaaler Insurance, Inc.
Bill 01/11/2019 Inv. #... Insurance Pol... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -1,365.49
Bill Pmt -Check 01/11/2019 6668 Insurance Pol... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,365.49

8:25 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
01/18/19 Transaction List by Vendor

December 14, 2018 through January 18, 2019

Page 2
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, February 20th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the February 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board 
to order at 12:00 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Bob Rost, and Jeannie Mock.   
 
Absent were:  Ken Vein, Al Grasser, and Marc DeMers. 
 
Guest(s) present:  Michael Huot, Property Owner and David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner;  
and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE JANUARY 23RD,  2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE JANUARY 23RD, 2019 
MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF ANNUAL SAFETY PERFORMANCE TARGETS 
 
Viafara reported that included in the packets is information that indicates the actual condition, in terms 
of very fatal accidents and those serious injuries for the two regions.  He said that this information is 
compiled for the two regions, for Minnesota and for the portion of North Dakota planning area for the 
MPO. 
 
Viafara stated that we are analyzing today the one correspondence to the Year 2016 and 2017.  He said 
that, as you can see the number of fatal accidents for the Year 2016 is zero and for the Year 2017 it is 
the number 2; and the number of incapacitation injuries is the number 3 on the Year 2016 and 13 on the 
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Year 2017; so with this in mind these are the stats that we want to analyze and produce at the report that 
you will see in a minute.   
 
Viafara said that before that he just wants to introduce a topic by telling you that the MPOs are required 
by law to adopt targets for defined performance measures.  He added that targets are established by the 
DOTs and the MPO for the following areas:  1) safety; 2) transit asset management; 3) system 
performance 4) bridge condition; and 5) pavement condition.  He stated that today we want to analyze 
just the ones that correspond to safety. 
 
Viafara commented that the safety area is made up of five categories.  He said that we have the number 
of fatalities, we have the rate of fatalities, we have the number of serious injuries, we have the rate of 
serious injuries, and we have the number of non-motorized fatalities and the number of non-motorized 
serious injuries; so these are the stats that we will seek. 
 
Viafara reported that the analysis entails the analysis of the serious injuries; calculation of five years 
running average; and the analysis of vehicle miles traveled for the region.  He added that all the analysis 
is based on the number 327,000,000 vehicle miles traveled, so with that in mind we can now proceed to 
the table. 
 
Viafara referred to the table in the staff report, and went over the information briefly.  He explained that 
the table was modified with the input that they received at the latest Technical Advisory Committee 
meeting, so taking into consideration what we are doing here is setting the targets for the planning area 
for the Year 2019.  
 
Viafara pointed out that the number of fatalities for the Year 2019 will be 3 or fewer; the rate, which is 
taking 100,000,000 vehicle miles traveled, will be 0.599 or lower; and the number of serious injuries 
will be 15 or fewer; and the rate will be 5.296 million vehicle miles traveled or lower, and the number of 
non-motorized will be 4 or fewer.  He said, then, that these are our new targets for the Year 2019. 
 
Viafara referred to page 4 of the packet, and commented that when we proceed to do the analysis with 
the five year rolling averages, we can see the numbers and this is where those numbers that he just went 
over are coming from.  He stated that staff is requesting the board approve these targets for the Year 
2019. 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY STRANDELL, TO APPROVE THE YEAR 2019 SAFETY 
TARGETS FOR THE YEAR 2019, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Mock asked what happens if we don’t meet the targets we are setting.  Haugen responded that at the 
statewide level, if the State does not meet its identified targets there is a penalty clause, but for the 
MPOs there isn’t so for us it is just a matter of we set targets, did we meet them or not, and if we didn’t 
what can we do to meet them next time. 
 
Viafara commented that it is important to notice that this target is set in good faith as a contribution to 
the overall rating of the States.   
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Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Rost, , and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  Vein, Grasser, and DeMers. 
 
Haugen commented that these are the only targets that we have to annually address; the rest of these 
targets that Mr. Viafara identified are targets that are on a different cycle, so this is the only one that has 
an annual target setting process.   
 
MATTER OF UND SHUTTLE/CAT MERGER STUDY 
 
Haugen reported that we received three quotes for this study; if you recall last month you authorized to 
proceed through the quote process.  He explained that our normal process in the past would be to use a 
qualification-based selection, but this time we were able to include quotes as part of the selection 
process because there is a threshold that this study cost is less than. 
 
Haugen stated that for all three proposals the selection committee was able to examine the cost as well.  
He said that the committee met Tuesday morning and are recommending that we engage SRF 
Consulting to do this study.   
 
Haugen reported that the contract cost would be up to $40,000, and SRF’s quote was $39,916.00.  He 
added that all of the quotes came in right around that 39,900+ area, so the quotes didn’t really help 
separate the selection process.  He said that one of the strong points that SRF made in the process was 
that they will first tackle what the cost will be for everyone to have this merger take place, and if that 
cost makes sense than they will proceed with the study, but if the cost doesn’t make sense then there 
isn’t any sense in continuing to try to figure out the route structure and everything else; so with that the 
Selection Committee and staff are recommending that this body authorize the contract with SRF to do 
this study up to the $40,000 budgeted amount. 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE AUTHORIZING THE 
EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT WITH SRF TO DO THE CAT/UND SHUTTLE MERGER 
STUDY, NOT TO EXCEED THE BUDGETED AMOUNT OF $40,000. 
 
Vetter said one question he would have is if they go through the financial end of the study and determine 
that it isn’t feasible to go forward, is the contract then for a lesser amount.  Haugen responded that they 
can stop the contract so just the work they complete to that point would be billable against the contract.  
Haugen added that it is a multi-month contract, and is deliverable at the end of April. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Rost, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  Vein, Grasser, and DeMers. 
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MATTER OF DRAFT ITS REGIONAL ARCHITECTURE UPDATE 
 
Viafara reported that staff is seeking approval to execute a contract to engage A.T.A.C. to proceed with 
the Grand Forks-East Grand Forks ITS Regional Architecture Update.  He added that this update is for 
the Year 2019.  He said that this project is updated every five years, and the MPO is required to update 
it, and we strive to harmonize with the progress of what is happening in North Dakota DOT and what 
the Minnesota DOT is doing with their ITS plan.  He pointed out that in our case one has to be mindful 
of the fact that we are dealing with two different States, and each one of them has its own Architectural 
ITS design. 
 
Viafara stated that the key objectives for this particular update include:  1) the need for us to address 
changes in the region; 2) changes in the stakeholders, 3) changes in the scope of service and issues with 
the deployment of ITS projects in the region; and 4) to address changes in the National ITS Architecture. 
 
Viafara said that it is with this kind of objectives in mind that you will see what kind of a tentative group 
of stakeholders has been put forth for consideration, in part because some of these stakeholders deal 
with emergency management issues, and a vital component of the ITS upgrade is also to update in terms 
of emergency management issues. 
 
Viafara commented that you will see here the contract that we are bring forward for your consideration, 
and there are some highlights.  He said that those highlights correspond to comments made by members 
of the Technical Advisory Committee in order for us to improve the text and the overall aim of the 
project.  He stated that one of the comments was that they would like each one of these facts to be 
subject to review by the project advisory group, by the TAC, and also the MPO Executive Board, so all 
the text being updated will go through that process.   
 
MOVED BY STRANDELL, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE AUTHORIZING THE 
EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT WITH A.T.A.C. TO PERFORM THE ITS REGIONAL 
ARCHITECTURE UPDATE. 
 
Vetter said that Intelligent Transportation System, that deals with how traffic is moving and monitoring 
that, is that correct.  Viafara responded that there are several issues there; one of them is the coordination 
of the emergency management systems, and the other one, depending on the size and the scope of the 
system to determine issues with the speed, with how traffic is moving for us in some regions.  He 
commented that he used to work in another region where they had a center where they could basically 
control the level of congestion management right from the kind of ITS technology, so there are way too 
many implications in our case, the advent of this connected vehicles is also very pressing, so in part part 
of the architecture is to accommodate, as soon as they are coming on the ground, to accommodate their 
movements. 
 
Haugen said that it involves emergency management, transit, vehicle movement; and part if it is just data 
collection and data archiving, and other parts is just making sure that communication equipment can 
communicate with one another.  He added that there are several packages that are available to us, and we  
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can pick and choose which packages are good for Grand Forks/East Grand Forks, being consistent with 
what both States have done, so it isn’t just about vehicles and people, it is also about data collection and 
making sure that communication networks can relay information to each other.  He said that, as Mr. 
Viafara highlighted, there is now an automated vehicle component to it that we will have to include as 
well.   
 
Haugen referred to the MPO website and pointed out that our current ITS Regional Architecture 
document is available if you would like to get a little more familiar with it. 
 
Voting Aye:  Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Rost, and Mock. 
Voting Nay:  None. 
Abstain:  None. 
Absent:  Vein, Grasser, and DeMers. 
 
MATTER OF US2/US81 INTERSECTION STUDY UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that this is an update agenda item that does not require any action from the board, as 
are the next several items.   
 
Haugen said that, if you recall, we initiated this study last year and retained KLJ to assist us as the 
consultant on it and it involves looking at the intersection of Gateway Drive and North Washington.  He 
stated that a Steering Committee was formed consisting of agency staff members and also neighborhood 
representatives, property owners, and business owners in that area.  He said that they met for the first 
time last week and on our website we have a page where you can get further information. 
 
Haugen referred to a map and pointed out the study area for this update and stated that one of the key 
issues is the skew that this intersection presents; as well as the fact that the Mill Spur is in very close 
proximity to it and also 5th Street (or Mill Road) is also in very close proximity to it.   
 
Haugen commented that we do know that contributing to the growth in traffic that we are forecasting is 
growth in train traffic.  He explained that the North Dakota Mill is expanding its capacity. He said that 
they did just finish some capacity expansion, but do have plans already to expand even further; so in the 
short term it means that they are going to start bringing their grain in by unit trains rather than how it is 
currently brought in which is by trucks.  He stated that with the unit train being 110 cars long, moving at 
five miles and hour on the Mill Spur, this intersection will be further impacted due to the longer closure 
for these trains.  He said that this is actually be complete closure because the relief routes will all be 
closed at the same time as well because of the size of this train. 
 
Haugen stated that what they are finding out right now is, and this is kind of a new thing that perhaps we 
didn’t do in the past, but that is now part of our good planning process, is that we are looking to see if 
some of these existing traffic signals even meet warrants as to whether they should even be there, and 
what we discovered is that the North 20th Street traffic signal, according to the warrants that are set for 
traffic signals, does not meet any of them so part of our analysis will be what do we do without this  
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traffic signal or if it is needed in the future.  He added that 3rd Street also does not meet warrants 
currently, but we did ask the consultant to review that analysis, in part because the analysis they did for 
us assumed a lot of the school traffic was able to use the underpass, but we know that there are snow 
issues at various times that make it unusable, and one of the warrants for a traffic signal is for school 
pedestrian crossings, so they are going to relook at that. 
 
Haugen commented that as we assume growth in Grand Forks and East Grand Forks this corridor will 
also grow in traffic volumes; by 2030 we show we will have gone from 22,000 to 28,000, and by 2040 
we will be up to 32,000, so we are seeing considerable growth on the corridor and that means that even 
with that growth though in the future we aren’t showing that the 20th Street traffic signal meets the 
warrants, even with the current turning movements that are there and the predicted future turning 
movements, but as land development or redevelopment occurs that might change. 
 
Haugen stated that from a volume point of view the signal at 3rd Street does not meet warrants, but again 
we are looking at the school crossing issue to do that, but we also noticed that our level of service gets to 
be below our level of service D allowance and so we start having backed up traffic that spills back 
beyond these other traffic signals without the train traffic.   
 
Haugen reported that right now some of the information we have regarding the train traffic we used a 
couple of months of traffic signal preemption, where trains preempt the traffic signals to put them to all 
red, and so we know there are roughly three to five trains a day on that track and the average closure 
time is 2.5 minutes, although some are longer and some are less; and one of our concerns is that with the 
blockage emergency responders do have unavailable routes.   
 
Haugen stated that one of the things that they were able to do, and that is that this information is to give 
us some sense of how traffic is congested without trains, and then how much more congested it is when 
train traffic is introduced and how it progresses.  He referred to a drawing illustrating this and went over 
it briefly. 
 
Haugen commented that we do have some pedestrian facilities along the corridor that are lacking in 
some ADA compliance, and we also have some bike facilities adjacent to the corridor that lacks direct 
connect to the rest of the bike network that will be part of what will be looked at as well. 
 
Haugen stated that ultimately we are finding out that really the current traffic signals in place, two of 
them are questionable as to whether or not they should remain, and we know that in the future our 
volumes are going to increase vehicle wise, but also we know that train traffic will increase and will 
create more conflict between the two modes; so as part of our working relationship with the committee 
and consultant we will try to see how we can alleviate some of that traffic congestion and traffic 
reliability issues that are being caused by our signal systems and also by the change in particularly the 
train traffic on the corridor. 
 
Strandell asked, in addition to the Gateway numbers and such there, does this study include anything 
that would have to do with how people, when trains are present, would start using the Sorlie  
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Bridge. He wondered, given the capacity concerns of the Sorlie now, what could be more expense of it.  
Haugen responded that he would have to get an answer to that, but his initial reaction is probably not in 
a direct way, they have not asked the consultant to do that in a direct way.  He added that their travel 
demand model does it to some degree.  He added that the travel demand model is identifying that the 
Sorlie Bridge, in the future even today, is very congested and the work that is going to start this summer 
will really not build out to relieve a lot of that congestion, so the model is already curtailing traffic from 
using the Sorlie Bridge, but they haven’t introduced the unit train traffic to the model yet. 
 
Powers asked if there was a timeframe on how long a train can block an intersection; he thought 2 
minutes and 30 seconds was kind of short.  Rost suggested it was 15 minutes.  Haugen said that he was 
going to say 10 minutes, but that is a completely stopped train for that whole duration.  He added that a 
lot of it is very slow rolling train traffic, so it is legally able to block it longer than that because it is 
moving, and right now some of the Mill trains that service the grain elevators along the Glasston Sub, or 
even the coal train that runs up to the Minto Coal Yard, those will block Gateway Drive 20 minutes or 
more at times, but they are moving and that is just the reality of what they create. 
 
Haugen stated that, to get back to the prior question, one of the strategies is to look to see if we have 
been; and part of the construction that has been going on, if you go on some of the rural base to the 
north, you will notice that there are now message boards being placed there to let people know that there 
is train blockage and to use alternative routes, and one of our strategies is to inform people further out 
that Gateway Drive at Mill Road will be blocked and to use an alternative routes, so part of our strategy 
might be to look at some of those corridors like the Sorlie Bridge Crossing or others to advise people to 
get around a different way. 
 
Haugen commented that how Unit Trains operate is, they can’t break up the train in the yard, that train 
has to be connected all the way through to the end, which is the Mill; they arrive when they arrive and 
they don’t give much advance notice, they have 16 to 24 hours to unload and allow the train to leave the 
yard.  He said that right now there isn’t any nighttime activity on the Mill Spur, but this Unit Train 
might introduce nighttime activity.  He said that initially the North Dakota Mill was talking maybe one 
or two trains per month, some months there might be zero and some months there might be three, just 
depends on product availability and need, but again that is based on the current capacity but they have 
stated that they will be adding more capacity to produce even more product in the future so they will 
need even more raw material delivered. 
 
Vetter suggested that another alternative would be to take Mill Road all the way up and then come back 
down on Washington.  Haugen agreed, adding that there have been other studies that have looked at this 
in the past and they came up with some concepts, but the crux of the problem is that a lot of the concepts 
were grade separation type projects that would cost $20 plus million dollars, and as we know from our 
recent Street and Highway Plan we don’t have that kind of revenue lying around looking for projects, we 
have the opposite problem in that we have a lot of projects looking for revenue, so we are trying to come 
up with other strategies as well as all of those separating the conflicting movement strategies. 
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Strandell asked if this was the main rail line or is it a spur type thing.  Haugen responded that it is just a 
spur, it does not travel any further north than Grand Forks.  He added that part of the Mills’ availability 
to land a Unit Train entailed them having to extend the Mill Spur north of where it currently stopped, so 
you will see out there now on Mill Road, if you drive it, new railroad track being laid down, but it isn’t 
connecting anywhere else yet.  Strandell said that the reason he asked is he is wondering if it would be 
possible for that Unit Train to come in and then back out rather than blocking the Gateway route.  
Haugen responded that a connection to the Glasston Sub line would have to be built.  He said that as part 
of our Glasston Subdivision Study that we did a couple of years ago, and when the North Dakota Mill 
first identified their expansion, we worked with them and the property owner and BNSF to see if that 
northern connection could be built instead of using the Mill Spur, and that did not turn out to be feasible 
yet; and the Mill had to move forward with their expansion and this was their solution to land the Unit 
Trains, to extend the current Mill Spur northward several thousand feet, but there is still an opportunity 
to add that connection to the Glasston Sub and that way allow some of those Unit Trains to not even 
come into Grand Forks proper.  He added that most of the grain in North Dakota that the Mill is getting 
is north and west of Grand Forks, so that Glasston Subdivision serves most of Northeastern North 
Dakota and its different spur lines throughout. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF DRAFT 2019 BIKE MAP 
 
Viafara reported that last month this body adopted the 2045 Bicycle/Pedestrian Element of the 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan, so in the Bike/Ped element we have Goal #3 that deals with access 
and mobility and the gist of that particular objective is to improve the bicycle and pedestrian maps to 
facilitate user’s access, connections, mobility and regular enjoyment of the system.    
 
Viafara stated that the map that is printed every year is printed with that objective in mind.  He said that 
another issue that this map is trying to address is that we would like to integrate more transit, safe routes 
to school, historical neighborhoods, and more safety issues into the overall design of the bicycling 
activities.   
 
Viafara said that what staff is asking today is that we are bringing this report just for your information, 
but he would tell you that map, when you see it, it is supported by a number of goals and objectives that 
are already adopted and included in our different plans.  He added that they are also asking if you could 
go to Survey Monkey, and the link is provided in the packet, on or before February 26th and provide any 
input you may have on either the panels of information, or the bike map itself.  
 
Viafara pointed out that a copy of the proposed 2019 map was included in the packet.  He referred to it 
and stated that they have received some comments already from the Grand Forks Engineering 
Department staff, letting us know of some segments that need to be included, and those are already 
included in this draft map.  He said that they are also working on the cover, specifically on the different 
panels of information and are incorporating comments/suggestions that they already received from Safe 
Kids and other stakeholders concerning fine-tuning the language. 
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Haugen commented that, as noted in the staff report, we are earmarking the release of the new map 
during the Home and Garden show at the Alerus Center at the end of March.  Viafara added that by 
March 23rd, for the Home and Garden show, they expect to have the maps printed and ready to be 
released to the community. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF 2019 FLOOD BRIDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
Haugen reported that over a decade ago we produced a management plan for flooding events and other 
bridge closures of the three main bridges.  He said that as part of that exercise we agreed that annually, 
prior to the spring flood or flood potential, we would update and distribute information on the main 
contacts, titles, and phone numbers, and that is the real purpose of this agenda item, for the Technical 
Advisory Committee and the Executive Policy Board to review the list to make sure that we have the 
correct titles identified and also the correct phone numbers so in the event there is a need to have a 
strong coordinated flood effort we have up-to-date information. 
 
Haugen commented that the outlook is positive that we aren’t going to have the likelihood of a major or 
even a minor flood event, or a moderate flood event that would require a significant flood fight. 
 
Strandell pointed out that almost all of the phone numbers on the list are land lines rather than cell phone 
numbers, and he would think that most everyone has a cell phone, so should those number be changed.  
Haugen responded that what he can do is to redistribute the list to the main staff people on the list and 
ask them if they want their cell numbers included or if they want to keep their land lines.   
 
Information only. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2018 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is the monthly report listing activities that took place in the month of January.  
He stated that the big items, of course, were the finalization of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, 
that has been formally submitted to our State and Federal Partners, so they have not submitted a reply at 
this time, but they do have until the end of February to give us some sense of their acceptance of the 
document.   
 
Haugen pointed out that we did initiate the transit merger between UND and the City of Grand Forks; 
and on the MPO website, just to highlight a couple of other activities there is information available on 
the Mn220 North Corridor Study.  He added that they just met yesterday so there will be more 
information added to this item, and they encourage everyone to go on and take a look at it to find out 
what is going on on Mn220 North.  He stated that they also met yesterday, and you probably saw in the 
Herald something about the Grand Forks Downtown Action Plan process, a subprocess of that has been  
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our parking assessment for Downtown Grand Forks.  He said that they met with that group yesterday, 
and their web-page they will be updating information that we have compiled on the parking in Grand 
Forks. 
 
Information only. 
 
 b. Possible CAT Route Change 
 
Haugen reported that you may have already heard of proposed CAT route changes.  He referred to the 
agenda and pointed out that they did provide a link on this.  He added that soon they will be working on 
public engagement process to get people’s feedback on some possible route changes.  He said that that is 
still in the works; sometime in March you should be notified and invited to some public engagement 
meetings on changes to the CAT system, and will ultimately be brought back to the City Council for 
their consideration most likely in April. 
 
Information only. 
 
 b. Bill Listing For The 11/17/18 to 12/14/18 Period 
 
Haugen reported that the list of bills for the November 17th, 2018 to December 14th, 2018 period was 
included in the packet for your review.  
 
Powers commented that it shows that we are spending $4,500 a year on Brady Martz, does that sound 
right.  McNelis responded that that is for audit costs.  Powers asked if that was kind of spendy.  Vetter 
asked if the MPO had gone out for quotes on the audit at all.  Haugen responded that we haven’t in the 
recent past. 
 
Powers said that another item is $870 to East Grand Forks Water and Light, what is that for.  Haugen 
responded that it is for access to computer storage, computer use, computer assistance, postage, phone 
lines, etc.  Strandell asked if that was a monthly bill.  McNelis responded that that is a quarterly cost.   
 
 c. ND Legislature Prairie Dog Legislation 
 
Haugen reported that the North Dakota Legislature is still moving forward with the Prairie Dog 
Legislation that would potentially add some revenue for investments and infrastructure.  
 
 d. MN Legislature 
 
Haugen reported that the main news out of Minnesota is the Governor’s tax proposal, or budget 
proposal, that includes a .20 cent gas tax hike that would raise $2 billion dollars in the two bienniums for 
transportation.  He stated that this would trickle down 35% annual increase to the City’s budget for the 
City Municipal State Aid Account. 
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Haugen commented that, just as a reminder, as these new revenue streams become possible, we will 
have to revisit our financial plan of our Street and Highway document, and other documents, to adjust 
for the new revenue. 
 
Information only. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Michael Huot, property owner, reported that they held a meeting over on the Belmont side on the bridge 
issue that is going on.  He said that it was an interesting meeting; adding that it was different than the 
last meeting because the last one was like shock and awe, where did this come from, how did you come 
to this conclusion, and so on and so forth; so it was actually an information meeting.   
 
Huot stated that they went over all of the data, the data that you looked at, the data you made decisions 
on, how you came to the conclusions you did.  He said that all of the data wasn’t exactly agreed upon, as 
far as, he isn’t saying it wasn’t valid data, but it was kind of hard to get their heads around because of 
the population difference on the two sides of the river, and how they formulated traffic flow and peoples 
driving habits.   
 
Hout said that they talked about not repeating history, and that means not waiting until the final hour and 
then saying that this is going to happen and they knew nothing about it; so they went over the East 
Grand Forks Website, the Grand Forks Website and were shown how to get on them and how to get the 
data on their phone, etc., and the conclusion was that if you want to be informed you can be informed. 
 
Huot commented that they then discussed where they go from here, how do they keep themselves 
updated.  He said that they talked about the fact that the first time additional bridges were discussed was 
in 1968 or 1969, which seems like a long time ago, but now we are almost to 2020 so that went pretty 
quick; so in his mind the next twenty years are going to go pretty fast too, so they asked the question – 
how do we stay informed. 
 
Huot stated that the two things that came up were the two locations for bridges; 32nd Avenue and 
Merrifield, and they asked how they keep informed on both those locations.  He said that a couple of 
questions were:  1) Merrifield Road was approved by Polk County and Grand Forks County.  He asked 
if there had ever been any kind of feasibility study done on that location, and if not why.  Haugen 
responded that they did show you that they did a report roughly ten years ago on the feasibility of that 
bridge.  He said that it did prove to be feasible, but because it wasn’t a full NEPA document, a 
recommended alignment was identified for it.  Huot asked if it was still valid.  Haugen responded that it 
is essentially valid, however it would have to have some updates to it include cost expenditure inflation 
added to some of the cost estimates, those are included in the report that they give in the Street and 
Highway Plan, so that information is essentially there, but it would need some updating done. 
 
Huot asked if there was any effort done towards securing the funding to actually start completion to get 
it to shovel ready, was there any discussion made on that after the feasibility study was done.  Haugen  
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responded that the county boards met a few times in joint session; initially the joint sessions were on the 
Thompson Bridge replacement, and at that time they decided to focus on replacing the Thompson 
Bridge first, and then after that they would then consider looking at Merrifield, but since then both 
Counties have had individual discussions; Polk County is also faced with the Nielsville Bridge closure 
issue, Grand Forks is not part of that bridge, but as we discussed at the meeting Monday, Grand Forks 
County has talked, at least their Engineer has, about suggesting that since the County has up to 10 mill  
 
road alliance and they are only down somewhere in the neighborhood of 7 mills that they could assess a 
full 10 mills and finance their half of the bridge, so there has been some of that discussion taking place. 
Rost commented that the Grand Forks County Commission Board has two issues come up; 32nd Avenue 
and Merrifield. They felt that Merrifield was the place to put it.  He added that the reason they didn’t 
support 32nd is because it is a City issue, so they just supported the Merrifield Bridge; and it was also 
agreed that there is still time to work around the Merrifield area as it isn’t developed yet.   
 
Huot commented that, with that said, what the conclusion was is that we get one opportunity to save $30 
million dollars; and that would be that first the Merrifield Bridge goes in, and lets just say that the 
driving habits according to the data aren’t exactly what the simulation stated; or, if it is, you are sure 
going to get a lot more buy-in on a 32nd Bridge, or Elks or wherever you are going to put it, with actual 
hard data instead of simulated data.  He added that what they learned, and how they got the data and 
how it is disseminated down; fine, he can’t dispute it, he can’t say it is right or wrong; but real data will 
tell you exactly if it is right or wrong.  He said that this is the only chance we get to save the $30 million 
dollars.  He added that if you build a Merrifield Bridge and the level of service stay the same or get 
worse, it makes absolutely makes sense, so his question today is how do we get informed on both sites, 
as far as where we are at with funding instead of going 4 ½ years and not it is the 5th year and now we 
have to update, that is where the agitation comes in because there is no room for any adjustment or 
questions and so on and so forth, so if something is going on and they don’t like it or they want more 
answers then we go to different council members and tell them that we are confused on this decision, we 
don’t understand this, so is there any way in these meetings that we can go to the website and say here is 
the update on the Merrifield and here is the update on the 32nd funding process, because no news creates 
agitation, so as long as there is something on there so they can feel informed that would be best because 
they fell short before.  He said that that was kind of the sense he got at the meeting; he felt a lot of the 
hostility went away, and he thinks that the acceptance, they aren’t there yet, but he thinks there is 
actually a viable plan stating that both bridges need to be built in the future, one has nothing to do with 
the other, and one can actually stop the need to build the other, that makes sense, that order makes sense, 
unless disputed through some other criteria, but they are looking for update, and he doesn’t know what 
the answer is, they just don’t want to hear that all of a sudden we’ve got the funding and in 24 months 
we are going to start digging, not enough time. 
 
Powers asked if at the intergovernmental meeting coming up there is a chance that the bridge issue will 
be brought up.  Vetter responded that he would doubt that it would, but it could.  He added that this 
meeting usually covers the state of, here’s where we are at right now.   
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Vetter stated that he visited with Mayor Gander about wanting to keep this process going, and he has 
voiced that he wants it to continue also; although he hasn’t touched base with him for a couple of weeks 
to see if he has any meetings set up or anything, but as that progresses he is thinking that the MPO will 
be very involved with it so any updates will probably come through the MPO.  Huot stated that that is 
what people are looking for, they want to know where they need to go to get updated, how can they give 
input, etc.  Powers suggested that maybe we need another meeting with everybody.  Vetter said that he 
would reach out to the Mayor again to see if has set up anything, and if not maybe we should look at 
doing that.  He added that he knows that they are going down to the Cities next week to visit with 
Legislators, and the bridge issue is one of the topics that they are going to discuss with them, so maybe 
after that meeting there might be something scheduled.  Huot said that that would be perfect, then they 
can go to the website and get updates on either or, it is something, it is more than what they have now, 
and then we can eventually have discussion rather than pointing fingers. 
 
Huot said that that is what came out of the meeting.  He added that Mr. Haugen was there and he thinks 
it was a great discussion.  He stated that on their part too, the first meeting had a lot more people, the 
second didn’t have as many, which is disheartening to him; you can only do what you can do, but he 
thinks that if we can get information on the website, to those two sites, he feels a lot of people would be 
much happier. 
 
Haugen referred to a slide from the meeting we are talking about right now, and explained that he did 
inform everyone that, as Mr. Vetter just stated, East Grand Forks is considering a request to their 
legislature to fund, and it is his understanding it is to fund the NEPA process project development to get 
it shovel ready, and not to actually fund this cycle of legislation to actually construct.  He said that he 
also told the groups that the cost estimate is roughly $2 million dollars to get a project that is close to 
shovel ready, and then as he explained to the group, they truly can’t get a project to 100% shovel ready 
because until we have the funds to construct the project, our federal partners cannot make a decision on 
the NEPA document, and until the federal partners can make a decision you are not truly shovel ready.  
He added that we also know that on the Grand Forks side the Council President has floated the idea of 
having a study of where the shortest crossing could be, somewhere between 32nd and 17th, but instead of 
having that bridge penetrate the dike and attach to an arterial roadway, it would act more like the 
Greenway Trail System does, and disperse and allow people to take multiple access points into the built 
area, and he doesn’t know if Grand Forks has acted on that, he doesn’t know if there has been any 
movement other than the Council President’s idea floating around. 
 
Powers said then that you would go over the dike and then go wherever you want.  Haugen responded 
that it would be very much like the Greenway Trail System is; you have two bridges that connect the 
trail system, you go to the south bridge and there is no direct access point to the “dryside” – there are 
multiple access points.   
 
Powers asked if this would all be on the wet side.  Haugen responded it would replace the trail, or go 
next to the trail, to move traffic north and south and allow access at different points, that is the concept 
that the Council President has expressed as Mr. Haugen understands it. 
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Powers said that from the Minnesota standpoint, Mr. Vetter just said that he will have a meeting with the 
Mayor and the Mayor is going to be going down to the Cities and maybe some of this stuff gets on the 
papers today, but we’ve got to firm it up a little more.  He told Mr. Huot that he has to remember that the 
“P” in MPO is for Planning, it isn’t for funding.  Huot commented that you have to have a plan first.  He 
added that he is really interested in the Grand Forks County what initiative was taken for the Merrifield 
Bridge to make sure it doesn’t get stalled; if it is a no it is a no, we just have to know what the reality is, 
we can’t stay in this gray area. 
 
Vetter commented that as far as the East Grand Forks side, they visited with some of the council 
members; they feel that if the federal and the state would come up with the funding they would have 
their local share tomorrow, where they could match it, and get this deal done, it is just a matter of getting 
the state and feds on board.  Huot asked if that was true for the Grand Forks side too.  Mock responded 
that she doesn’t know Grand Forks’ position.  Strandell said that as far as Polk County goes, its been ten 
years ago now that they protected the right of way at Merrifield so that people can’t build on it, and they 
are on record as supporting the bridge; and although they haven’t said no to anything else, that would be 
number one on their list because it is a county issue not just a city issue.  He added that they also have 
the Neilsville Bridge, wherever it is hanging.  He said that their County Engineer is head of the National 
Association of County Engineers, so he thinks maybe he might have some influence, but it hasn’t 
happened yet, but they do have interest in replacing the Neilsville Bridge, but there are people that feel 
that a bridge in another place might be a better use of money. 
 
Huot stated that he thinks the public just has to know where to get behind.  He said that when you 
mention that you could have local funds available if the feds and state say you can have the funds; that 
expedites the whole thing, that is instantaneous; when you talk about two years to even start doing some 
ground work that isn’t a lot of time for people to react, so on the Polk and Grand Forks side, it will all 
depend on how many people you can get behind it, if people get behind the 32nd Bridge it is going to 
happen, if they get behind the Merrifield it is going to happen, we just need to know which direction to 
go, we need some data to make that decision. 
 
Strandell said that his personal opinion is that we need two bridges; Merrifield and an inner-city.  Huot 
said that the consensus is, maybe it is self-enduring, but you build Merrifield fist and if the level of 
service goes to an acceptable level you just saved yourself $30 million bucks; if it doesn’t everything 
you said came to fruition, there is no down side to it, especially finding out that both bridges are a 
necessity because the 32nd Bridge, as far as he understands, doesn’t help us on the Grand Forks side; 
we’ve got to have the 47th Interchange plus the Merrifield Bridge, that is just going to happen anyway, 
so why not take advantage of a possibility of doing it the other way; and he is preaching from both sides, 
if we build a Merrifield Bridge and 32nd was the bridge to go he has zero problem, that is just the way 
the world works, but right now he thinks there is just too much gray area which is causing the agitation. 
 
Information only. 
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ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO ADJOURN THE FEBRUARY 20TH, 2019, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:05 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 01/25/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -571.18

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 01/25/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,253.90
Liability Check 02/07/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,247.74

Alliant Engineering
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... 0.00
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... 0.00
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... 0.00

Brady Martz
Bill 02/04/2019 Inv. #... Progress Billi... 206 · Accounts Pay... 515 · Financial... -4,500.00
Bill Pmt -Check 02/04/2019 6682 Progress Billi... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -4,500.00

Business Essentials
Bill 02/06/2019 Inv. #... Binders 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -61.20
Bill Pmt -Check 02/06/2019 6683 Binders 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -61.20
Bill 02/12/2019 Inv. #... Ink Cartridge ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -51.62
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 6688 Ink Cartridge ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -51.62

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 01/24/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -64.32
Bill Pmt -Check 01/24/2019 6679 Charges For ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -64.32

Cole Paper
Bill 02/11/2019 Inv. #... Paper For Pri... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -280.20
Bill Pmt -Check 02/11/2019 6684 Paper For Pri... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -280.20

East Grand Forks Water and Light
Bill 01/23/2019 Inv. #... 4th Quarter 2... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -872.87
Bill Pmt -Check 01/23/2019 6673 4th Quarter 2... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -872.87

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 01/25/2019 6675 50790-1043 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

Forum Communications Company
Bill 02/11/2019 Inv. #... Public Notice ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 555 · TIP -166.28
Bill Pmt -Check 02/11/2019 6685 Public Notice ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -166.28

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 01/31/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -562.37
Bill 01/31/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -5,237.05
Bill Pmt -Check 01/31/2019 6680 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -5,799.42
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... 0.00

Kimley-Horn And Associates, Inc.
Bill 02/11/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 545 · Transpor... -6,292.54
Bill Pmt -Check 02/11/2019 6686 Professional ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -6,292.54
Bill Pmt -Check 02/12/2019 QuickBooks g... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... 0.00

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 01/25/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 01/31/2019 6681 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -90.28

Mike's
Bill 01/23/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -78.00
Bill Pmt -Check 01/23/2019 6674 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -78.00
Bill 01/23/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -15.00
Bill Pmt -Check 01/23/2019 6678 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -15.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 01/25/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00
Liability Check 02/07/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 01/25/2019 6676 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -103.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 01/25/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -642.89
Liability Check 02/07/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 01/25/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.51
Liability Check 02/04/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,819.16

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 01/23/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,434.37
Liability Check 02/06/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,465.51

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 01/25/2019 6677 104 · Checking X 217 · Dental P... -158.60

10:52 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
02/14/19 Transaction List by Vendor

January 19 through February 15, 2019

Page 1
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WSI
Bill 02/11/2019 Acct #... ND Workforc... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -250.00
Bill Pmt -Check 02/11/2019 6687 ND Workforc... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -250.00

10:52 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
02/14/19 Transaction List by Vendor

January 19 through February 15, 2019
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, March 20th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the March 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:03 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Al Grasser, Jeannie Mock, and Ken Vein (via conference call).   
 
Absent were:  Bob Rost and Marc DeMers. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE FEBRUARY 20TH, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY STRANDELL, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE FEBRUARY 20TH, 
2019 MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF 2019 BIKE MAP 
 
Viafara reported that he distributed copies of the 2019 Bike Map for your information.  He explained 
that the purpose of this update is to inform you that the map that you are seeing is part of the goals and 
objectives as stated in the recently adopted Bike/Ped Plan.   
 
Viafara commented that part of those goals; in particular Economic Vitality and Access Mobility, are the 
ones that are leading this bike map.  He stated that they want to provide more continuity to provide more 
directness and to make it more convenient for the users when they are enjoying the system.   
 
Viafara referred to the map and went over the new segments that are included in this map.  He stated 
that also of interest is the fact that the map, on the back, has a number of panels.  He explained that those 
panels are made to convey information on safety; in particular safety in proximity to schools, safety for 
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new users and grownups, and also to provide information on historical districts and recreational 
facilities.   
 
Viafara reported that an electronic version of this map will also be available soon on both Cities 
websites and the MPO website.  He added that it will also be distributed at the Home Show this weekend 
as well. 
 
Information only.  
 
MATTER OF PROPOSED CAT ROUTE CHANGES 
 
Kouba reported that in July 2018 Cities Area Transit rolled out a whole new system of routes.  She said 
that since that time they have  received comments/suggestions from the public and drivers; and they did 
a survey to see what issues they may have with the changes, what might be missing between current and 
old routes, and CAT put out a report of what they were hearing from people, as well as after they 
reviewed how things were working on their side of this, and they made a few recommendations based on 
that information. 
 
Kouba stated that they looked at how they could implement those recommendations to be able to 
increase service on Route 3; improve on-time performance (there was an on-time performance 
previously, and now it just shifted to a couple different routes) so transfers can meet up better; provide 
direct service between the downtown, Walmart, Target, and other south-end destinations; improve 
service between UND and south end destinations; and reduce average speeds to complete routes. 
 
Kouba commented that after they did this analysis they found that all the changes they were making was 
a neutral process, so there isn’t any increase in cost of services.  
 
Kouba reported that they put out all of this information on March 4th, and they had a public meeting last 
night, and will have another one tomorrow night here in East Grand Forks, and the comment period ends 
on March 29th.  She said that they are looking at bringing this to the Committee of the Whole on April 
8th and City Council on April 15th.  She added  that they are looking to implement these routes by June 
3rd. 
 
Kouba commented that to date they have received very few comments, in fact she has only received 
seven comments herself, and most of them are concerns with scheduling and meeting up to make sure 
they get to work on time.   
 
Kouba referred to the Proposed Route Changes report (included in the file and available upon request) 
and went over the proposed route changes briefly. 
 
Powers asked how many buses run each day.  Kouba responded that currently the main routes run six 
buses off-peak hours and ten buses on-peak hours; and this would have eight buses running all the time. 
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Grasser asked if this has been implemented or are you needing to implement it.  Kouba responded that 
they are going through the public participation process right now, and are looking at getting it 
implemented by June 3rd.  Grasser stated that he thinks that after these have been running for a month or 
two if staff could give us an update on what the public’s reaction is to the changes.  He added that it is 
always scarier when you are proposing something; a lot of times it is better after you actually give it a 
go.  Kouba commented that they had a lot more comments, and they left the comment period open last 
year for the simple reason that it was such a huge change, this time they are just tweaking things to make 
it run better overall, so hopefully we won’t have too many bad comments. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF MN 220 NORTH STUDY UPDATE 
 
Viafara reported that the project is on schedule, and the consultant has been fulfilling their 
responsibilities they accrued once signing the contract. 
 
Viafara stated that we recently received Tech Memo #4; which is the result of the analysis of a number 
of alternatives, and the development process that the consultant used in order to provide us with some 
concepts and ideas to address and improve access control, safety, mobility, capacity and pedestrian 
crossings on MN 220 North Corridor.  He said that as a result a number of proposed alternatives were 
submitted for consideration and are listed in the staff report.  He went over them briefly.  He added that 
in the report there is a listing of all the improvements proposed for each one of the intersections on the 
corridor. 
 
Viafara commented that what he would like to bring to everyone’s attention is the fact that one 
particular recommendation is the round-a-bout for the intersection of 17 at 220 has peaked the interest of 
some of the stakeholders, so the MPO, in cooperation with MnDOT and with the City of East Grand 
Forks, hosted two events yesterday whereby we discussed that series of improvements with the 
stakeholders from the corridor, so it is moving along, in terms of whether the intersection may be able to 
satisfy some kind of truck movements and agricultural equipment, and overall the mobility at that 
particular intersection for the benefits of the business on the service road. 
 
Viafara reported that if anyone is interested, the entire presentation from the consultant is available; and 
also the complete Tech Memo #4 is available on the links provided in the staff report.   
 
Viafara stated that the MPO, in cooperation with the City of East Grand Forks, will be giving a 
presentation at the City’s Work Session to further explain the making of each one of these and provide 
them with further information. 
 
Vetter asked if he was correct that this study was requested by MnDOT.  Haugen responded that that is 
correct.   
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Haugen commented that, just to highlight how this study is taking shape; it is really changing Mn 220 
North, essentially from 15th St NW. past 23rd Street.  He stated that right now that first southern portion 
of that is a five lane section; and what they are finding from past analysis is that there is too much 
roadway there, for the vehicles that are forecasted even in the future; so what is shaping up is a series of 
roundabout at 17th, 20th, and 23rd; instead of keeping the five lane section at 17th Street it transitions to a 
three lane section and at 23rd it transitions to the rural area, so now MnDOT has about a 2030 timeframe 
to work on the concrete pavement here, and if this study is finalized with those recommendations that is 
likely when we will have the transition from the current pavement to this “road diet” and roundabout 
installed. 
 
Haugen stated that this is kind of a different feel to the corridor than what has been shown in the past, as 
what are the City’s and MPO’s desires were for that corridor.  He added that in the past they were 
planning to have it continue as a five lane section, up to 23rd Street, but now this is showing that the real 
capacity, there is too much roadway, so streamlining it down to what is really needed for that roadway. 
 
Grasser said that the traffic planning goes out 20-years, and if you aren’t going to do the work until 
2030; the question he has in his mind is if we are using capacity in the planning period, how close are 
we to the capacity of that three lane road, is there still a lot of capacity left at that point or are we 
bumping up against capacity  Haugen responded that there is still a lot of capacity.  He added that 
introducing the roundabouts helps that capacity because there is more efficient, they can handle more.   
 
Haugen stated that that is when the major concrete work is planned.  He said that some of these 
improvements that are pedestrian oriented, or others, could happen prior to that.  He added that some 
other areas of the corridor start south of US 2, so there are other improvements that could be done, but 
that is the major shift what is going on on this corridor from past studies; there is that segment between 
17th and 23rd. 
 
Viafara said that there have been some traffic control analysis, there would be some improvements 
there; there is a proposal to have three quarters access management at intersections, and traffic signals, 
so those could be implemented first before getting into the major concrete expenditures. 
 
Vetter asked if this study was also addressing the Highway 2/220 Intersection.  Viafara responded that it 
is.  Haugen commented that that one looked at even grade separations and other more unusual 
intersection designs, but it is really boiling back to having duel left turn lanes for east-bound to north-
bound as the most cost efficient and effective alternative for that intersection.  He added that there will 
be some tightening up on some of the right turns.   
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF GRAND FORKS DOWNTOWN PARKING STUDY UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that previously we provided you with the analysis of the existing parking conditions 
downtown, and just to highlight the key findings from that is that we find there is sufficient parking  
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spaces available; the utilization or the occupancy of those spaces was in the low 50% range both during 
the week and weekend.  He said that they also found that the enforcement, particularly of the two-hour 
parking, was not followed; there were a lot of violations observed that weren’t ticketed, and then we 
looked at the ticket analysis and found there weren’t many tickets issued.  He explained that that is 
partly because right now the current staffing at the police department is using community service 
officers and parking enforcement downtown is sort of their fourth or fifth priority, and their other duties 
take up time that they can’t devote to enforcement. 
Haugen commented that the next reports are saying that, first there is a lot of redevelopment being 
proposed in downtown Grand Forks; what does that mean to our parking situation; and the second report 
discusses how we can better manage and market the parking that is available in the downtown. 
 
Haugen said that the first information will be about how that future development and redevelopment will 
fit with the parking supply, and one of the key concepts that they are trying to get communicated is, 
instead of looking at a static parking requirement based off twenty four hours a day is the graphic that 
shows that parking time of day profiles are different based on the different uses.  He added that their 
analysis of the impact of future redevelopment is working off of the implementation of this concept of 
time of day  He stated that in the later information they show better how this comes into play, and he 
will focus on that before he goes back to the redevelopment.   
 
Haugen reported that the current way the parking is managed in the downtown is that you have one stall 
for either a full twenty-four hours; or, for instance the Central ramp has most of it as school stalls 
reserved from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and then most of the remaining stalls reserved until 6:00 p.m., but 
in actuality those users aren’t there 24-hours, or even there during the reserved times, so as a result of 
the current practice there is almost half of the parking ramp not being utilized, there are empty stalls, but 
the signage states that you, as a downtown user who wanted to come to City Hall, or a business, would 
be violating the permit system on that ramp if you park there between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., even 
though half the stalls are available; so we need to try to change the management of how parking is 
determined, not necessarily adding stalls.  He referred to a graph that gives an idea of how much 
different total parking spaces would be under each system.  He went over it briefly. 
 
Haugen said that this leads us back to the redevelopment scenarios; and we know there are current 
projects under construction, and there are some projects that have been preliminarily reviewed as 
concepts.  He went over these briefly, stating that they are using existing plus projects that have been 
proposed and communicated to the public; and then to get a sense of how much parking there is 
available, if you go by the occupancy rate, they considered what would happened if the current Century 
Link building area was completely redeveloped as a very high and dense development with retail on the 
main floors and several residential stories above to try to give us a sense as to how much parking is 
available from an occupancy point of view. 
 
Haugen reported that our contract with the consultant was to also try to get some sense of what is 
trending across the nation and how that might impact our parking supply.  He stated that some of the 
things that are trending are downtowns, or higher density, tends to shift the mode over to the folks that  
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don’t rely on parking for vehicle use; so they have one scenario that does that; they are also 
acknowledging that automated vehicles are going to have an impact and this graphic gives some sense of 
when that implementation will be taking place.  He added that they are on a ten-year timeframe so they 
are having roughly maybe an optimistic side 20% impact figured in and then they also looked at the use 
of ride sharing or lift/uber impacts as well. 
 
Haugen stated that under all of these scenarios, they are showing that without the impact of the 
bike/peds or the impact of automated vehicles, that we still have a rather large supply of parking spaces 
available, even with the impact of all of that development, plus that really hypothetical high intensity of 
the Century Link development. 
 
Haugen commented that once they started incorporating walking and biking only, they only saw a slight 
reduction in the total parking required, not a very significant one; and that is just assuming kind of the 
existing bike/pedestrian infrastructure in place, not an intensification of the infrastructure.  He added 
that, again, we still see a lot of occupancy available, a lot of stalls available.  He said that autonomous 
vehicles, again have some impact, but not a great impact to the availability of parking.   
 
Haugen summarized that we’ve gone over existing conditions and the assumption that if we can change 
the managing of parking stalls to the time of day profile, there are plenty of parking spaces available in 
downtown Grand Forks for now, and with all of these developments occurring the next ten-years. 
 
Haugen said that the next step is how can we implement and get to this change of how parking is 
thought of in downtown Grand Forks; and the first way is trying to focus on how we can better market 
the way parking is handled.  He stated that one of the marketing strategies involves, not just rebranding, 
but really how we permit and sign the Central and Corporate Parking Ramps.  He added that they are 
working with the County, who basically operates the County Parking Ramp and are on the committee, 
and really focus on the ones the City controls and give advice and recommendations to not just 
determine how to sign them, but also just to make it easier for the whole permitting process to take 
place.  He said that people will still be able to reserve spots, there is a way to simplify that on-line, but 
right now people have to physically walk into City Hall to do this. 
 
Haugen commented that one thing they have discussed, but not to any great length yet, is whether or not 
there should be a parking maximum so that as new developments come in there is a desire to have 
parking onsite for their development for their residents and/or visitors; currently right now the City 
doesn’t really dissuade them from having more parking stalls than what the parking assessment would 
require, so they are identifying that we have a lot of parking stalls downtown, so there is really little 
need to add more stalls than what is being suggested as being required under City code.  He stated that 
the two most recent developments downtown both added, and the report says he thinks 40% more 
parking than was required; so they are introducing having some discussions on whether there should be 
parking maximum, and that gets into the concept that there is better use of downtown space than having 
land sit as surface parking lots, higher and better uses, and that is coming through the Downtown Action 
Plan process as well. 
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Haugen said that they are trying to encourage the police department to have a way to have one dedicated 
person really enforcing the hot spot areas of the downtown, specifically the North 3rd Street 
neighborhood, and also have more regular parking enforcement taking place so that the turnover is 
occurring more frequently which will free up more parking stalls and might force some better utilization 
of the more expensive ramp stalls as well. 
 
Haugen reported that they do have an open house scheduled for tomorrow night at the Empire Arts 
Center. He said that they joined forces with the Downtown Development Association, who is providing 
a free taco bar to try to gather people in for a meal as well; so that is going on from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m.  He added that there are two presentation scheduled, one at 4:30 and one at 6:00 p.m. 
 
Haugen stated that this study is scheduled to be completed by the end of May, and they are trying to 
schedule it with the wrap-up of the Downtown Action Plan, that a different consultant group is doing.  
He said that they are tentatively scheduled to have their big open house presentation on May 1st, so our 
deadline of the end of May is kind of contingent on whether or not they may have to shift their deadline 
to June. 
 
Mock said, then that part of it will be kind of publicizing where the parking is, because part of the study 
is showing that we all have a perception problem that there is no parking but there is; so is the 
Downtown Development Association handling some of that public outreach, is that part of the 
partnership effort.  Haugen responded that that is part of the partnership effort.  Mock stated that with 
DeMers coming as a project that will reduce some of the parking, will they try to time that with that?  
Haugen responded that they are already geared up for that specific project, and this will continue on that 
marketing campaign afterwards, and the other areas of the downtown, not just the impact DeMers will 
have on the parking. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF PROGRESS ON 2020-2023 T.I.P. 
 
Haugen commented that normally in March we would be at the stage where we would have a good idea 
of what our Draft T.I.P. document would be.  He said that on the Minnesota side we are 99% there, but 
there are still some discrepancies between some cost estimates between our T.I.P. and their draft 
A.T.I.P., but he fully expects that we will have a draft Minnesota Side T.I.P. in April. 
 
Haugen said that on the North Dakota side things are a little slower; there has only been one award 
announced, that is sort of the Urban Program, and that is the technical name of that Main Street program 
that North Dakota implemented a year ago, Grand Forks did receive an award for their North 3rd Street 
project, which is a reconstruction and street scaping project between University and DeMers Avenues, 
but the rest of the program has not been announced.  He stated that it is being worked on but he does not 
anticipate that we will have the ability to have a North Dakota side draft T.I.P. available in April, but 
hope to have one in May. 
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Haugen commented that, just as a side note; some rather significant changes that occurred on the 
Minnesota side are noted in the staff report.  He said that on the North Dakota side those same types of 
impact on revenue haven’t been noted within the NDDOT. 
 
Haugen stated that this is just a progress report.  He added that in the past, on a more regular cycle, we 
would have shared preliminary draft documents of what all the awards are that are going on, we just 
aren’t able to do that this year primarily because of the North Dakota partnership. 
 
Grasser asked, just out of curiosity, but you said there was a discrepancy on the Minnesota side between 
a couple of cost estimates, why is that, how many people are doing estimates and don’t they have one 
organization creating an estimate that everyone uses.  Haugen responded that part of it is inflation factor 
of 17%, so you have one set of engineers that give a cost estimate to put into the document, and 
normally it is another set of design engineers that get into the project, and they are further along in their 
design so they have a different cost estimate that they put into their document, then they share that with 
us and we haven’t gotten that information so we are using an older cost estimate, that is essentially what 
is taking place.  He added that they ran into over-programming and higher cost, year of expenditure, 
their money got real tight so they were trying to go with the best cost estimates they had available to put 
into place, and we aren’t getting that information as fast, and that is what is causing the discrepancies. 
 
Haugen reported that the goal is to have this completed in August as one T.I.P. document, because if you 
recall how we have to inform how our performance measures are being met and we would rather do that 
as one document than to have to do it twice as two separate State documents. 
 
Information only. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT OPPORTUNITY 
 
There was no one present for discussion. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is our monthly project progress report so that you know where we are at with 
the key projects that are in our work program.   
 
Information only. 
 
 b. Acceptance Of 2045 MTP 
 
Haugen stated that this is a letter that we received from our main Lead State Agency that our 2045 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan was reviewed and is being accepted.  He added that our clock has now 
started so January of 2024 we will need to produce the 2050 plan, and as we said during the adoption  
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process we hope more revenue becomes available so we are updating this plan rather than waiting for 
that five year period before we touch it again. 
 
Information only. 
 
 c. Draft North Dakota Moves Plan Out For Review 
 
Haugen reported that North Dakota does have a draft document, they call North Dakota Moves, that is 
directed towards the Bike/Ped movements and public transportation for the State of North Dakota, and it 
is out for review and comment.  He said that he has a link to the document if anyone is interested. 
 
Information only. 
 
 b. Bill Listing For The 2/16/19 to 3/15/19 Period 
 
Haugen reported that the list of bills for the February 16th, 2019 to March 15th, 2019 period was included 
in the packet for your review.  
 
Information only. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Grasser commented that at the Technical Advisory Committee meeting last Wednesday, in regard to the 
project update, the committee did ask that another column be added for the project scheduling so that we 
are aware of what the original completion date is/was, and if necessary an updated/amended completion 
date as well.  Viafara added that that request has been addressed and will be on the report next month. 
 
Strandell asked if the downtown parking study document was going to be handed out at the open house 
tomorrow night.  Haugen responded that there will be a complete draft of the three documents available 
for people to review, but they aren’t anticipating handing people printed copies of those documents, but 
they are available on the MPO website and the Grand Forks City’s Downtown Action Plan website as 
well. 
 
Grasser commented that, as long as he can remember, studies get done and they say there is plenty of 
parking; and in the meantime everyone complains that there isn’t enough parking, so somehow, 
someway, and he isn’t sure how to rectify the expectations with the technical analysis.  He said that 
technically there is parking there, but no sooner will we get done with this study, and there will be 
concerns about not enough parking downtown.  He added that he thinks that some of that is that it gets 
to be the expectations, and they probably aren’t right, but he is just point this out, it seems like there is 
something left uncompleted or undone at that connection with the public about what they want versus 
the technical analysis. 
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Vetter asked, is the expectation that they want on-street parking and not have to go to a parking ramp.  
Grasser responded that that is probably part of it; nobody likes ramps, the only thing is you take the 
ramps out of there that is a large part of the inventory.  He added that it isn’t possible, but again, 
somehow it would be nice to be able to communicate to people that the numbers are there; what are the 
expectations, how close can we get to meeting those expectations.  He said that he was even debating, 
and he probably can’t do it, but can you use Google to track where people park and how far they walk, 
so we can actually find out what people are doing downtown, because it just seems like there is always a 
small piece that is missing. 
 
Haugen commented that, and Ms. Kouba can attest to this; but when Grand Forks held their Downtown 
Conference, there really wasn’t a great marketing piece that was put in people package that they 
received, and a lot of people came from out of town and the closest ramp that they could see was the 
Central Ramp and when you drive in you see this confusing sign that basically says there really isn’t any 
parking available until evening, yet they can see all these empty stalls, so that is kind of the issue with 
marketing or messaging that the Downtown Development Association is taking a look at to get a better 
message out there. 
 
Powers asked how much of the County Ramp is assigned parking.  Haugen responded that about ¾ is 
assigned.  He said, however, that there are more 2 hour parking spaces available in the County Ramp 
than at the Central Ramp.  He added that at the Corporate Ramp there are a lot of signs that say there is 
free parking, but it is for Corporate Center use only, so how that is monitored is confusing as well. 
 
Grasser referred to the entry sign at the Central Parking Ramp and commented that to him he thinks part 
of the issue is communication.  He pointed out that the first sentence on that sign is “Central Ramp”, and 
he doesn’t care what the title of the ramp is, the thing he is interested in is “free public parking”, so he 
would tend to rearrange those sentences a little bit.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO ADJOURN THE MARCH 20TH, 2019, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 12:58 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 
 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 02/22/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -585.22

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 02/22/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -4,670.34
Liability Check 03/08/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,182.00

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 03/08/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -64.32
Bill Pmt -Check 03/08/2019 6697 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -64.32

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 02/22/2019 6692 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 02/19/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -505.21
Bill Pmt -Check 02/19/2019 6695 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -505.21

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 02/22/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Mike's
Bill 02/20/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -78.00
Bill Pmt -Check 02/20/2019 6696 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -78.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 02/22/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -305.00
Liability Check 03/08/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 02/22/2019 6693 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -103.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 02/22/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 03/08/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 02/22/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.53
Liability Check 02/22/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,819.16

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 02/20/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,444.40
Liability Check 02/20/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,799.29
Liability Check 03/07/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,066.60

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 02/22/2019 6694 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

3:16 PM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
03/13/19 Transaction List by Vendor
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, April 17th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the April 17th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:04 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Al Grasser, Marc DeMers, Bob Rost, and Ken Vein (via conference call).   
 
Absent was:  Jeannie Mock 
 
Guest(s) were:  Jane Williams, Grand Forks Engineering. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE MARCH 20TH, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY STRANDELL, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE THE MARCH 20TH, 2019 
MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE DRAFT MINNESOTA SIDE 2020-2023 T.I.P. 
 
Haugen reported that at this time of year we would normally be asking you to consider a draft of both 
the Grand Forks and the Polk County side T.I.P.s but this year the NDDOT is not quite prepared with 
their programming of projects yet.  He said that we are on schedule on the Minnesota side so before you 
is a Draft T.I.P. for the Minnesota side only and we are hoping that in May we will have the North 
Dakota side Draft T.I.P. for consideration as well. 
 
Haugen commented that we did schedule a public hearing for our Technical Advisory Committee 
meeting last Wednesday and there was no one present for discussion, nor were any written comments 
submitted either.  
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Haugen stated that at the Technical Advisory Committee meeting there were a couple of minor 
adjustments made to some program numbers that MnDOT uses to identify projects and those 
adjustments have been made.   
 
Haugen explained that for the most part the T.I.P. reflects the current three years of our current T.I.P.  
He commented that the fourth year is really just projects that are transit oriented in East Grand Forks, so 
the new year of the T.I.P. does not reflect any other transportation improvements.  He added that the 3 
years, between 2020 and 2022 are consistent with the current T.I.P. documents, although there are a 
couple of minor dollar revisions.   
 
Haugen stated that both Staff and the Technical Advisory Committee are recommending approval of the 
Draft Minnesota Side 2020-2023 T.I.P., as presented. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE THE DRAFT MINNESOTA 
SIDE 2020-2023 T.I.P. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein. 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: Mock 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY RFP 
 
Haugen reported that this is a study that we have in our work program to start this year and finish next 
year.  He added that we do have in our work program a consult budget of $120,000 for this project and 
we have been working with the Technical Advisory Committee and local agencies on preparing the draft 
scope of work; and assuming approval today, the next step for us to get this submitted to the NDDOT 
Qualification Based Selection Process.  He explained that that normally takes several days from the 
action today to the actual posting on their website, and that is the official announcement of the RFP. 
 
Haugen commented that we have a timeline of May 29th to get the submittal back, so there is a fairly 
quick turnaround, although it isn’t the minimum amount of days, but it isn’t too much above that.  He 
added that this will get us into a June approval of the selected consultant, and allow us to really start in 
earnest on the project at the end of June or first part of July. 
 
Haugen reported that for the background and scope of work we are working from the existing 
documents and the Downtown Action Plan, which the City of Grand Forks has been working on for 
about a year now.  He added that we are also working from the DeMers Avenue Reconstruction Project 
Traffic Operations Report that identified future capacity concerns that won’t be addressed with the 
project itself, maintaining the three lanes.   
 
Haugen commented that we are also working from the Minnesota Mobility Plan to identify DeMers in 
East Grand Forks as having one of the few segments in Greater Minnesota with mobility issues; that we  
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would like to have a plan of attack on how to address them.  He said that connected to that is a program 
that MnDOT has to replace traffic signals on the Minnesota side of the Downtown so there is an 
opportunity for better signal coordination between the two downtowns; that is what we are hoping the 
study will identify. 
 
Haugen stated that the last piece will be the Parking Study; working with some of the developments that 
have been identified through the Downtown Action Plan, which has looked at some of the management 
of vehicles in the downtown, some scenarios of what future development might be impacting that 
demand, so with those we are working on a study of how to meet the future transportation needs that are 
being forecasted between the two downtowns and study alternatives to address those needs and come up 
with a recommendation and plan of action for that. 
 
Haugen said that concerning the Steering Committee, the one thing that he failed to insert here, but that 
we talked about at the Technical Advisory Committee meeting, is that all of our standard Steering 
Committees; NDDOT Central Office and the North Dakota Federal Highway as the Lead Federal 
Agency requested to be identified as members of all Steering Committees, he failed to put that in so that 
would be an addition to the RFP that we have for consideration. 
 
Haugen commented that the study area is generally coming off the DeMers Overpass Bridge through 
both downtowns up to and ending at Gateway Drive, and a block or two on either side of DeMers 
Avenue.   
 
DeMers asked if the multi-modal portion of this would that include a study analysis of additional 
pedestrian crossings.  Haugen responded that it would.  DeMers asked if that is specifically addressed or 
is it something that we could look at.  Haugen responded that it is both; it is specifically addressed 
through the identification of issues, public feedback, and this bodies influence on it, specific areas would 
be focused in on.   
 
Vein said that he is assuming that you will look at all vehicular traffic including truck traffic, such as 
during the beet harvest; pedestrian traffic; bicycle traffic; etc, and would you also look at any need for a 
pedestrian bridge or bicycle over the river, maybe adjacent to DeMers Avenue also.  Haugen responded 
that they will be using some of the previous studies that had identified that, but to what extent we will do 
it on this study is not in any greater depth than that.  He added that with some of the work that was done 
on the Sorlie Bridge EIS process, that ended up with just a repainting, there was some analysis of the 
sidewalk cantilevered off that exists today, and the ability to accommodate expansion.  He said that there 
have been previous studies that have looked at the existing river pier from the old bridge and how that 
could be used, so to that level that is all that would be anticipated. 
 
Vein stated that he would like; he thinks that is a good start, and we can see how that all might come 
together, but with the reconstruction of DeMers Avenue downtown for Grand Forks and with the North 
3rd Street now being planned, and the question of the bump outs being established, ulterior bicycle traffic 
may increase downtown so he thinks the connectivity between Grand Forks and East Grand Forks 
should be looked at, all of that in its entirety and possibly starting with the existing studies, but also what 
might be needed, so we need to  make sure that all of that is included.   
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Grasser referred back to the Steering Committee list and asked who the DDA is.  Haugen responded that 
that has not been identified.  Grasser asked if that would be a member of the Economic Development 
Group.  Haugen responded that it would be a member from the Downtown Action Plan.  Grasser stated 
that a member from the Economic Development Group would have been on that committee, and he 
added that he is trying to figure out, as this whole thing was somewhat initiated by our Economic 
Development Group, if we shouldn’t have a member from the Economic Development Group be on the 
Steering Committee in some manner, and if they were already encompassed in one of the other groups 
then it is a non-issue, but if not they maybe should be.  Haugen responded that the Economic 
Development Group has someone that serves on the Downtown Action Committee so they could be the 
one that continues on in that role, but if you want to make sure that it is specific to the Economic 
Development Group then we could add them.  Grasser responded that he wouldn’t mind adding them at 
least as an option, if they aren’t interested we wouldn’t require them to be there but he thinks they 
should have the opportunity. 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE DOWNTOWN 
TRANSPORTATION STUDY RFP SUBJECT TO INCLUSION OF A MEMBER FROM THE 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP ON THE STEERING COMMITTEE. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein. 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: Mock 
 
MATTER OF JOINT CITY COUNCIL BRIDGE MEETING 
 
Haugen reported that this item was included to allow the MPO Executive Policy Board to have a 
discussion on what transpired at the Joint City Council Bridge Meeting last Wednesday night.  He stated 
that included in the packet is a copy of the presentation that was presented to those present at the 
meeting. 
 
Vein stated that he thought that Mr. Haugen did a very good job presenting at the combined meeting of 
the City Councils.  He said that it turned into a lot of public input; as there was standing room only. 
 
Vein said that a lot of comments were made on the 32nd Avenue South Bridge potential, both for and 
against it.  He added that he thought the MPO should be aware of this so he talked to Mr. Haugen and 
asked that it be placed on today’s agenda.  He stated that one of the things he thought would be 
beneficial would be to go back and look at the video of the meeting and kind of surmise and put together 
a listing of all the questions and/or maybe direct comments that were made about options; that we take 
those comments and work with staff, and with potentially our traffic consultants, try to make sure that 
we answer those because he thinks that if we don’t they are just going to linger and keep coming back as 
options or reasons to support or not support what we are doing, so he knows that the plan is adopted by 
both communities that are wondering if we could at least carry this one step further knowing that we had 
all those individuals there asking more questions.   
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Vetter commented that he did speak with one of the community members that was there and he had 
some concerns; he said that there were some conflicts with the speeds on the roads and how our study 
showed that there wasn’t a speed problem on the roads, and then there speed boxes that were just on 
light poles that said the speed is thirty miles per hour, but when it was rechecked it said the speeds were 
a lot higher, so he was concerned about the data, and if it any of that makes sense.  Haugen responded 
that we did a Near Southside Neighborhood study and through several years of evolution the neighbors 
there have been sharing concerns about speeds so the Police Department brought their speed trailer, 
which you are probably familiar with as it has the Police Logo on it and it operates in either display 
mode or stealth mode, and they took speed studies using both methods and those studies showed that the 
85th percentile was virtually the same as the posted speed limit of 25 in those neighborhoods.  He said 
that the neighborhood wasn’t overly confident in that result, so we got involved and this body approved 
we use A.T.A.C., so we used their radar speed detectors, which were more obscure and put on poles and 
captured speeds that showed that those speeds were more in the 30 mph 85th percentile.  
 
Haugen commented that on Reeves itself we did some pilot traffic calming techniques; we studied the 
speed effect during the temporary installation then again after installation, and we had similar speed 
results that indicated that the traffic calming that is on Reeves now didn’t really slow down the traffic.  
He added that the City has purchased those radar speed detectors that were first used, and they redid the 
study and they got similar results as well. 
 
Vetter asked if any of the data that was collected was used in the bridge analysis.  Haugen responded 
that it was not, they were two separate studies.  He explained that speed in the bridge analysis is 
generated from the posted speed limits on the signs and what the capacity of the roadway allows people 
to travel down the road so as our roadway gets more constricted the speed gets lowered as a result.  
Vetter said, then, that for future this individual was complaining that because those two speed studies 
were conflicting he was starting to question the data in the rest of the bridge study; that if there is 
conflict there there is probably conflict with some of the other data, so he wasn’t putting a lot of weight 
into our Bridge study then because he thought the data was flawed.  Haugen commented that in his 
opinion there isn’t much correlation between the two studies. 
 
DeMers commented that, just a note; one of the most common ruse of the cynic is to find one 
discrepancy and extrapolate that from the data set out there, and then he gets the idea that if there is a 
flaw somewhere, there are potential flaws elsewhere, so even if that usually isn’t case; you can find one 
small inaccuracy, or one small conflict but it doesn’t always extrapolate out, so he agrees that we should 
be very diligent in looking for those types of things, but not only does it not correlate, it doesn’t 
extrapolate to the entire data set. 
 
DeMers asked if maybe a review of what happened Monday at the City Council meeting in Grand Forks 
or what vote was take, what the action was, and what do you see as the potential outcome from that so 
that the MPO can potentially react.  Vein responded that Howard Swanson, City Attorney, is reviewing 
a previous MPO action that had numbering errors, and how the numbering that we used was going to fit  
into the City Code, and he stated that we should correct the numbering; and they had made that  
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recommendation at the City Council just to confer with it; it had nothing to do with the actual merits of 
the report, but was just trying to correct the numbering.  He said that Ms. Mock was not present, so there 
were six of the seven members there and it turned out that three were in favor of making what would be 
more of a correction, and three opposed it so it went to a vote and the Mayor had to break the tie and he 
spoke against making the corrections, so it died and it didn’t make changes - it is just that the numbering 
won’t match what should have been in the final product.  He added that basically those that voted 
against, his perception is that they didn’t want to see a 32nd Avenue South Bridge so they didn’t want to 
make this correction, and the rest of them were just looking to try to make the correction as 
recommended by the City Attorney. 
 
DeMers said that he was getting some reports that this was some sort of re-vote of the MPO; but even at 
some point this is proxy for that; but he doesn’t want to make anyone speculate on other people’s voting, 
he is just trying to capture what went on at the meeting. 
 
Grasser commented that what they had before them was a technical correction, a purely technical issue 
that didn’t have anything really to do with the bridge or the Long Range Transportation Plan; but some 
of the discussion went towards the 32nd Avenue South Bridge, which to a degree wasn’t germane to the 
issue at hand.  The discussion did migrate along that same line even though they weren’t voting on a 
bridge issue they were trying to send a message with some of the verbiage that was tossed out.  
 
DeMers stated that he was just wondering because it came kind of directly on the heels of the intercity 
meeting.  Grasser said that he thinks that it was an overlap, but from a pure technical standpoint the 
issue before them had nothing to do with the bridge. 
 
Strandell reported that he spent some time with the Minnesota District Engineer talking about bridge 
sites and such; and in the process gave him some of the materials we’ve gotten over the years, and the 
study that was done that came out with a cost/benefit ratio on the 47th Avenue and he was really 
concerned about what the factor was that made that not work from a cost/benefit standpoint. Haugen 
responded that it is because of the fact that it attracts too much traffic extra miles of travel, and so there 
is not a decrease in miles traveled, nor a decrease in hours traveled.  He said that 47th Avenue actually 
has an increase of those so it is a negative benefit, and so the cost analysis shows your are adding more 
miles, which is not a benefit, it is a cost; and you re adding more hours, which is not a benefit, it is a 
cost; so that is why the benefit /cost is not favorable, it attracts too much traffic from the north side of 
both Grand Forks and East Grand Forks and causes more miles and more hours that are traveled and 
those are the two main drivers in a benefit/cost analysis.  
 
Grasser commented that one thing that we need to be careful of with that, though, is that we should be 
trying to probably speculate out the next 50 or 60 or 75 years as opposed to the 20-year plan.  He stated 
that he thinks with the 20 year plan, neither City had probably grown as far south, so you have more 
travel but if the communities for both, looking at where things would be in 50 years he wonders if that 
analysis traveled distance would be the same.  Haugen commented that he thinks that Grand Forks has a  
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flood protection that is still a mile away from where the existing growth is and their 2045 plan shows 
them not going within a half mile of the flood protection system.  He added that 32nd is the flood 
protection boundary on the East Grand Forks side.  DeMers stated that he gets that idea, and he thinks 
that when the City started if we would have put a bridge at 24th it would have made a lot of sense now, 
but it would have been a bridge to nowhere then, and we all know that there would have been not only 
the problem with that but the political cost would have been terrible and frankly funding sources aren’t 
going to fund bridges to nowhere; so it is a tough situation, you have to build something that is usable 
but then when you do that it is going to interrupt peoples lives.  He added that as we look out 50 years, 
he doesn’t think we have to just project the traffic in 50 years, but what are the safety ramifications in 50 
years, we learned a lot from stakeholders at the schools about how we are going to be running traffic 
right by a 1000 kids, right, and then they dismissed the downtown kids by saying there are only about 
200, but they lack the insight that there is an evolution that probably 25 or 30 years ago those downtown 
schools had much higher population and as we moved forward and look at 55th for a possible new 
school, or where ever they keep growing, those population shifts will follow that and those schools on 
32nd will decrease in population as well as it stretches further out; so the traffic volume might go further 
south, potentially, depending on how fast East Grand Forks will grow.   
 
DeMers commented that there is also the safety factor issue, and he thinks some of it is more emotional 
than it is real; but he thinks we could spend some money on mitigation factors and alleviate that.  He 
stated that as we grow the population changes are going to affect which corridors have safety factors, so 
absolutely we should be looking 50 years out, but we also don’t want to build bridges to nowhere; and as 
a result of that meeting that is kind of what happened, the only thing that anybody could agree on is that 
we need something on Merrifield, where nobody lives, and he thinks the Counties should be working on 
that, but from the City’s perspective it just doesn’t handle what we are trying to do, as he said, we don’t 
want to build something in the middle of nowhere; the farmers and the truck traffic do, and he thinks 
that would be great, if we could get that done it would be great, but we are at a point now that if we 
build it anywhere in that corridor between 47th and 24th you are going to have people upset, but if you 
look at the bridge location options he thinks 24th makes the most sense from a geography and geometry 
perspective, but 24th isn’t equipped to handle the traffic in the same way 32nd is. 
 
DeMers reiterated that it was an interesting meeting, and the one thing he told Mr. Vein that he is proud 
of, that this committee has done and this staff has done is, every single one of the issues that were 
brought up, we went through, and we keep hearing that people haven’t been heard, or that people’s 
voices aren’t being heard and we don’t understand; but everybody knows that there are schools, 
everybody knows that and one of the things he appreciates is that we have taken a more data driven 
approach and we’ve tried to take the emotion out of it to make at least a plan and now it is up to the 
policy and political folks to lead to try to implement that plan, and we haven’t seen that, but the best that 
we can do is create a plan that is the most efficient, the safest, and the least expensive option possible; 
and following those three guidelines he thinks we have come up with that, so it is really a political 
leadership issue from here on out. 
 
Vein stated that he thinks Mr. DeMers made a lot of good points; and he did actually go back to the 
archives at the Grand Forks Herald and he believes he identified seven different articles that had been  
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published in the Herald that did identify the fact that we are looking at south end bridges, and he was 
part of at least three public meetings, and Mr. Haugen and his staff had many more meetings than that, 
he knows there were in the neighborhood of six or seven hundred comments on it, so he thinks we did a 
great job and did our diligence, but it is still surprising how many people still don’t feel informed with 
all of that publicity.   
 
Vein said that one question he has is in regard to the presentation; specifically the slide that said “shovel 
ready project”, and to do that it isn’t just the construction, you talked about permit/approval, right-of-
way and/or easements, and permits; how long of a process does it take to get a project shovel ready, best 
case scenario.  Haugen responded that to meet this definition the generic process would be to get it 
identified in a plan, then to put it into the four year T.I.P., and normally the first three years of a T.I.P. 
are already set, so the fourth or fifth year would be the first time it could be programmed dollars.  He 
explained that typically you have the program in place, and then you go through the project 
development, which includes the NEPA and the rest of the process, so that takes it probably five years 
out.  He stated that there are examples where projects aren’t in a fiscally constrained plan, nor in a 
fiscally constrained T.I.P., but the project development has gone quite a ways down the road, so to 
speak; but they have not received the official permits or the official record of decision.   
 
Grasser commented that this kind of where they are at with the 42nd Street Underpass Project, where 
they have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on that one getting through the environmental 
clearance, and then we ended up with a catch-twenty-two in that we can’t move it forward because it 
isn’t in the S.T.I.P. or the T.I.P. because we can’t meet financial constraints, and so we can’t get 
clearance to get it in there, and he thinks that was one of the questions that did come up with the State.  
He added that he thinks it has been pretty straight forward, at least Mr. Noehre has, that a bridge on 32nd 
that isn’t on a State Highway would mean that they would have to dedicate urban monies, or sales tax 
monies or Prairie Dog monies to meet the financial constraint, and if you don’t get it into the program 
than the environmental process gets stale after something like three years or so and you start to lose the 
investment you made to get it to that point, it is a touch situation to be in, to meet that shovel ready 
definition. 
 
Strandell reported that when they did the Thompson Bridge, that was a shovel ready project.  He 
explained the process they went through and how everything, other than the bridge itself, was in place 
and ready to go and then they got the money to design the bridge and they were able to build it for less 
than $7 million dollars, and now we are talking four times that much for another bridge.  Haugen stated 
that when they use the definition “shovel ready” they aren’t using the federal definition, they are using 
more of a definition of what the City of Grand Forks is doing with the 42nd Street Grade Separation; you 
are carrying it as far as you can go, but until you have the money in hand you are not going to get the 
federal sign-off which is the key to the federal definition. 
 
Haugen commented that he recalls two alternatives that we haven’t really examined in great detail that 
were brought up; the 62nd Avenue location option and the other was the option of just bringing the 
bridge over into the Greenway and have multiple corridors with openings for traffic to decide which 
corridor it wants to go down instead of just penetrating the dike at one location, somehow getting traffic 
through the flood protection system at multiple locations.      
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DeMers stated that from a common sense perspective it seems like the 62nd model would be similar or 
worse than the 47th for that type of bridge unless you are trying to merge the two bridges into one, 
maybe that would be an option, but he still doesn’t think you are going to see what you want to see; but 
he doesn’t have a problem studying it in the next go-around.  He added that on the “magic disbursement 
plan” he fails to see how putting something like that in, with all the costs for infrastructure that would be 
involved would be somehow cheaper or more effective than spending a certain amount of money on 
pedestrian safety on the 32nd corridor.  He said that he bets if we spent a million dollars on pedestrian 
safety on the 32nd corridor from Belmont to Washington it would be money well spent instead of trying 
to figure out some crazy bridge-plus punching four holes in the dikes, it is a solution in search of a 
problem. 
 
Grasser commented that the other question is, if we do a high level bridge, which is one of the things 
that came out; he is envisioning a lot of those locations would probably go up and over the levee as 
opposed to punching a hole, and that’s why it’s an important decision if we are going high level or low 
level because it would change a lot of dynamics.  He said that a high level bridge would make the 
hydraulic impacts less; and he still worries about that until we do a hydraulic analysis, the Corps of 
Engineers, can we get a permit for or would there be too much of a hydraulic impact; but there is a lot of 
dollars.   
 
Grasser said that another thing that occurred to him when they were at the meeting is if you look at the 
bridge cross section that we’ve been doing; he doesn’t know if that it has really mattered much up to 
now because we have just been doing comparative, one to the other, but the dimensions on this one, he 
thinks, if we characterize that is geometry having physical limitations for trucks, he doesn’t know if he 
would be comfortable representing that when he looks at the cross section that we have there; twelve 
foot lanes and eight foot shoulders, you’ve got a 40-foot wide opening there so he thinks you would 
have a hard time convincing people that trucks couldn’t drive that, so would there be a cost savings if we 
were shrink that, but at this point he doesn’t know that it matters as long as we are comparing most of 
the same one to the other at different locations, but public discussion is kind of leaping to almost that 
next phase so you may want to look at that to clarify that that is the right cross section to have for an 
intercity bridge. 
 
Strandell asked if there were any other possibilities than 47th and 32nd and 24th, are there any other 
possibilities.  Grasser responded that he would have to look, but none come to mind.  He added that at 
least on the section lines you’ve got some of your better, more through roads; again, having said that, 
24th has a bunch of driveways, 32nd has a bunch of driveways, so they really weren’t preserved as a 
corridor to that level, and so any other streets in-between would have some of those same challenges, 
not to say that we can’t take a peek at it, but nothing jumps out.  Strandell commented that it doesn’t 
appear that anything is going to survive the review by people.  Grasser agreed that that will be a 
challenge. 
 
Vetter stated that this is good discussion, and we need to keep moving forward on it.  He added that 
hopefully a pot of money comes up and we can at least start doing some environmental studies and keep 
moving it forward. 
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MATTER OF RECENT PEDESTRIAN FATALITIES 
 
Haugen reported that this is an agenda item that Mr. Vein asked be put on the agenda.  He explained that 
there were a couple of recent fatalities on the Grand Forks side, both at the interchange area at I-29, one 
at Gateway and one at DeMers.  He commented that the information we have is really from the 
newspaper article. 
 
Haugen stated that we do have, as identified in the staff report, a target for safety; and in regard to 
pedestrian it is combined with fatalities and serious injuries, and up until 2007 to 2017 there were no 
bike or ped related fatalities, in 2018 we had one fatality in Grand Forks on 20th and 32nd Avenue, and 
now so far in 2019 we have had these two pedestrian deaths.   
 
Vein commented that he asked that this get put on because obviously pedestrian safety is extremely 
important for everybody, whether its 32nd Avenue South or DeMers Avenue or Minnesota/4th; and we 
have some targets that we want to meet to ensure pedestrian safety.  He stated that he doesn’t know all 
the details around any one of these, but he just wondered if there was something that should be at least 
studied a little further to see if there are ways that we could make either of these locations safer, that is 
what his thought was. 
 
Haugen stated that on the DeMers location the City just successfully put in a side path on the southside 
of the roadway.  He explained that at the time of night that the person was walking the corridor it may 
not have been evident since they are starting further west where there is no side path to that 48th Street 
existing side path, so we just don’t know why.  He said that Jane Williams, Traffic Engineer is here, and 
when he talked to her on Friday she also had little information and investigations are still on-going. 
 
Williams commented that any fatality that occurs NDDOT has a specific team that goes out and 
investigates the site to see if there are any deficiencies or anything like that and five of the six fatalities 
that we have had within the last 18 months have occurred on State Highways.  She stated that she 
doesn’t know exactly where the DeMers fatality occurred, if it was anywhere to the east of the westerly 
ramp then it would be on the State Highway, if it happened between Amtrak and the westerly ramp it 
would be a City street so she is waiting to see exactly where it happened, but NDDOT does do an 
investigation into them.  Vein said that that is good to hear, so he guesses we will just have to wait, and 
he is anxious to hear what those results are and if there is something else we can be planning for, or 
budgeting for, that might be our next steps.  He asked if they had any idea when those reports might be 
ready.  Williams said that she would check into it and let him know. 
 
DeMers asked if we have any indication what the rates of speed were.  Rost responded that they would 
have done an accident recreation on it and would have been able to determine the speed of the striking 
vehicle, and that would be part of the investigation.  He added that they would also look at the debris 
that was left behind to determine make and model of the striking vehicle as well.  
 
DeMers commented that our targets are based on five year rolling averages; so what happens if we go 
above our target, is there some sort of an action plan that we have to put into place, or are there any  
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penalties.  Haugen responded that for the MPO there isn’t a penalty from a federal perspective; from a 
statewide perspective there is the potential that the funding flexibility is lost.  He explained how the 
funding/target process works.  He added that at the MPO level there is no penalty from the feds forcing 
us to spend 100% of our safety dollars, but it is an onus on us from a planning and programming to see 
why our targets are being exceeded and determining what we can do to bring them down to the level we 
would like. 
 
Powers asked if there was a dedicated sidewalk at the 4300 block of Gateway.  Williams responded that 
the traffic signals at the ramp, 43rd does not have a traffic signal to go across Gateway.  Powers asked if 
it had a sidewalk.  Williams responded that there is not a ramp or crosswalk at that area.  Haugen stated 
that on the southside there is a side path.  Powers stated that he is confused, if there was a sidewalk and 
the pedestrian was on the sidewalk how did he get hit.  Williams responded that they were traveling 
north and south bound, the pedestrian was traveling south bound.  Grasser suggested that he may have 
been coming from McDonalds or the gas station there.  
 
Haugen commented that there is a recommendation of improving the pedestrian access crossing as part 
of the U.S. #2 Study that was done a couple years ago, so there are identified improvements.  Grasser 
asked if this wasn’t one of the locations we were looking at a need for a grade separation.  Haugen 
responded that that was part of the Glasston Study that we did for potential State Mill unit trains coming 
up the Glasston Sub, and that was kind of the trigger of a grade separation here, but those unit trains are 
now using the Mill Spur, but they do still have the ability at a future time to connect back to Glasston, 
but right now they are going up the Mill Spur, so the grade separation lost a lot of luster 
 
MATTER OF UPDATE ON STUDY OPEN HOUSES 
 
 Mn220No Corridor Study 
 
Viafara commented that they held the fourth Steering Committee meeting yesterday here in the training 
room; and then they also held an open house later in the afternoon.  He said that both meetings were, in 
their opinion, very well attended. 
 
Viafara reported that the purpose of the meetings to discuss the recommended improvements that are 
being indicated by the consultant and also supported by members of the Steering Committee as possible 
alternatives to address access control, mobility, safety and pedestrian crossings on the corridor.  He said 
that all of those alternatives were identified in order to improve the concerns that we have at this 
particular intersection. 
 
Viafara stated that two intersections were deserving more attention, and because of the alternatives that 
were proposed for those intersections.  He said that one was the 23rd Street and the other was the 17th 
Street intersections with Mn 220No.   
 
Viafara reported that on 23rd Street there is a proposed round-about; and this has been identified by 
members of the Steering Committee as one of the highest ranked alternatives.  He said that it is a  
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feasible alternative, in terms of long term, the design allows for some kind of intersection control and 
despite concerns brought to our attention by neighboring residents, and also by members of the 
community, it was the impression that, based on the designs that were presented at the discussion, in 
terms of information provided; the round-about as a solution continues enjoying a certain level of 
support, a high level of support by this membership. 
 
Viafara said that a good many very important consideration given that agriculture is a part of the 
economic base of the region, many agricultural farms enjoy access to the premises through the use of the 
northeastern part of the premise so it was the impression, it was our understanding that those in 
attendance, members of a particular community were at least supportive of the things all the 
improvements that were proposed.  He added that the same happens to the round-about proposed for 17th 
Street.  He said that this round-about is still conveniently feasible and would be supported by a number 
of intersection controls, and again agricultural equipment, given the weight and width of the equipment 
were discussed and yet they could be accommodated within the design.   
 
Haugen asked if he could give a sense of how it was advertised.  Viafara responded that the open house 
was advertised by placing two ads in the local newspapers and also by canvasing some locations like the 
Library, the Holiday Gas Station, the Senior Citizen’s Group, and other businesses in the neighborhood 
and also a leaflet in the size of postcards were dropped for people to be informed and also to be invited, 
so in that sense it is our opinion that the number of people that attended numbered about 12 to 16 people 
came to this open house and they were pleased with the information they received and a promise in case 
they may have any further considerations, particularly the progress coming from the 140 intersections 
they would like to receive further information so as soon as they request that information that 
information will be given to them. 
 
Viafara stated that in addition to those two intersections there was discussion concerning the proposals 
for Mn220 and the different segments and so far it is our opinion that there is quite a level of support 
from both the Stakeholders and some community members for the proposed alternatives.  He added that 
we were also, yesterday, graced by the presence of the President from Crystal Sugar that he will be also 
planning most likely in the company of the fellow representative for TransSystems, given the urgency 
for mobility in terms of equipment.  He said that when he left it was still his impression he was satisfied 
with the things that he received, comments he received from the consultants and it is possible for us to 
continue moving in the direction of promoting the round-abouts and the level of intersection 
improvements that are being under consideration and also to enjoy their support. 
 
Viafara reported that the next meeting of the Steering Committee is scheduled for around May, and at 
that time, basically the consultant is expected to present an overall summary of the funding sources that 
were discussed yesterday, both the City and MnDOT were very keen in showing proposed sources of 
funding, of course there are issues with eligibility, but what appears to be is that these proposed 
alternatives could be tied to other projects that MnDOT has for corridor, in that sense it will lessen in 
part the financial liabilities for the City when these intersections are retrofitted. 
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Strandell commented that this whole process he was kind of concerned about the fact that the City 
Council was not more involved.  He said that it appears that these different alternatives, round-abouts, 
here, there and everywhere else are; but the Council was not involved in this whole plan if it goes 
forward as planned, anywhere from 1 to 5 years, depending on funding, but everything seems to be set 
in place without the City Council’s involvement or a motion.  Viafara responded that they did a 
presentation at one of the work sessions; they have provided information to the City Hall, either as a 
matter of update reports or by attending the working sessions; that is the extent and the Mayor has been, 
in a number of occasions, been attending the Steering Committee meetings, so they have been involved 
in one level or another on the development that is happening here, and it is his impression that staff from 
the City has also been in conference with some of the City Council members, at least keeping them 
informed of what is being transpired.  Strandell said that he is initially not in favor or opposed to it, it is 
just that the whole process he didn’t think was done before the City Council or with the Council, they 
got reports here and there but it didn’t seem like their involvement was, or is that much going forward, 
and if you start spending money on the design and things like that he would hope they have their input in 
it.  Viafara asked what he would suggest they do.  Strandell responded that he would just say; as you 
will see possibilities of funding coming forward, that would be the time to really address it with the 
Council.   
 
Viafara reported that the next meeting, the final meeting, will entail another presentation before the 
working session, and that is exactly the purpose.  He said that all the alternatives will be, again, 
discussed and tied, this time, to prospective sources of funding and MnDOT will also be in attendance 
because part of the funding, given the fact that this is a classified road, and belongs mainly to them, they 
have already in place a number of improvements that would be related to the final things on here too; for 
instance issues with some of the signals will be done mainly by MnDOT, and also MnDOT has 
indicated that some of the legs of the intersections, as far as where they can go and plan the 
improvements.  Strandell stated that he just doesn’t want to see a whole lot of money spent on designing 
without some more involvement by the City, and by the County too as far as 23rd Street.  Viafara agreed 
that that would be our concern as well, so he certainly will keep you advised on this.  Strandell 
commented that at this point if these are just plans on paper, fine, but there needs to be exposure and 
promotion to the community and to the township.  Viafara said they will do that. 
 
Grasser asked if there was an example of an actual operating round-about with the same relationship of 
the frontage roads; do we have a real world working model that we can validate how they operate, one 
that is actually working this way.  Viafara responded that MnDOT is also considering a number of 
round-abouts in the State, the closest one to us would be in the City of Thief River Falls, and it would be 
similar in nature given the nature of the location, similar length to the ones that are being proposed for 
23rd and 17th.  Haugen added that we will ask MnDOT if they have any examples we can see.  Grasser 
stated that even if they aren’t in Minnesota he would be curious to see them.  He referred to a picture of 
a round-about and explained his concern, from an actual operation standpoint, how it performs and if we 
will end up with accidents because the reaction and visual times get to be too long and exposed.  Haugen 
responded that certainly the focus has been on making sure that certain vehicle types can make the 
maneuvers, not the sense of ease of maneuver, east of timing.   
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 U.S.2/U.S.81 Skewed Intersection Study 
 
Kouba reported that they held a public meeting for the U.S.2/U.S.81 Skewed Intersection Study, the 
Washington and Gateway Intersection, on April 11th.  She stated that they advertised the meeting in the 
Herald; as well as on social media, the MPO’s social media and the City of Grand Forks’ social media 
sites; and also sent out postcards to the study area.  She said that they had a nice combination of business 
people, and people from the neighborhoods attend so they got a nice combination of input.   
 
Kouba said that they gave a presentation on what the existing conditions are and asked for what they 
perceived to be some of the issues that we might have missed.  She added that they gave them a handout 
to write their input on and some handed them in at the end of the meeting, others took them home to fill 
out and they were asked to return their comments to us by April 26th, so we are still waiting for 
additional comments.  She said that this information and handout is available on the MPO website as 
well. 
 
 CAT/UND Shuttle Merger Study 
 
Kouba reported that the newest project we have going on is the UND Campus Shuttle turnover to Cities 
Area Transit and we are having public meetings next Wednesday, April 24th.  She said that they will 
hold one on campus and one off campus for the general public and will have a Steering Committee 
meeting at that time as well. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT OPPORTUNITY 
 
There was no one present for discussion. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is our monthly project progress report so that you know where we are at with 
the key projects that are in our work program.   
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 3/16/19 to 4/12/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY STRANDELL, TO APPROVE THE ATTACHED 
BILL/CHECK LIST FOR THE 3/16/19 TO 4/12/19 PERIOD, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Grasser, Rost, and Vein. 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: Mock And DeMers 
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 c. Recent State/Federal Partner Staffing Changes 
 
Haugen reported that it was announced earlier that the NDDOT Transportation Director is leaving his 
office after the Legislative Session, so there will be a change in leadership for the NDDOT. 
 
Haugen stated that also in North Dakota the Federal Highway Division Administrator has shifted over to 
be the Minnesota Division Administrator, so there will be a new Federal Highway Administrator. 
 
Haugen commented that at the end of last year one person was our main MPO liaison with the Federal 
Highway North Dakota, that was Stephanie Hickman, and she retired and her position just got filled and 
it is someone from Montana DOT that will be assuming a federal employment and will begin their 
duties in May; and then the follow-up person to Stephanie was Richard Durand, and he is moving on to 
Virginia Division so his position will be vacant and the likelihood is that his position will not be filled 
until the new Division Administrator position is filled so they will be short staffed for a while.  He said 
that in the interim they made arrangements for Minnesota Federal Highway Division staff to be our main 
contact person for Federal Highway now so we will be shifting a bit over to the Minnesota Federal 
Highway Division until they have those positions filled. 
 
Grasser asked how big the federal staff is on the North Dakota side, are there a lot of people.  Haugen 
responded that there are about ten staff people.  He commented that finance is a big part of the FHWA, 
so they have three or four people just on the finance side of things; there are a couple in administration; 
and there are two division engineers that the State splits, and then they have the environmental staff. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 17TH, 2019, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:21 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 
 
 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 03/22/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -585.22

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 03/22/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,200.60
Liability Check 04/05/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,309.08

Alliant Engineering
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -15,279.69
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6701 Professional ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -15,279.69

Business Essentials
Bill 04/01/2019 Inv. #... Signature Sta... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -30.80
Bill Pmt -Check 04/01/2019 6715 Signature Sta... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -30.80

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 03/27/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -74.31
Bill Pmt -Check 03/27/2019 6712 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -74.31

City of East Grand Forks
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. # ... 2019 2nd Qu... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -3,031.58
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6702 2019 2nd Qu... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -3,031.58

Earl Haugen
Bill 04/09/2019 Travel Reimb... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -73.00
Bill Pmt -Check 04/09/2019 6716 Travel Reimb... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -73.00

East Grand Forks Water and Light
Bill 04/11/2019 Inv. #... 1st Quarter 2... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -622.12
Bill Pmt -Check 04/11/2019 6720 1st Quarter 2... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -622.12

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 03/22/2019 6699 50790-1043 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -16.82

Forum Communications Company
Bill 04/09/2019 Inv. #... Public Meetin... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -633.13
Bill Pmt -Check 04/09/2019 6719 Public Meetin... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -633.13

Jairo Viafara.
Bill 03/26/2019 VOID: Travel ... 206 · Accounts Pay... X 530 · Educatio... 0.00
Bill Pmt -Check 03/26/2019 6711 VOID: Travel ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... 0.00

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -18,187.28
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -9,580.38
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6703 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -27,767.66
Bill 03/27/2019 Inv. #... Services For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -9,908.32
Bill 03/27/2019 Inv. #... Services For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -3,749.91
Bill Pmt -Check 03/27/2019 6713 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -13,658.23

Kimley-Horn And Associates, Inc.
Bill 04/09/2019 Inv. #... For Services ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 545 · Transpor... -5,781.89
Bill Pmt -Check 04/09/2019 6717 For Services ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -5,781.89

Knight Printing
Bill 03/29/2019 Inv. #... Printing Fees ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -1,091.25
Bill Pmt -Check 03/29/2019 6714 Printing Fees ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,091.25

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -134.42
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6704 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -134.42

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 03/22/2019 NWR... 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 03/22/2019 6700 104 · Checking X 215 · Disability... -91.30

Mike's
Bill 03/20/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -78.00
Bill Pmt -Check 03/20/2019 6698 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -78.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 03/22/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00
Liability Check 04/05/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 03/22/2019 6707 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -117.77
Liability Check 03/22/2019 6708 104 · Checking X 219 · Life Insur... -14.00

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 03/22/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 04/05/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 03/22/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,819.16
Liability Check 03/22/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.50

11:31 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
04/11/19 Transaction List by Vendor

March 16 through April 12, 2019

Page 1
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North Dakota State University
Bill 04/09/2019 Inv. #... Half Payment... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -27,844.00
Bill Pmt -Check 04/09/2019 6718 Half Payment... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -27,844.00

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 03/21/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,188.56
Liability Check 04/03/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -7,961.57

Safe Kids Grand Forks
Bill 03/26/2019 Cost For Safe... 206 · Accounts Pay... 525 · Citizens ... -40.00
Bill Pmt -Check 03/26/2019 6710 Cost For Safe... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -40.00

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -1,516.25
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -454.98
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6705 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -1,971.23
Bill 03/22/2019 Inv. #... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -4,976.79
Bill 03/22/2019 11513... Professional ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -1,750.72
Bill Pmt -Check 03/22/2019 6706 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -6,727.51

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 03/22/2019 6709 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

State Tax Commissioner
Liability Check 04/01/2019 NDST... 45038827301 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -543.00

Teri Kouba
Bill 04/11/2019 Travel Reimb... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -14.00
Bill Pmt -Check 04/11/2019 6721 Travel Reimb... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -14.00

11:31 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
04/11/19 Transaction List by Vendor

March 16 through April 12, 2019

Page 2
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  

OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, May 17th, 2017 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Conference Room 

 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
 
Ken Vein, Chairman, called the May 17th, 2017, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:00 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Mike Powers, Clarence Vetter, Marc 
DeMers, Gary Malm, Warren Strandell, Ken Vein, Al Grasser, and Jeannie Mock.   
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior 
Planner; and Peggy McNelis, GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
Guests:  David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vein declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE APRIL 19 TH, 2017, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY MALM, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE APRIL 19TH, 2017, 
MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE N.D. CPG DISTRIBUTION FOR MULA 
 
Haugen reported that for the last three-plus years the NDDOT/FHWA-ND has been concerned 
about the amount of consolidated planning grants that are on the books, so they have taken some 
steps to try to deal with the issue; however, there is still a balance that they are trying to resolve 
so they have asked all three MPOs to take a look at how we might be able to come to an 
agreement on an approach to ensure that the balance gets spent down and doesn’t build up again.   
 
Haugen referred to a slide presentation (a copy of which is included in the file and available 
upon request), and went over it briefly. 
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Haugen explained that, just as a refresher, when we talk about consolidated planning grants, they 
are the federal funds that we get to operate.  He added that discussion of consolidated planning 
grants from this point on will be just those affecting the North Dakota funds, although both 
Fargo and us do get some Minnesota federal funds, but all the numbers you see from this point 
forward are just the North Dakota dollars. 
 
Haugen commented that, as part of the federal act, they give a minimum guarantee regardless of 
population of the state or the size of the state; so because North Dakota is a minimum guarantee 
state it allows us to have a fairly healthy MPO Planning Work Program. 
 
Haugen referred to a slide, showing our current formula, and explained that we are currently 
using 2016 federal dollars, a total of about $2.5 million.  He said that each MPO is given a base 
amount of $120,000, and then the remainder is distributed by the percent of population; which 
for 2016 calculated to be $557,379.08 for us.  He added that in 2017 we did not have any 
additional FTA funds so the amount we are to receive is a little less at $454,421.04. 
 
Haugen reported that even though NDDOT and FHWA de-obligated 2014 monies, some of the 
MPOs still have large balances sitting on their books.  He stated that, to their credit, the other 
two MPOs have really ramped up their consulting contracts; in fact Fargo is to the point where 
they have about $1 million dollars of either existing contracts, or soon to be contracts, approved. 
 
Haugen commented that NDDOT and FHWA don’t want to open up the 2017 Grant until some 
of the old dollars are exhausted and off the books; which leaves the GF/EGF MPO;  since we 
don’t have that backlog of dollars, unable to access the money that is supposed to be available to 
us in 2017, and this is why the formula issue has been put back on the table. 
 
Haugen stated that as a short term solution to the problem, the NDDOT is allowing the GF/EGF 
MPO to use the 2014 de-obligated funds; which will give us about $330,000 to use for the next 
several months to pay our bills, but as we still can’t touch our 2017 dollars, it is just an interim 
solution that the NDDOT is providing to bridge the situation, but, again what the NDDOT and 
FHWA really want is a change in the formula. 
 
Haugen reported that for the past several years we have discussed the possibility of making a 
change to the formula because over the last six years we have received $300,000 from each of 
the other MPOs.  He said that if you averaged that out, it would be about $100,000 a year that 
they have had to gift us so that those funds can be spent in a timely fashion. 
 
Haugen stated that the way the proposed formula change would work would be instead of the 
GF/EGF MPO receiving a $120,000 base amount, it would double that to $240,000, while 
keeping the $120,000 base amount for the other two MPOs, and then distributing the remaining 
monies using the same percentage based formula.  He pointed out that this would equate out to 
just shy of a $100,000 increase for us. 
 
Haugen said that Bismarck/Mandan is not thrilled with this proposal, and did provide the issues 
shown as their reasoning.  He pointed out that in the staff report he also identified that 
Fargo/Moorhead also had similar issues, but there is an update to this that he will explain later. 
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Haugen explained that what Bismarck/Mandan is saying is that there are still too many 
unknowns into the future so in their opinion they don’t feel there is a need to change the formula, 
and are suggesting that if the NDDOT and FHWA can give us these de-obligated funds for the 
short-term, then they can give us the de-obligated funds for a longer period of time if there is a 
need to do so. 
   
Haugen commented that Fargo/Moorhead staff initially suggested this same proposal to their 
Technical Committee.  He said that last Wednesday their Technical Committee met and they did 
not forward that proposal to their FM Board, which meets tomorrow, but instead they proposed 
three different options to consider:   
 
1) Raise everyone’s base allowance to $400,000; the only MPO that shows a loss is 
 Fargo/Moorhead, and for us would mean an increase of about $15,000 more than what 
 we proposed several years ago. 
 
2) Use the lowest MPO budget as a base, and once that is deducted everyone gets that base 
 and then what is left is distributed.  They use the word “operations” and what that is is 
 staff salaries, office space, office supplies, etc., not the consultant costs – this would raise 
 the base up a bit, but again the only MPO that has their funding decreased is 
 Fargo/Moorhead. 
 
3) Make sure each MPO; regardless of whether it was the minimum or not, uses the 
 operations budget as a base.  These calculations are still unknown as they are still trying 
 to determine what Bismarck/Mandan’s base is since they are not a stand-alone entity like 
 Fargo/Moorhead and us, they are part of the City’s structure, so to get their operations 
 budget they need to do some more reviewing.   
 
Haugen stated that the Fargo/Moorhead Board will review these proposals.  He added that there 
is a difference of opinion between the staff and what their Technical Committee is 
recommending, as staff is in favor of Bismarck/Mandan’s proposal instead. 
 
Haugen commented that just yesterday there was another proposal that the Directors from 
Bismarck threw out, and that is to increase the base amount to $240,000 for all MPOs, which 
does help, but doesn’t address the bigger issue which is that Fargo/Moorhead is still spending 
2015 dollars, and even though they have ramped up their contracts to add in another million 
dollars, once that 2017 grant is opened they will get another million dollars that they will have to 
spend, and this will continue in 2018, 2019, etc., and there is a limit to what they can get under 
contract. 
 
Vein asked who makes the decision.  Haugen responded that the NDDOT will make the final 
decision.  He added, though, that they are trying to allow the three MPOs to come up with a 
solution before stepping in.  Grasser asked what the NDDOT thinks of the Bismarck/Mandan 
proposal.  Haugen responded that it doesn’t change the formula, and that is what they would like 
to see done.  He added that from the NDDOT’s perspective, they don’t see how Fargo/Moorhead 
can spend their monies, and they don’t want to continue to have so many grants open. 
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Mock said that when you talk about the original formula, it seems like after the base amount the 
remaining monies are divided out by population percentage, which is maybe the same thing as 
increasing the base amount, but why wouldn’t you just suggest those percentages be set using a 
different calculation.  Haugen responded that he isn’t sure what the answer to that is, but he is 
guessing that it is because each year the total dollars vary, so by having a base then we are sure 
to have a known amount and then your variation is calculated out on those percentages, so by 
increasing the base you lessen the percent of impact.  Mock said she understands that, and the 
Fargo/Moorhead proposal could be one way to address this so that we are all at the same base 
level, but another way to address it would be to do a 33% across the board, because it looks like 
that is essentially what is happening over the past few years is that you have taken the excess 
away.  Vein asked how that would impact the monies we get if we were to do this approach, 
because right now the one we are talking about does give us $114,000 more a year, and he sees 
that as a good thing.  Haugen referred to a spreadsheet and explained that by not changing the 
base amount, but changing the percentages instead, it would raise our amount by roughly 
$230,000.  Vetter commented, though, that there is a rationale with the percentage that if you 
have more urban area you will need more consulting, but maybe that doesn’t hold true.  Mock 
pointed out, though, that they aren’t spending their funds. 
 
DeMers stated that he would be in favor of which ever proposal gives us the most money, but, is 
the problem how the money is allocated or is it the constraints upon which the money can be 
used.  He said that he doesn’t know if it is a federal or state issue, or whatever, but he would 
imagine if there was an opening of rules or the purpose for what the monies could be spent on 
they would spend it more effectively.  He added that if it has to be spent on just planning; and 
we’ve seen it here, it seems like sometimes you are looking at the same areas over and over 
again, just in different ways, so maybe if there was a way that you could still be looking at 
planning, but maybe transitioning into something a little more than just planning itself, that 
would help, so maybe the issue is not in allocation but more in how it can be better purposed to 
serve people’s needs.  Haugen responded that the two principle things behind this build-up is that 
Bismarck/Mandan was not willing to come up with the local match needed to spend their funds, 
and Fargo/Moorhead was a combination of staff turn-over and a misunderstanding of whether 
there were funds available for local entities to provide a match to spend the monies down; so it is 
not really what can be funded with these monies, but more how those two MPOs were not able to 
spend because of other constraints than what the federal rules would allow. 
 
Grasser asked if locally, here, do we kind of have an unlimited local match.  Haugen responded 
that, no we don’t have an unlimited local match, but we’ve had a fairly consistent budget for the 
local match, and then those years that we got those additional funds, both entities were able to 
come up with their .10 cents on the dollar without much discussion or issue.  Grasser asked if it 
is our intent that if we get any additional monies it will be spent doing studies.  Haugen 
responded that we can’t build things with these funds.  Grasser said he is just wondering if we 
will be doing studies with consultants or are we adding staff.  Haugen responded that that would 
be a discussion we would have to have, if we were to get these additional funds, whether we add 
staff or just do studies, in the past we haven’t added staff, we have always added studies. 
 
Kuharenko commented that he saw that Bismarck/Mandan had a concern of Minot becoming an 
MPO in 2022, is that correct.  Haugen responded that they do state that concern.  Kuharenko  
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said, then, that if you end up looking at an increase in your base amount, would the total amount 
available, because of new MPO coming in, would it be increased or would we be splitting the 
same sized pot between four different MPOs.  Haugen responded that they would essentially be 
splitting it four ways instead of three, assuming that the feds don’t increase the federal program 
substantially, but just the incremental increase that we have under FAST.  Kuharenko said that 
this would mean we would be changing the formula now, and then possibly another five years 
down the road changing the formula yet again.  Haugen responded that we will be changing the 
formula in 2022 regardless of Minot becoming and MPO or not; every ten years is a minimum 
that we need to consider a change to the formula.   
 
Haugen reiterated that the NDDOT and FHWA would prefer we change the formula, and his 
recommendation would be to go with the recommendation the Fargo/Moorhead Technical 
Committee is proposing.  Vein added that we would only be making a recommendation, but the 
NDDOT would have the final say in which proposal will be approved.  Vetter stated that he is 
uncomfortable making a recommendation because we are the one that will get the extra monies.  
He said that he doesn’t want Fargo/Moorhead or Bismarck/Mandan to be upset with us because 
we are putting forth a proposal that is going to give us all this extra money.  He added that he 
knows they realize they can’t spend all of theirs, and they have to do something, but he would 
rather let them come up with a formula and present it. 
 
Grasser commented that he is a little uncomfortable too, as it sounds like Fargo/Moorhead ran 
their proposals through a separate sub-committee, and because this is a lot for him to digest and 
he isn’t sure he understands all of the permutations of the different decisions, and none of this 
was vetted through the Technical Advisory Committee, he is a little uncomfortable making a 
decision.  Vein asked if this went through the Technical Advisory Committee.  Haugen 
responded it didn’t.  Vein asked if there was a reason why we wouldn’t do that.  Haugen 
responded that in the past it was felt that this type of thing was a finance issue, and isn’t so much 
a technical issue, so it wouldn’t go through the Technical Advisory Committee. 
 
Powers stated that he is inclined to agree.  He added that if the NDDOT is so intent on changing 
the formula, why don’t they give us a little direction, why don’t they come forward instead of 
waiting for us to propose something that might bite us down the road.  Vein said that it sounds 
like the intent was for everybody to kind of do this willingly.   
 
Vetter said that he would feel better if the three MPOs got together and came up with something 
that we could all take back to our respective boards and get it approved, but for each of us to 
come up with our own proposal, he isn’t comfortable. 
 
Discussion ensued. 
 
Vein asked if we can say that in general we are interested in a formula change, we support that, 
but we aren’t willing to state which formula should be approved.  DeMers stated that the flip side 
to this is either you dictate the terms or they get dictated to you, so there is some caution to 
throwing off our decision making process. 
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MOVED BY POWERS TO TABLE APPROVING A RECOMMENDATION UNTIL 
FARGO/MOORHEAD’S BOARD MEETS AND APPROVES THEIR 
RECOMMENDATION. 
 
Haugen asked if the board would be willing to hold a special meeting once Fargo/Moorhead’s 
board has acted on this as he feels the NDDOT would prefer a decision be made now rather than 
waiting another month. 
 
DeMers asked if we could make a motion stating that we would recommend the Fargo/Moorhead 
proposal subject to their approval of it. 
 
POWERS WITHDREW HIS MOTION. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY VETTER, TO APPROVE FORWARDING A 
RECOMMENDATION TO THE NDDOT THAT WE SUPPORT THE FARGO/MOORHEAD 
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE’S PROPOSAL of increasing the base to $400,000, 
CONTINGENT ON THE FARGO/MOORHEAD BOARD’S APPROVAL OF SAID 
PROPOSAL. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, DeMers, Strandell, Malm, Vein, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstaining: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF  AN ADDENDUM TO THE A.T.A.C. CONTRACT TO 
ADD A WALKABILITY ACTIVITY 
 
Haugen reported that this is the walkability component that we discussed last month.  He referred 
to the packet and pointed out that there is some additional information included as to types of 
survey instruments that could be developed and used. 
 
Haugen stated that there has been some discussion that this could broaden other activities that are 
being contemplated in the metro area; including adding the walk friendly status award for both 
communities to accompany their bronze award for being bike friendly. 
 
Haugen said that this was discussed at the Technical Advisory Committee meeting last week and 
they are recommending the contract be executed.  He added that the dollar amount is just shy 
over $2,000 to add this component to the Near Southside area. 
 
Grasser said that he has a question on this study and similar studies, and that is; what is the 
expectation of what we are going to get out of it.  He stated that he thinks gathering information 
for expanded knowledge is a great idea, especially for a couple thousand dollars, but if we are 
giving people the expectation that we are gathering data, and that the comments they are making 
will be translated into construction projects in a near-term timeframe, he thinks we are doing a 
disservice to those that are participating.  He added that he thinks this question really starts with  
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the Executive Policy Board; what do we think we are going to do with that data, are we gathering  
data to expand our knowledge so we can make better decisions, or are we going to somehow feel 
we now have to implement whatever comes out of the study in a financially challenging 
environment, because he is for one but not the other.  He stated that he doesn’t want this to cause 
Federal Highway to look at it and say, well you’ve measured this now what have you done to 
accomplish it, because that is something they have been saying, show us how you implement 
your planning activities. 
 
Malm asked when this walkability study be done.  Haugen responded that it will most likely be 
done in June.  Malm commented that he asks this because with all of the construction going on in 
Grand Forks he doesn’t think it will give us good results.  Haugen responded that as far as he 
knows there isn’t any construction going on in the area we will be doing this.  Malm said, 
though, that people are driving through those areas because they can’t go the way they usually 
do.  He stated that he just thinks that with what is going on right now it doesn’t work. 
 
DeMers commented that he agrees somewhat with Mr. Grasser’s thoughts on this.  He said that 
to him this is less about the data and the science and what is really out there because he thinks 
you could get that information by sending one person out to inventory it, but granted it wouldn’t 
be input from outside of things, but it wouldn’t take $2,000 of work to do it.  He added that he 
thinks you are just going to get a very subjective result, and won’t be any external validity to the 
survey, so he doesn’t see this as being a very precise tool. 
 
Mock said that she is trying to consider the background that she knows on this versus what is 
here because she knows the neighbors wanted this, and she knows the MPO got engaged because 
there is a big group of neighbors that want traffic counts and such to come up with some 
walkability solutions; but as far as this particular idea of doing this survey, when she looks as 
some of the questions she is a little concerned because she doesn’t know what the MPO or the 
City can do to control needing more grass and flowers along the walk, or the driver that backs up 
without looking, or scary people because those are the behaviors of the neighborhood, so she 
doesn’t know if this will accomplish much.  She asked, then, if this is an engineering thing that 
the City recommended to the MPO, is it the MPOs solution to what the neighborhood wanted, or 
something else.  Haugen responded that this is the national common practice of doing these types 
of walkability surveys, these are just two of them that are out there.  He added that neither one 
will actually be the one we would be using, we would sit down with staff and the neighborhood 
and come up with pertinent questions that we would use to assess the walkability. 
 
Haugen explained that, as you will recall, part of the discussion last month was to come up with 
a common definition of what is walkability.  He stated that this will give us a chance to work 
with the neighborhood to come up with a commonality of how we define walkability so when we 
get future requests for something like this we have a base to work from. 
 
Mock commented that when people were talking about this they wanted to try out some 
solutions, and they wanted to be very hands on; and she knows Engineering has some concerns 
about trying to implement things too fast, but she thought what they wanted was to try bump-
outs at the corner of Phoenix, and she isn’t sure how this gets to that point.  Grasser responded 
that they are working with the neighborhood now, and will be working with Mark Aubol and  
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coordinating with the MPO to get traffic counts and different things, because there are going to 
be some things that we can implement on a test basis, and some we can’t, and those we can do on 
a test basis they are doing. 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE ADDENDUM TO 
THE ATAC CONTRACT TO ADD A WALKABILITIY ACTIVITY FOR INFORMATION 
GATHERING PURPOSES, AND NOT TO INFER IMPLEMENTATION. 
 
DeMers asked if there is any funding that specifically requires this type of measurement as a 
source, or is this for information only.  He explained that he is thinking of Safe Routes to School, 
and although he doesn’t put the proposals together, he doesn’t think they have ever done a 
walkability survey, and we have done safe routes projects.  He said that he knows there are 
different measures that are being proposed, and you have to have all these dashboard kinds of 
things, but is this tied to a specific thing or just reinforcing information that City Staff probably 
already knows.  Haugen responded that he would say it is the latter.   
 
Vein commented that there is generally a fear that you are going to get a number of people that 
are going to want a ton of changes to make it walkable and make it look nice, and once you open 
that door, how far will it go, and what is the next neighborhood going to want to do.  He said, 
though, that on the same token we all want a nice clean walkable city, but it will come at a cost 
and who will pay that cost and how far will we go. 
 
Grasser agreed that that is his concern, but on the other hand, to him, as an academic it is nice to 
gather information, and he likes information; he is just leery about expectations about when and 
how you are going to apply the information.  He added, though, that quite frankly he would like 
to know what people’s thoughts are on what makes it walkable, and not as walkable. 
 
Malm asked where you are going to do the study on the Near Southside Neighborhood, how are 
you going to determine who you are going to deal with.  Haugen responded that the study area is 
primarily Cherry Street, 17th Avenue, and 1st Avenue to the River; that is the area we will do the 
walkability survey on.  He added that this will involve MPO staff, City staff, and will be asking 
neighborhood volunteers to assist in the process, and there will most likely be two groups going 
out and they will section the neighborhood into quadrants, depending on how many volunteers 
there are.  Malm stated that he doesn’t think we will get any information that will do us one bit 
of good, so he is opposed to it. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Vein, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay: DeMers and Malm. 
Abstaining: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF NDDOT U.S.BUS#2 PROJECT PROGRAMMED FOR 
2019 
 
Haugen said, as you will recall, last month he raised this topic, and principally was informing 
you that the NDDOT was in town last month, and was in town again recently, and they do have   
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two projects; North 5th Street and DeMers Avenue, scheduled for 2019.  He explained that they 
are trying to get comments back from individuals and agencies, the MPO being one of them. 
 
Haugen stated that we did talk about the timeline for these projects.  He pointed out that, 
included in the packet was the rest of the information that he didn’t share last month.  He 
commented that we talked about, if they do a certain type of project, what opportunities do they 
believe are doable.  He referred to the information in the packet and went over it briefly. 
 
North 5th Street 
 
Haugen reported that, as they do a mill and overlay we do currently have bike facilities identified 
in our Bike Plan; with the current Bike Plan suggesting sharrows, and previous plans suggesting 
bike lanes, and we believe that a mill and overlay would be an opportune time to try to 
implement those.  He added that we also note that in the Near North Neighborhood Plan that was 
developed a few years ago, they were suggesting curb extensions similar, or more extensive than 
those a St. Mike’s at 5th Street and 5th Avenue North.   
 
Grasser asked if the Near North Neighborhood Plan took parking off of 5th.  Haugen responded it 
did not.   
 
DeMers Avenue 
 
Haugen stated that they are suggesting that it will be either a full reconstruction or a mill and 
overlay.  He explained that with the full reconstruction their view is that it would open up the 
opportunities of adding to just pavement work.  He added, however, that even doing a mill and 
overlay allows for opportunity to do some of these enhancements.  He said that we have a certain 
amount of dollars programmed, so if they do the mill and overlay, which is much less expensive 
than a full reconstruct, they would have funds to do more enhancements; so we are trying to say 
that doing a mill and overlay is fine, just that they should do more enhancements as well. 
 
Haugen commented that from a planning perspective, the reconstruction is where it gets a little 
more tricky, as we have always been told in our planning process that when we recommend a 
reconstruction of the curb to curb of a street then the feds expect that all of the issues with that 
area will be addressed with that new pavement, and capacity is one of the traditional things that 
when you get into reconstruction you may need to add in turn lanes or through lanes.  He added 
that on DeMers Avenue we have been straddling the fence of whether our future forecasts show 
an acceptable level of service in the future, so far we have been able to do that with the existing 
two through lanes, but as part of the Sorlie Bridge EIS there was a Draft Traffic Operations 
Study done, and that study identified that sometime between 2044 and 2057 additional through 
lanes will likely be required, and we are suggesting that our new transportation plan will get us to 
the 2045 horizon, so they may need to address this capacity issue. 
 
Haugen said that we do have other plans that they asked questions about as well.  He commented 
our 2008 Downtown Plan did not recommend any curb extension, but did note that there would 
be upgraded signals in the downtown, and that has happened, so it is suggested that before 
making any decisions, curb extensions be revisited. 
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Haugen reported that in terms of parking, we have always been told by the NDDOT that DeMers 
Avenue is off limits for us to make any parking changes, so none of our parking plans address 
any changes to parking. 
 
Haugen commented that they also asked about bike facilities, and we have always treated 
DeMers as being too constrained to really identify a separate designated bike facility on the 
roadway, so our planning documents have not recommended a specific facility on DeMers 
Avenue itself through Downtown Grand Forks.  Haugen reported that the DOT is hoping that the 
MPO will send them a letter addressing these questions.  Vein commented that he knows there 
will be a lot of public input on this.  He asked if Mr. Haugen is saying that we are setting the 
direction with the DOT by our action here, or is that going to have citizen input for the final 
decision.  Haugen responded that we are informing them of what our current plans are 
recommending for this segment of DeMers Avenue.  He added that we were also indicating that 
we are updating our transportation plans with that public involvement so the timing of their 
project decision, and the timing of our plan is running on a similar schedule, so we are informing 
them what our current plans say for DeMers Avenue, not what citizen’s input and other things 
might cause things to change.  Vein said, then, that we are making a technical decision, but we 
aren’t getting any input on that decision, they will do that as a parallel, and he doesn’t know if he 
feels comfortable making that recommendation. 
 
Grasser stated that we are referencing old studies, but then we are pulling certain things out of 
those studies and highlighting or enhancing them, so he would be more comfortable if we just 
list the studies that they should be thinking about, as opposed to us taking excerpts out of specific 
studies and trying to enhance them because by doing that we are suggesting that they need to do 
this, and this, and this; and again he would be more comfortable referencing the studies they 
should be considering and leaving it at that.  He added that he also thinks this discussion, just 
because we haven’t hit 2045, this whole discussion about traffic demand on the Sorlie Bridge is a 
confusing issue.  He said that we made the decision as to what we were going to do with the 
bridge last year, and he doesn’t want to open up any issues with the DOT because of arguing 
over our being one year into a potential threshold, it seems like an erroneous decision at this 
point in time as we don’t even have our Long Range Transportation Plan done yet to 2045, so it 
seems to be a confusing issue.  
 
Grasser commented that he isn’t comfortable weighing in on a mill and overlay versus a 
reconstruction project other than the fact that our City Council and Planning Department has it as 
a reconstruction project on the books. 
 
Vein asked if our current planning documents have been approved by the City Council, so right 
now the approved project would be a reconstruction of DeMers.  Grasser responded that that was 
submitted to the State in our T.I.P. document.  Haugen said, then, if he is hearing correctly, and 
if the board agrees, the staff report should identify the documents we are suggesting these things 
come from, rather than the individual things; and we should provide them with copies of our 
current Bike Plan, our current Street and Highway Element, our 2008 Downtown Plan, and our 
Downtown Parking Plan for Grand Forks.  Vein agreed, saying, though, that the one thing he 
would add is that he feels we still need to have downtown input before he would want to make a 
recommendation. 
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MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE MPO FORWARD A 
LIST OF RELEVENT MPO PLANNING DOCUMENTS TO THE NDDOT FOR THEIR 
REVIEW AND CONSIDERATION OF ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS SUCH AS BIKE 
FACILITIES, PARKING, CURB EXTENSIONS, ETC.; AND ALSO A 
RECOMMENDATION THAT INPUT FROM THE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES BE 
SOLICTED, AS WELL. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, DeMers, Strandell, Malm, Vein, Grasser, and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstaining: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF U.S.#2/U.S.BUS#2 STUDY UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that this is the East Grand Forks side U.S.#2/U.S.Bus#2 Study that we have 
been working with MnDOT and SRF on.  He referred to the packet and pointed out that it 
includes the three alternatives that are being recommended be moved forward into the project 
development phase. 
 
Haugen stated that none of these three alternatives were the preferred alternative of the Steering 
Committee.  He explained that the alternative they preferred would have smoothed the radius of 
the lane and created more separation, but MnDOT was only willing to spend a million dollars in 
this area for improvements to address safety, and that alternative would have cost triple that 
amount, therefore it is not being further considered. 
 
Haugen said that the draft report is out for review and comment.  He added that the Steering 
Committee did ultimately come to a consensus with these three alternatives being forwarded.  He 
stated that the report was presented to the City Council Work Session last week, and they also 
agreed to move them forward. 
 
Haugen commented that MnDOT has made a commitment that they will keep the Steering 
Committee as it goes through the project development phase, so the same parties that worked 
through this process will continue working through the final phases of the project as well. 
 
Discussion ensued. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF DRAFT I-29 STUDY 
 
Haugen reported that the Draft I-29 Study Report is out.  He pointed out that included in your 
packet were a few things that were cleaned up from the last meeting.   
 
He explained that we discussed 47th Avenue and the access spacing on either side of the 
interchange ramps, so there are a series of diagrams that tried to identify the distance/separation 
between the ramps and what type of access. 
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Haugen stated that 47th Avenue has potential for an interchange right at the alignment of 47th, or 
shifted to the south, so there are a series of drawings that show how the different configurations 
would have access further away from the interchange. 
 
Haugen commented that there is also an implementation plan that was discussed, that has gone 
through some modifications, so he included the updated pages from that plan as well.  He went 
over the information briefly. 
 
Haugen reported that also included was the Executive Summary section of the draft report.  He 
stated that the draft report is now out for the Steering Committee’s review and comments.  He 
said that they asked that they give their comments to staff by Friday.  He added that next 
Tuesday we will be giving a presentation of the materials to the upper management of the 
NDDOT, then based on the comment and feedback we get we will be seeking action at the June 
meeting for approval of the I-29 Study. 
 
Haugen referred to the report and went over the recommendations briefly. 
 
Vein asked about 42nd/DeMers.  Haugen responded that they are suggesting that we would get 
wiser use of the finances available to build a grade separation on 42nd then to not build it and 
have all that traffic diverted to the Interchange; which then you are going down to the DeMers 
Interchange and then most of the traffic would go to the Gateway Drive Interchange, etc.   
 
Vein stated that he is talking more about the geometrics of it, and you are showing two options.  
Haugen responded that he thinks that with the unofficial environmental document there is the 
“do nothing” option and then there is still “A” and “B” out there as part of the project.  Vein said, 
though, that they aren’t proposing anything at this point, they are just showing those two 
alternatives.  Haugen responded that is correct, adding that they narrowed it down from that big 
universe to these three alternatives:  “do-nothing”, “swinging to the west” and “both”.  Vein 
commented that he asks this because Ray Richards Golf Course apparently doesn’t exist 
anymore, and that has a different rating than it did before, so it might give us new alternatives for 
that intersection that we didn’t’ have before, so those are options that he sees us looking at if in 
fact that has now changed.   
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF MNDOT FREIGHT PLAN UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that principally this is just to inform you that because of FAST, both North 
Dakota and Minnesota will have to address their Freight Plans.  He stated that Minnesota is 
addressing it in a, there’s money on the table now, fashion.  He added that they are trying to 
identify where those funds should be spent. 
 
Haugen commented that if the funds are not spent on the interstate, they have to be spent on a 
designated critical urban or rural freight corridor.  He said that MnDOT is going to solicit project 
across the State. 
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Haugen said that North Dakota is just beginning their update, and their initial effort is to try to 
see if mileage can be identified at the start of the process so they are taking a 180-degree 
different approach than MnDOT is. 
 
Information only. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 a. 2017 UPWP Project Update 
 
Haugen stated that Mr. Viafara’s updated table giving you the status of the 2017 projects was 
included in the packet. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY MALM, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO ADJOURN THE MAY 17TH, 2017, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:20 P.M. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, June 19th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the June 19th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:08 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Marc DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein (via conference call), and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Guest(s) were:  Brad Gengler, Grand Forks Planning; David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering; 
Sandy Norby, Resident; Lisa Simonson, Resident; Clark Piepkorn, Resident; Michael Huot, Resident; 
Kevin Kouba, Resident; Jim Hansen, Resident; Katy Johnson, Resident; Arch Simonson, Resident; Bret 
Weber, Grand Forks City Councilman; and Alesha Hansen, Resident. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE MAY 22ND, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE 
POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY STRANDELL, TO APPROVE THE MAY 22ND, 2019 
MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF EXECUTION OF CONTRACT WITH KLJ FOR DOWNTOWN 
TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
 
Haugen reported that they issued the RFP back in March and received four proposals.  He said that all 
four firms were interviewed and the Selection Committee is recommending we enter into a contract with 
KLJ to do the Downtown Transportation Plan.  He added that KLJ’s scope of work does reflect what 
RFP requested so staff is recommending approval of the execution of a contract with KLJ. 
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Haugen stated that there are a couple of things noted in the staff report.  He explained that KLJ, in their 
proposal, identified some value added items; four of them in particular, and they are things that were 
outside of the scope of work that we asked the consultants to respond to. 
 
Haugen reported that the four items are listed in the staff report, however two of them are not eligible 
per NDDOT decision to be under this contract.  He stated that the first one that isn’t eligible is the one-
way pair analysis from University Avenue to Gateway Drive on North 3rd and North 4th Streets.  He 
added that the cost of this is roughly $8,000; and the City of Grand Forks’ staff has not really expressed 
interest in doing it, but if it were to be pursued it would have to be paid 100% locally.  Grasser asked 
why this project wouldn’t be eligible for federal funding.  Haugen responded that it wasn’t identified as 
a specific request to study the one way pairs. 
 
Haugen commented that the other one that isn’t eligible; part of KLJ’s team is a subconsultant, RDG, 
and that firm is the lead firm on the Grand Forks Downtown Action Plan process.  He said that KLJ was 
proposing to do some additional work through RDG on the East Grand Forks side, and it is KLJ’s 
opinion to bring the East Grand Forks side up to the same downtown redevelopment concepts that the 
Grand Forks side has.  He stated that, again, that is something outside of our scope, and is roughly a 
$60,000 added value that East Grand Forks would have to pay for.  He added that they haven’t heard yet 
if it is something that East Grand Forks is interested in or not. 
 
Ken Vein joined the meeting. 
 
Haugen stated that there were two added value items that were determined to be eligible if the MPO 
wanted to include them.  He said that the first one is connected and automated vehicles (CAV), with a 
cost of $10,500, but based on what we saw from the parking study, this area isn’t seen as having much 
impact on our parking demand and supply; and typically parking demand and supply relates to traffic, so 
again from MPO staff, and from feedback we got from both City staff, there appears to be a lack of 
interest in pursuing this. 
 
Haugen reported that the fourth activity offers more enhanced public engagement.  He commented that 
there are two activities under this item; one was media buys and social media, but we aren’t suggesting 
that this is something we execute; but the other one is something that we might want to consider, 
particularly on the bicycle side.  He stated that through the Downtown Action Plan, through the DeMers 
Avenue Reconstruction, through the Bike Plan Update there has been a lot of discussion and different 
facilities proposed, particularly for bicycles in the downtown area, so the value added would be to try to 
have more engagement of anyone interested in the downtown to visit certain areas of both downtowns to 
talk specifically about the biking issue and possible solutions; so that is what that activity would be for 
an extra $3,200.  
 
Haugen commented that there will still be a technical review of those issues, so this would just be 
something to engage more stakeholders, specifically about the bike facilities in downtown Grand Forks 
and East Grand Forks.  He said that, again, a lot of discussion has taken place at those other bike 
facilities options, it might  
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be of value to add that to the contract if the MPO desired, but right now Staff is recommending the base, 
not to exceed $120,000, so if you decided you wanted to add this in the base amount would increase to 
$124,000.  He added that, just to tie this up, the East Grand Forks value added, if East Grand Forks 
decided to take that on; it is the consultant’s opinion is that it would delay the start of our study a couple 
of months, but it gives East Grand Forks the opportunity to be brought up, so whatever action we take 
today keep that in mind that it might push our completion date back a few months to 2020. 
 
Grasser stated that on the Grand Forks side they have been doing a pretty fair amount of pop-up 
meetings and things like that so he isn’t sure, but this seems like this would overlap that to a degree on 
the Grand Forks side, so he isn’t sure of its value, if it would be worth delaying the project for two 
months in order to have that included.  Haugen responded that the delay would only be if we do the East 
Grand Forks item, not the bike added public engagement.  DeMers added that East Grand Forks doesn’t 
have a formal recommendation yet on this, but it isn’t high on their priority list right now.   
 
Haugen reiterated that it is only the Redevelopment Concepts for East Grand Forks item that would 
cause delay of completion of the project. 
 
Grasser said that he has a comment on the proposal for services; in the original RFP they talk about 
identifying the traffic impacts and things at 2030 and at 2045, but when he goes through their detailed 
scope of work they only talk about 2045.  Haugen responded that it is an omission on the scope of work, 
but it does include both 2030 and 2045.  Grasser stated that he brought that up because he thought that 
was one of the more important pieces that we were trying to get; we have a number of facilities that are 
going to be opening up downtown in the next two to five years and we wanted to see what kind of traffic 
impacts there might be. 
 
DeMers asked what the timeline for approval if East Grand Forks were to decide it wants to include the 
redevelopment concept item on.  Haugen responded that if they decide they want to add it on; as 
identified in the report we could add it to the contract with KLJ and RDG that the MPO has as an 
addendum or, and he knows that the NDDOT would prefer it, as a separate contract between the City 
and KLJ and RDG.  DeMers said, then that we can proceed with this and then we can add it up to 30 
days?  Haugen responded that he would think by the end of July you should have your decision made. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS TO APPROVE EXECUTION OF THE CONTRACT WITH KLJ FOR THE 
DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY. 
 
Grasser commented that they haven’t talked about any additional options on the Grand Forks side, and 
he would defer to the Council Representatives.  He added that he isn’t sure what is all planned for 
engagement already downtown, but last year they had pretty heavy public engagement in the downtown 
with the pop-ups and those types of things.   
 
DeMers asked what the deadline is for addition of any of the other additional items.  Haugen responded 
that it would be preferable to add them now, but if we decide to do any a month or two months from 
now we would just process a contract amendment, a scope amendment, to add them in then. 
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Grasser said that if East Grand Forks thinks it is important he thinks you would lead on that; it isn’t a 
large dollar amount.  DeMers stated, then, do you just want to go with the base dollar now.  Grasser 
responded that his preference would probably just do the base at this point in time and then do an 
amendment later if needed.  DeMers asked if there was a downside to doing it that way.  Haugen 
responded that it would just be a matter of processing contract amendments, so not much work involved.  
DeMers said that he doesn’t want to go forward without formal East Grand Forks Council action, it 
doesn’t seem like anybody has any real strong feelings with going forward with it, and also we don’t 
really have the authority to spend money, especially on the East Grand Forks side, so his motion would 
be for just the base contract. 
 
MOTION, AS DISCUSSED, WOULD BE – MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO 
APPROVE EXECUTION OF THE CONTRACT WITH KLJ FOR THE DOWNTOWN 
TRANSPORTATION STUDY FOR AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $120,000. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein  
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FINAL EGF ROW ADA TRANSITION PLAN 
 
Kouba reported that the final draft of this was first presented back in December or January, but at that 
time our federal partners requested that we include the transit information for the City of East Grand 
Forks be included as well.  She stated that that information has now been provided by the City’s 
Engineers, and has been inputted int the plan we now have all the information that our Federal Partners 
require of us to do, which included how many sheltered stops, if they are compliant, and other such 
information.  She said that the plan was approved by the City of East Grand Forks’ City Council at their 
meeting last evening. 
 
Grasser asked who the consultant was for the project, and what was the cost.  Kouba responded that the 
consultant was SRF, but she doesn’t have the actual project cost right now.  (The cost of the project was 
$34,998.00).  Grasser stated that he was just wondering in the event Grand Forks decides to pursue a 
similar project.  Kouba said that the cost would be higher for Grand Forks because of the size of the City 
itself. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE FINAL DRAFT OF THE 
EAST GRAND FORKS ADA TRANSITION PLAN FOR PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY, AS 
SUBMITTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
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MATTER OF UPDATE ON UND/CAT MERGER STUDY 
 
Kouba reported that this is an update on how far we are with this study.  She said that as she presented 
last month; if this merger should go through Cities Area Transit wouldn’t actually start doing anything 
until August of 2020.  
 
Kouba commented that they finally have some final numbers from Cities Area Transit as to what it 
would cost them to provide this service, and we presented last month how volatile UND’s cost to do the 
service is, specifically how much it costs them to lease their buses from the State Fleet. 
 
Vetter said that it appears that it is cheaper to run it under Cities Area Transit than to let UND continue 
to run it.  Kouba responded that it is comparable.  She added that the biggest issue is the volatility of 
costs and CAT being able to run it at a comparable cost without volatility, they can budget for it much 
better. 
 
Mock asked if there is any concern with the old President leaving and a new one coming in and whether 
or not the new one will be supportive of this.  Kouba responded that they have not heard anything from 
the university as to whether nor not that is a concern for their transportation department, but she doesn’t 
believe so considering how this campus shuttle will relate to how they want to do parking now and into 
the future, so it will be complimentary to that parking issue. 
 
Haugen commented that UND, by having Cities Area Transit provide the service, would have a cost that 
is comparable to what their average cost has been for the last five years and they also would now have a 
very steady cost to budget in the future whereby their use of the State Fleet Services, as you saw last 
month, creates a volatility of the cost and causes budget issues, so having a more steady budget process, 
plus being able to provide the same service, it seems like a pretty good deal. 
 
MATTER OF POSSIBLE WORK PROGRAM AMENDMENT FOR 32ND AVENUE BRIDGE 
FEASIBILITY STUDY 
 
Haugen reported that last month, in your discussions about how to move forward with additional river 
crossings, you asked staff to look at our work program to see what could possibly be done in order to 
make movement on both the Merrifield and 32nd Avenue Bridges. 
 
Haugen stated that we have asked both counties to schedule a meeting, and Mr. Rost just told him that it 
will be scheduled in the near future for both counties to discuss moving forward with the Merrifield 
Bridge, to start that process. 
 
Haugen commented that with the Merrifield Bridge process moving forward, from a staff perspective, 
the reason why Merrifield might be able to move forward is because ten years ago we did a Bridge 
Feasibility Study for that corridor, and so when you asked staff what our work program could do for 
32nd Avenue we are suggesting that we do a similar corridor study as we did on Merrifield for 32nd, and  
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included in the packet was the actual RFP we issued back then for Merrifield.  He pointed out that we do 
note that there are some similarities, but there are also two major differences; first Merrifield also had 
the Cole Creek issue, and nothing like that exists at 32nd Avenue, additional drainage; but what does 
exist there that didn’t exist at Merrifield was an urban setting versus a rural setting, so we are suggesting 
that we could do a very similar study highlighting those differences in the RFP.  He said that the cost 
estimate is inflated to year of expenditure from what we paid back then for the Merrifield study, so we 
are suggesting a budget of $110,000 for consultant costs.  He added that currently our work program has 
all of its money allocated to activities, so in order for the MPO to do anything in 2020 it would have to 
move some things out.   
 
Haugen stated that the first thing that they identified is going to be delayed and not start in 2020 
anyway; just as you heard with the merger of UND/CAT, it would not start until the fall of 2020, and the 
purpose is to have CAT run the existing routes for a couple of semesters to get their feet underneath the 
whole system and better understand how it relates to the rest of the system, so the study was initially 
going to be done in 2020 because CAT was initially going to start the operation in the fall of 2019, but 
what that delay then the route study can be delayed and that is a major $60,000 item. 
 
Haugen said that there are three other items that are less substantial in cost; the first one is annually we 
do school safety work, and that item could be rolled into the RFP itself for 32nd Avenue.  He stated that 
he did talk about the difference of 32nd being in an urban setting; there were no schools along the 
Merrfield Corridor, there are schools on the 32nd Avenue Corridor, so we can add into the scope of work 
the school safety issue that wasn’t in the Merrifield RFP. 
 
Haugen commented that we also have a traffic count program.  He explained that we started it many 
years ago with the video cameras that are counting traffic at all of the intersections, and each year we 
had a line item for additional cameras for any new signals that have been put into place, and/or to 
upgrade current signals to newer video cameras, so what this would do would be that we could still have 
counting going on in the current locations, but it would delay a year anything new that is brought into 
2020.  He added that we wouldn’t have the cost of ATAC’s help in updating any of the new signals or to 
retrofit any existing signals, we wouldn’t be counting those locations for an additional 12 month period. 
 
Haugen stated that the last item is that we have a little reserve fund for things that might pop up 
throughout the year called technical assistance that we can hold off on. 
 
Haugen said that with those four items, and with the addition of school safety being added to the scope 
of work, that would free up the funds to do the 32nd Avenue Study.  He pointed out that we wouldn’t be 
able to start any work on 32nd until 2020, and right now all we have from staff’s point of view is, this is 
what we did, we have not drafted anything that says that this will be what the 32nd Avenue study will be, 
we have not drafted that actual work program amendment document to present for your consideration 
either.  He added that our understanding from last month’s meeting was that you wanted to get some 
idea of what it would be and what it would take to do and that is what we think we are providing you 
this month; we think we can do something similar to what we did at Merrifield, we think the cost will be 
inflated to $110,000, and these would be the items that staff identified that could be delayed or worked 
into the 32nd Avenue Scope of Work. 
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Grasser stated that he has a couple of comments and questions; on the budget side are we talking about 
transferring all of those four line items, basically reducing them all to zero or are there some that you 
would retain some dollar amount in there because when he totals them up he thinks we are over the 
$110,000 needed for the consultant.  Haugen responded that the total is $127,000, with $110,000 for the 
consultant but the total budget would be $127,000 for MPO costs as well.  Grasser said, then, that that 
would reduce all of those line items to zero.  Haugen responded that that is correct. 
 
Grasser said that early on he thought we talked about maybe delaying some of the land use planning; is 
there a reason why we aren’t looking at making any shifts in that particular line item.  Haugen 
responded that it is more important to keep them on schedule, however there is a possibility that we 
could change the scope of work for the land use plans, or bridge over another year, so we would fund 
them in split years, but we identified these four items as a way to fund 32nd and not impact the land use 
plans.  Grasser commented that he struggles a little bit losing the traffic counts.  He said that another 
comment he will make is that one of the things that changes 32nd relative to Merrifield from a technical 
standpoint, that he thinks is really important, is to find out how the hydraulic impacts the bridge.  He 
added that from his perspective there are three really major things, broad categories on a bridge that can 
kind of make or break moving forward with a bridge; one is public reaction, the other is funding which 
we have already identified as an additional challenge, and the third is what might the hydraulic impacts 
be; if we find out that there is really no good alternatives, or mitigated flooding impacts we have to 
spend “x” additional dollars to accomplish it at this location, he thinks it is important to know that so we 
have a good understanding of the dollars.   
 
Grasser stated that we have heard from the 32nd Avenue neighborhood that in their world they would 
prefer that the 32nd Avenue Bridge option kind of go away and not come back for consideration, and to 
him one of the ways that we would limit future considerations, if we find out that there is some sort of 
hydraulic issue going on there that we can’t address, that costs $50 million dollars, that would then carry 
on into the future; and he isn’t predicting that, he is just saying that if doing the hydraulic study has 
mixed feelings, it may show that there are some specific challenges, but if it doesn’t it does move the 
bridge kind of one step forward, but he is just saying that we should have that answer because that is one 
of the next highest priorities in figuring out if a bridge at this location is really feasible; if it impacts our 
flood insurance or flood protection and potentially the dollars associated with it.   
 
Grasser commented that he struggles with the scope, as he said the scope isn’t complete on here, but he 
thinks we do need to look at a more detailed scope, and, again, from his perspective he thinks hydraulics 
is one of the top priorities in figuring this out, that is one of the black box unknown that we really have 
out there right now.   
 
Haugen responded that that was one of the big scopes of the Merrifield Feasibility report, the hydraulics.  
Grasser said, though, that this will be ratcheted up a little bit higher, again, just because we now have a 
flood protection project in place that has tighter criteria to it. 
 
DeMers stated that it isn’t just hydraulics, he would imagine that any bridge likely is regulatory in 
general, and that is why we need to do that type of feasibility because we can’t know that unless it is  
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done.  Grasser responded that from a regulatory standpoint you’re not allowed to have any hydraulic 
impacts and so we know that that will be one of the requirements.  He added that the other question is; 
we are pretty sure that when the FEMA does an update on the river that the next round, it will probably 
be even higher than they are now so we just want to make sure that we don’t inadvertently impact a 
flood issue; it has more potential as a low level bridge than a high level bridge, even a high level if you 
put a couple of piers in the river, it will cause an impact to the flood levels. 
 
DeMers said that it mentions in here the splitting costs over separate cycles, is that maybe something 
that is available for this kind of feasibility study, could we separate that in 2020 and 2021.  Haugen 
responded that we could do that.  He explained that if you wanted to leave these four that are suggested, 
somewhat in place, the only other activity that we have are the land use plans and we would finance 
them over two program years, and we would have to finance this over those same two work program 
years, but we weren’t suggesting impacting the land use plans, but you could still finalize the funds in 
2021.  He reiterated that right now we have a 2019 and 2020 work program, we don’t have a 2021 year 
committed to, and so there will be some angst from our State and Federal partners in having a project 
carry forward into a new two-year work program, but it is doable.   
 
DeMers asked what the ATAC stuff was that Mr. Haugen mentioned could be reprogrammed.  Haugen 
responded that it is a $25,000 total, and again if there are new signals and/or updates to existing signals, 
ATAC is able to go into the video cameras and set them up so that they can count the traffic.  He said 
that the existing ones would still be counting traffic, it would only affect new implementation.   
 
Discussion on existing and new signal capture ensued. 
 
DeMers asked if this item was just for information or do we need a recommendation from the board.  
Haugen responded that if you want to move forward we would like to have direction for staff to draft up 
a true 32nd Avenue Feasibility scope of work and a true work program amendment to swap these four 
studies, or however you want to do it, and to propose a new work program for 2020.  He said that right 
now, as he understood it, was we just wanted to get some sense of can it be done and what it would look 
like; and we provided that to you today but there is still some work to be done to finalize it so the next 
step would be for us to draft that up.  He added that, again, this is not by any means getting it to shovel 
ready project status, it is still a very high reconisense level, but it answers a couple key questions, 
hydraulics being one of the top ones, and it gets us a better sense of cost more specific to this site versus 
how we did it in the transportation plan where we used planning level concepts, this would be more 
specific. 
 
Vein stated that the board asked staff to take a look at this issue to see how we might do it, and he heard 
Mr. Haugen say that he would draft a potential amendment and look at the RFP language and then both 
of those would come back to the next MPO meeting, is that correct.  Haugen responded that he would 
ask that it be brought back to the August meetings; with the 4th of July holiday, vacations, state and 
federal partner review is key and he doesn’t know if they will process it quick enough to have it ready 
for our July meetings.  Vein said, though, that the request will be to continue this process, and you  
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would draft an official amendment that would then be submitted to the DOT, correct.  Haugen 
responded that it would be reviewed by the DOT before the MPO would take action on it, but if in 
August the MPO decides to take action and approve it then it would be formally presented to the DOT.   
 
Vein said that when you put the RFP together we can make sure that we are getting the issue of, and he 
knows that Mr. Grasser spoke to this, the hydraulics, and to certainly try to address all the issues with 
school and pedestrian safety and look at some of the cost estimates and the traffic safety issues that we 
would want to be incorporated into the RFP, correct.  Haugen responded that that is what we would 
include in the draft.  Vein said, then, that at the August meeting we will see some more exact wording of 
each of those items and then we would vote on it at that time, correct.  Haugen responded that it would 
go through the normal process; your Technical Advisory Committee would first review it and improve it 
for your consideration at your August meeting for final approval.  Vein said that for him this makes the 
most sense, as it is really hard to make any approval right now until we see what those documents will 
look like, so it makes sense so he would like to make the motion to approve moving forward with those 
two items. 
 
MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE DRAFTING AN AMENDMENT TO 
THE 2020 WORK PROGRAM TO DELAY THE FOUR CURRENTLY PROGRAMMED STUDIES 
AS DISCUSSED AND TO INCLUDE A 32ND AVENUE SOUTH BRIDGE FEASIBILITY STUDY, 
AND TO DEVELOP THE RFP. 
 
AUDIENCE DISCUSSION 
 
Mike Huot, resident, stated that he has been coming to these meetings quite a while and he thinks the 
most basic thing is the “why”.  He said that he still doesn’t understand why.  He commented that he read 
through the Merrifield Feasibility Study and there seemed to be a lot of momentum, and then it just died; 
he doesn’t know why, but it just died, and now we have another bridge we are going to try to start this 
whole feasibility thing again without a real “why”.  He said he doesn’t understand why 32nd, he truly 
understands 32nd if it was something to do or it had to be within the flood protection and you had to be 
there to get funding, he could understand that, but since we are doing a wet bridge that is off the table, so 
he is trying to figure out the “why”.  He stated that what we do know is that the Merrifield would 
instantaneously help the farm issue we have been talking about, instantaneously we already have a study 
that tells us what we have to do without spending a lot of money to see whether we can do it, and it 
seemed to have a little bit more public acceptance, and then it just died, so actually 2020 was the time it 
was supposed to be finalized, which is next year, so just as we are starting this whole process again 
without a why, and you and he have had great discussions, and as a matter of fact he thinks they have 
become friends as we still discuss this, but he doesn’t understand why, can someone tell him why 32nd is 
so advantageous to the east side he could grab on to it but when he looks at the pictures, look where it is 
going to go and where it is going to end up, and he looks at the Grand Forks side and he looks at the 
traffic studies, it is very opaque, there is really no answer, you can look at a report and it depends on 
who is writing it what the outcome is, so there really isn’t anything to grab on to and one gentleman at 
the last meeting said, and there weren’t a lot of East Grand Forks residents there, but the two things that  
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really stood out to him was that our Mayor said he didn’t have any answers and then East Grand Forks’ 
Mayor said we need a neighborhood bridge.  He said that he doesn’t know what a neighborhood bridge 
is, but where it is going into doesn’t look like much of a neighborhood, and we all know the towns are 
going south and, in fact, when you drive out to the corridor you probably miss it before you notice you 
were there, that is the proximity of it right now.  He stated that he isn’t saying yes or no he just wants to 
know the why, why that location, and it definitely not going to help the Reeves Drive issue as a stand-
alone, so really he doesn’t know what we are getting into and he doesn’t really have anything to say yay 
or nay to, and as far as the County we are talking two different bridges, two different aspects, why can’t 
the two counties and cities get together and share some things, maybe even how to get money to build a 
bridge that won’t flood, but those discussions aren’t being had, it seems like there are two different 
entities discussing stuff, and ultimately it is all the same, East Grand Forks and Grand Forks money, he 
doesn’t see why there are two different county and township meetings and city meetings with the same 
result.  He added that, again, the Merrifield Road already has some positives going, but we already know 
it will have a direct impact; but the Cole Creek thing he has no idea what that all means, but maybe we 
can spend some money and see if that is an issue anymore, we have already spent $100,000 or so on that 
one and it is just sitting there doing nothing. 
 
Vetter responded that there are two bridges and each bridge serves a different purpose; the Merrifield 
one takes all the truck traffic and the regional traffic, but it won’t do anything for Reeves, Belmont, 
Bygland Road, or the Point Bridge.  He said, however, that 32nd helps alleviate that traffic on Belmont, 
Reeves, and Bygland Road and also some of the traffic off the “curvy” bridge.   
 
Vetter commented that through our traffic study the Minnesota Avenue, the curvy bridge, has an “F” 
rating so we have to do something to alleviate the traffic off that bridge or it is going to fail.  He added 
that when we did the studies Elks Drive, 17th Avenue, 32nd Avenue, 47th Avenue, when we looked at all 
of those 32nd Avenue always rose to the top.  Audience members said it rises to the top for East Grand 
Forks.  Vetter responded that it is for both sides.  Audience members asked why not 47th Avenue; there 
was a sign, and it was a designated bridge corridor for years and years and that is why the homes were 
built the way they were, that is why it is widened, the City spent the money on a bigger section and you 
can get on the Interstate; you go there and it is like “boom”, you look down there and you can go across 
the river right down 47th and you’re not affecting a neighborhood and schools.  Vetter stated that there is 
a neighborhood on 47th also, but when he looks at the traffic studies.  Audience member said that she 
just doesn’t understand why there is not a study for that.  Vetter responded that we did study 47th 
Avenue and 47th on the East Grand Forks side of the river is a gravel road and it is way too far south and 
your cost/benefit ratio doesn’t warrant a bridge on 47th and so we won’t get any funding for it.  
Audience member stated that we are in North Dakota.  Audience member stated that 32nd is a gravel 
road too.  Vetter responded that it isn’t.  Audience member stated that she feels that we are just doing 
this for East Grand Forks, Grand Forks does not want it on 32nd.  Vetter responded that the MPO is 
tasked with transportation for the whole community, not just Grand Forks and not just East Grand Forks, 
we look at the whole community.  Audience member asked what about the Grand Forks community.  
Audience member said it is just so silly.  Audience member stated that it weighs heavily on East Grand 
Forks it does not weigh heavily on the Grand Forks side, that connection to the Interstate was off 47th in 
the future. 
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Clark Piepkorn, resident, said that there are just a couple of things he would like to add; when we are 
talking about grades one of the grades the MPO gave the corner of 32nd and Belmont, currently, was an 
“F”, and with an additional 8,000 cars somehow they are going to change it to a “C”.  He said the other 
issue is he owns a couple of properties right on Highway 2 and Mill Road within a couple of blocks, 
most of you people may have had an opportunity to see what happens when there is a flood event in our 
communities; the traffic flow, we don’t need studies, if you couldn’t see the traffic coming in the 
morning from East Grand Forks into Grand Forks, when he went to his property he couldn’t see the end 
of the line over the bridge and when he tried to get to his property at ten after five he was backed up to 
the cemetery, almost to Columbia road, but the traffic coming west was normal; East Grand Forks, yes 
those bridges are important, but, sorry on the Grand Forks side the traffic flowing the other way at those 
times of day during the flood event was normal, there was no issue for him getting over to East Grand 
Forks in the morning with just the one bridge, and yet the other way it was different and hopefully you 
people had an opportunity to actually witness that.  He added that he did ask Ms. Kouba, he went to a 
meeting, and he asked her to go there the next morning at 8:00 and take a look to the right at 8:00 in the 
morning because she wouldn’t be able to see the end of the traffic.  He said that there is no way it is 
50/50, no possible way, and that is proof. 
 
Audience member said that she can interject that she lives a block of the 47th Avenue corridor and she 
would, as a homeowner and community member, and with the kids that are at Kelly now and going to be 
at Schroeder, she would rather that bridge be built on 47th Avenue South, essentially in her backyard, 
than on 32nd Avenue where you are impacting so many families that have their homes there.  She added 
that she understands needing traffic off the Point Bridge, but not at the detriment of another already 
established neighborhood.  She commented that Phoenix Elementary, not that she is saying that we don’t 
want a bridge anywhere, Phoenix Elementary was built on a bridge route, that school was built after that 
bridge was already up, it makes no sense to her to put a bridge at 32nd Avenue when we already know 
there are going to be problems for homeowners, for community members, for kids.  She said put it at 
47th, makes a lot of sense to put it at Merrifield.  She added that at their meeting a couple of months ago 
they had someone that lives in East Grand Forks there; what difference does it make if you have to drive 
another two miles to cross at Merrifield and at what cost does that have on both sides if you put a bridge 
in that route area. 
 
Audience member commented that she would like to mention the Kennedy Bridge, it is essential for 
flood time and right now with construction on DeMers probably some people are taking the Kennedy 
Bridge versus the Southend Bridge, and during the flood, and maybe she is the only one that felt this 
way, but going back and forth for appointments, when she went over the Kennedy Bridge she honest to 
god said a prayer that it didn’t fall.  She said that she knows there has been construction on it and she 
doesn’t question it right now at all, but the stress that is put on the bridge, that is not a normal day, the 
major stress that is put on it at different time frames, it makes her nervous to go over it, she doesn’t feel 
it will fail anytime coming up but if there is not another bridge that is going to carry the weight and 
share that in the next few years or so that bridge is going to faster than what it is probably projected to 
and then you are going to have the expense of that bridge in addition to everything that is going on. 
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Grasser stated that there are a couple of issues going on, and he understands, he heard from the residents 
before that your desire is that the discussion of the 32nd Bridge go away and never come back, right, but 
he doesn’t know if there is any way of making that happen exactly, but he is trying to get the priorities in 
his head so correct him if he is wrong, but the Cities and the MPO have both priorities the Merrifield 
Bridge as the top priority, correct.  Haugen responded that that used to be a phasing strategy in our plan 
but it was removed this last time.  Grasser said, then, that we prioritized the Merrifield Bridge, which he 
thinks is also further along in the bureaucratic process because we have done at least one study and we 
are actually, on that one, he thinks the inference was with the Joint County Commission meetings is that 
we are actually moving forward to have a joint county meeting, correct.  He said, then, that in the 
process we are moving Merrifield ahead of 32nd, it is ahead of 32nd relative to studies and the 
bureaucratic processes, and we start putting timelines on money, 32nd will be a long ways away; now 
that doesn’t solve the issue of not wanting it to never come back again, but he thinks with his perception, 
a bridge is still financially, for no other reason, as long as we maintain priority with Merrifield, that is 
going to be tough in an of itself, but he just wanted to make sure we are all on the same line on where 
the priorities are which is likely the first bridge to happen. 
 
Audience member commented that the mention of everything moving south, we are as a city moving 
south and it just doesn’t seem like even it if is put on the back burner, what that does to our property 
values and everything.  She said that there are homes right there, they have three homes for sale in their 
neighborhood already and they are sitting on them because of this talk of a bridge, and it affects the 
ability for someone to sell their home, and it is like there are no homes out there, eventually we are 
going to see more shopping centers, more restaurants, so she doesn’t understand why with us moving 
south, you put a bridge out there and East Grand Forks will probably build south too, it doesn’t make 
any sense to her and it is the “why”, she doesn’t understand. 
 
Audience member asked Mr. Haugen for clarification on Mr. Grasser’s question; did you say it is correct 
that Merrifield is a priority or it isn’t a priority because he thinks he heard you say that Merrifield is no 
longer a priority.  Haugen responded that in past plans we had the Merrifield Bridge being constructed 
first, but this plan we do not have the conditional phasing of one bridge prior to the other bridge.  
Audience member asked if there is a way for them to get that priority back in your thought process, is 
that something that you feel would be appropriate.  He added that as witness this spring, there is 
definitely a need for another dry bridge in this community for emergency vehicles, etc..  He said that 
that costs that they have been shown, all the ones in town, the dry bridges running from Elks at $21 
million to $29 million at 32nd and 47th, but a dry bridge at Merrifield is $28 million dollars.  He stated 
that, again, it goes back to the hydraulic issues; is there a way for them to try to, as your organization, to 
see if you can readdress that issue.   
 
Huot commented that he would pose the question, the study was done in 2004, you haven’t done nothing 
since 2004, if the Merrifield Bridge was in existence today would we be talking about the 32nd Bridge, 
and if we were we would actually have great data to say we need the 32nd Bridge; best case scenario is 
we save $20 to $30 million dollars; worse case scenario we at par, that is the gray that he has been 
talking about as far as it is two different events, well maybe we are building one unnecessarily, he  
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doesn’t think we have that kind of cash where we can hedge that, but you haven’t done nothing on 
Merrifield since 2004, because the study was done in 2004, so he doesn’t know if you do a study on 32nd 
are you not going to touch it for 20 years, what does that mean. 
 
Audience member stated that this may or may not relate to this, but it is a question that just keeps 
coming up in her mind, but she went to the City Council meeting in December, around December 13th, 
and vibe, maybe not accurate, the vibe she was getting at that meeting was that the community members 
that were going to be impacted by a 32nd Avenue Bridge, they didn’t even know that it was back on the 
table again, and then there was this feeling like, “oh if we don’t get this MPO plan approved all this 
other funding is going to halted until we have an approved plan” and that deadline was December 31st, 
so she feels like they were not engaged in the process leading up to December and now they are sitting 
here trying to figure out, well wait a second, is Merrifield first before 32nd, is it not, she feels like our 
Grand Forks Council members are also asking that same question.   
 
DeMers said that he would like to comment on the prioritization issue.  He said that he thinks that with 
the removal of the prioritization it allows the separate jurisdictions to kind of take their leads.  He 
explained that one of the problems is the Cities aren’t going to be able affect a Merrifield Bridge 
because it is all outside their jurisdictions, and as they are moving in their separate spheres, and looking 
at their separate pots of money, we don’t want to constrain it to “yes we are going to build a Merrifield 
Bridge and then all of a sudden some sort of City Transportation Grant funding comes up and you 
eliminate the possibility of Cities using it.  He added that right now with big Build dollars out there, he 
is encouraged by the Counties trying to get together, he thinks they need a meeting to coordinate their 
schedules, but he thinks that if they are moving forward there is money out there, those big Build 
dollars, and he doesn’t anticipate that not happening, but the plan hasn’t changed, it really has stayed the 
same since 2003/2004, so we just eliminated the prioritization so that, in his opinion, different 
jurisdictions can go after different dollars whenever they need to. 
 
Audience member asked if the Grand Forks City Council, at some point, ask the MPO to move forward 
with a study to get and RFP on 32nd Avenue, was there a meeting when that took place that the Grand 
Forks City Council asked that of the MPO.  Vetter responded that there is a federal requirement that we 
do a five year transportation plan, and the MPO is in charge of the five year transportation plan so every 
five years we update the plan.  Audience member said, then that this started back in 2003 and has been 
updated every five years since.  Vetter responded that that is correct.  He added that we have had 
transportation plans prior to 2003.  Haugen added that the first Grand Forks/East Grand Forks joint plan 
was in 1969.  Audience member asked, though, that as far as 32nd being designated, what year was that.  
Haugen responded that it was designated in 2004. 
 
Vein commented that he understands, in listening to the questions that are being asked, and many of 
them are very good; but he thinks that we need to put kind of, there are so many questions that still 
linger here that need to be answered.  He added that the reason he would like to do the study is, if we 
look at the hydraulics we may find that a bridge is not even possible at this location because of hydraulic 
impacts, and if that is the case then we can easily take this off the table, but if it works then we know  
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that moving forward.  He said that there are issues with pedestrian safety and school safety, and he 
agrees with that, and we need to look at that because if we can’t address pedestrian and child safety, that 
certainly would impact whether or not we would move forward, and then we talked about the cost 
estimate, and if those estimates are more detailed through a study, and it is unaffordable that makes a 
difference as well as the impacts of traffic on safety throughout the community, so he guess he envisions 
that this type of study that would actually answer some of those questions, it will make it much easier to 
figure out if it even can move forward, and that is why he made the motion and why he would support 
that we at least get these amendments made and the RFP put together to make sure that all of those 
critical things are included in the project before we would move the project forward. 
 
Audience member asked how much it was again, and who pays for the study, is it $127,000.  Vetter 
responded that the MPO pays for it with federal and local dollars.   
 
Vetter asked, there is a motion and a second on the floor, so should  we do roll call and move this on.     
 
Mock asked if what we are moving forward is to see what the amendment would be and what the RFP 
would be.  Vetter responded that that is correct.  Mock said then, that in terms of people and their 
concerns, this isn’t a motion to forward the bridge at 32nd, it is a motion to look at what a study would 
include.  Vetter responded that this is correct, and added that it will direct the staff to update the 2019-
2020 Work Program and to develop the RFP.  Mock asked if that would come back to the MPO Board 
in August for their review and approval, and then will it go to the City Councils.  Haugen responded that 
it would be reviewed by the Technical Advisory Committee. 
 
Weber asked if there would be a county meeting before this is done.  Rost responded that there will as 
soon as the two County Boards can get together.  He said that they just talked about it yesterday, but a 
time hasn’t yet been set.   
 
Mock asked if, in terms of the Merrifield feasibility work that has been done, is that something that is 
still up-to-date or is it something that needs be brought up-to-date.  Haugen responded that that would be 
part of the movement going forward, they will have to make a decision on that with the lead state and 
federal agency as to what needs to be updated in that document, if anything.  Audience member asked 
who would pay for that.  Haugen responded that the initial agencies to look at it would be the two 
counties.  Mock asked if staff envisioned that coming back to us as a priority or would that just be 
within the counties.  Haugen responded that it would be within the counties and they will then keep us 
up-to-date on the progress of it moving through planning and the project development, and possibly 
through programming.  Mock asked, to get that RFP, would we get an idea; we’d look at the hydraulics, 
would we also look at the impacts to the greenway and the floodway system so we will have a better 
idea of things like cost and engagement and things like that because there are a lot of sensitivities in that 
greenway and neighborhood, those are concerns, so would you start to get a sense of that.  Haugen 
responded that we would. 
 
Strandell commented that he has heard some support for a 47th Avenue Bridge, and he is kind of inclined 
to support that spot too; and his being a County Commissioner he is actually a tight-wad.  He  
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stated that first of all he thinks we could build one bridge versus two, just build one bridge so it can 
handle truck traffic and everything else at the interchange on the North Dakota side.  He added that it 
has been said that you couldn’t get a bridge in place sooner than in the next ten years, and in ten years 
what kind of growth have we had in the two cities, we are both going south, and he thinks it would fit if 
we make the plan now and reserve the right-of-ways and everything else, he would think it would be a 
wise investment, so he isn’t going to support this motion. 
 
Mock stated that she lives by the Point Bridge and there is a huge traffic concern in that area and on 
Reeves and Belmont, and they have very very real traffic concerns.  She said that she has been very 
close to having accidents trying to get out, so it is a very real impact right now, so what does something 
like a 47th or Merrifield Bridge do for the traffic concerns by the Point Bridge and the Reeves and 
Belmont areas.  Haugen responded that from a traffic modeling perspective Merrifield does little to none 
for the Point Bridge and Minnesota/4th Avenue Corridor, it does provide some decrease in traffic volume 
but not to a degree that improves it substantially.  He said that 47th Avenue would have some 
improvement, but not as much as 32nd, Elks or 17th would provide, so it would improve it to a degree but 
not as well as other locations would.  He added that when you look at the modeling 47th does not provide 
as much relief to the Kennedy traffic as 32nd or Elks or 17th would either, so it is providing better 
mitigation to needs for both the Kennedy and the Point.  Audience member asked if this was based on 
the study that was done back in 2004 or are you basing it on current day information with the way the 
City of Grand Forks is growing.  Haugen responded that it is based on current day information.  
Audience member asked where that information is being pulled from when the last study was done in 
2004.  Haugen responded that the study that we just adopted in December contains all this information, 
adding that he can get her name and number and direct her to the study on-line.   
 
Huot commented that one thing he would say about that study is a lot of it simulated, because we had 
some highwater and flood situations and bridge closing and the Kennedy being worked on, so a lot of it 
was simulated so he would post the question; when you talk about alleviating traffic time is important to 
people, and if he is going to go two more miles to the Merrifield Bridge and he is going to get to his 
place fifteen or twenty minutes earlier that is the route he is going to take, so we are assuming what 
human behavior is going to be, which we don’t know what that is going to be, but what he will tell you 
is coming to these MPO meetings and we talked about things coming up, even with the Mill and train 
traffic, people will take the safest route, and the safest route is to go that way and by-pass all those issues 
that are upcoming which are of concern that you guys have to deal with.  He said that his last comment 
is going to be that if this does go forward and you guys vote to do that feasibility study, what, as citizens 
actions do they have, does this have to be authorized through the City Councils on both sides, or is 
whatever you guys say or decide to do happens, so you guys are empowered to go ahead and do this 
feasibility study because you were commissioned to do so or is this something that you have to get 
permission to move forward, that is an important question for him.   
 
Audience member added that the vote today isn’t to do this feasibility study, it is to consider doing a 
feasibility study, correct.  Vetter responded that it is to direct staff to upgrade our work program and 
develop the RFP so we can look at it.  Audience member asked if; 32nd is going to be a wet bridge, so 
now you have three bridges that are wet and you spent the money on that plus destroying the dike and 
greenway and everything else that has been there just to put a bridge in there, and the fact that traffic is 
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busy over here by the Point Bridge, so let’s just push it over from one neighborhood to the other, it just 
doesn’t make sense, again it’s the why. 
 
Audience member said that she has a question on the feasibility that will be done by August.  She said 
that she understands the hydraulics and everything, so when that is done is the traffic pattern a part of 
the study or is it just the ground and the flood, is that put into this.  Haugen responded that the traffic is a 
key component to it.  Audience member asked how many months do you study the traffic pattern, will it 
be for a couple of months, for half a year, a year.  Haugen responded that the traffic patterns will be 
todays traffic, then we look at what we are forecasting the traffic to be in 2030 based on both City’s 
Land Use Plans, and what the traffic is forecasted to be in 2045, again based on both City’s Land Use 
Plans.  Audience member said then, that the current traffic that you are studying, her question is how 
long will that be studied, is it a month, two months, three months, for the actual traffic pattern.  Haugen 
responded that as you heard earlier on the agenda we have a counting program operating 24/7 on the 
North Dakota side at major key intersections, so we have that counting program monitoring traffic 
continuously, so when we get to places that don’t have signals like Belmont and 32nd we periodically sit 
at the intersection and count traffic so we have several dates that that has been done.  Audience member 
asked if this was done this last year.  She said that her concern is that these are done only in the summer 
and it won’t reflect year round traffic patterns.  She added that the second thing she is wondering is how 
the study that you did showing that the Merrifield Bridge would not be used as much and the 32nd and 
47th would be utilized more; she goes back and forth with appointments to East Grand Forks, and she 
isn’t a realtor but she is in the real estate market, and is very familiar with the land that is going very 
quickly in East Grand Forks, and there are developments going up and are some very nice homes, there 
are schools on the south end of East Grand Forks, so her question is, gosh they are right there, and she 
would like to see a real, maybe a drone put into action for a projected – Option A – here is how long it 
would take to go down to Merrifield because these new development that are in East Grand Forks are 
the people that would use a southend bridge, the people on the north aren’t going to drive south, the 
people in the middle they are still going to use the bridges that are there, it is the people in the south that 
will be using these bridges, so she doesn’t understand how that study states that a Merrifield Bridge 
doesn’t have as much action, she would prefer, considering how much she goes back and forth to East 
Grand Forks daily, she thinks it would be faster, it would be straight down – forward – up, and going 
through stoplights, traffic, and children, she doesn’t see how that study is so drastic on its numbers 
because there is major development in East Grand Forks, so she doesn’t see how that is right. 
 
Audience member asked, if we fund the study, there is the open question of whether the bridge will go 
there or not, if we don’t fund the study this is going to be a continuing problem, or if we don’t fund the 
study then does the 32nd Avenue lose its support and it goes away, they are trying to figure out what is 
the easiest way to get this thing off the table for good; so it is a crapshoot if you take the study and it 
says it works or if you take the study and it says that with the hydraulics and safety and stuff it won’t 
work, but he thinks you have to decide one way or the other but their choice is to make it go away, and 
what is the best way to make it go away.  DeMers responded that the problem with that is as long as 
there are traffic problems upstream, you’re going to have this; whether you say we aren’t going to do the 
feasibility study today, we are going to push it off, as long as you keep pushing this further south; he  
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keeps hearing we are going south, understood, they understand that when you look at the land use plans 
you can see where the traffic is going, but that doesn’t eliminate the traffic that is already present.  He 
added that we hear from Grand Forks Council Members, we see in the traffic demand models that the 
stuff that we have right now, and in the near future, if you don’t do something to affect that you are 
always hear about it.  He commented that the problem with the 47th Avenue location, and just going to 
Merrifield is that the distance that they would have to go to 47th still leaves a big enough gap that allows 
for those type of traffic problems to continue so, as he said, nobody here wants to keep doing this over 
and over again, they don’t, but as long as we don’t address the issues, it will keep coming up.  He added 
that, as was mentioned, probably the fastest way is if you get there and you see hydraulic studies that say 
that corridor isn’t going to allow you to do something, that would be a big problem, but then the 
problem just gets bigger and you end up having to build dry bridges; and still you are at Merrifield and 
then you build a high bridge at 32nd instead of a wet one and now the cost is $60 million, that is the 
problem, this isn’t driven by just one person’s desire, we are seeing critical failures at intersections up to 
that point.  Huot commented that it would be a better point, it is a lack of desire because we haven’t 
done anything at Merrifield since 2004; our discussion should have been the Merrifield Bridge is not 
accommodating the traffic flow in town, it is completely backwards because we already did the 
feasibility, we already had it in 2004.  DeMers responded, though, that we know that the Merrifield 
Bridge isn’t going to alleviate the traffic issues.  Audience members said that you don’t know that, there 
is no way to know that.  Huot said that he can’t say that it will or won’t, we don’t know, but what we do 
know is that a study was done and that is a proposed site, and it just died, why did it die. 
 
Audience member stated that we are two small cities, it’s like you’re talking about this big gap; well, 
what it is going to take us five extra minutes, think about living in the Cities, people drive an hour to get 
to work and back, so that doesn’t make sense to her.  She asked if anyone on the board lives in their 
neighborhood, you don’t have to worry about it.   
 
Vetter said that he would like to move this on, but he will stay after the meeting to visit with anyone that 
wants to visit, but he would like to move this on as there are people that need to get back to work, so we 
have a motion and a second on the floor. 
 
MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE DRAFTING AN AMENDMENT TO 
THE 2020 WORK PROGRAM TO DELAY THE FOUR CURRENTLY PROGRAMMED STUDIES 
AS DISCUSSED AND TO INCLUDE A 32ND AVENUE SOUTH BRIDGE FEASIBILITY STUDY, 
AND TO DEVELOP THE RFP. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein 
Voting Nay: Strandell 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF DISCUSSION ON FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that this is just bring you up-to-date on what discussions have been taking place.  He 
said that last month we were informed that we had to eliminate some of these stubs from classification 
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for the NDDOT, but we also, since we are doing an update, we also introduced some other discussion 
areas and they are still working and discussion them. 
 
Haugen said that one of those discussion areas are that all of the frontage roads in Grand Forks are 
functionally classified, and whether or not we should still carry them as such is being discussed.  He 
added that there are also areas through the downtown where we have very close spacing of functionally 
classified roadways and under the new guidance that we have from our federal partners, there is a 
question as to whether we should be maintaining such close spacing of classified roadways, so that is 
also being looked at and we are still working through the discussion process. 
 
Haugen stated that last month we alluded that we might have a new schedule, an earlier one than our 
program has for completing this, which was the end of the year, but NDDOT has said that they are fine 
with that completion time. 
 
Haugen commented that on the Minnesota side, since we had just done a statewide classification, there 
are really no identified areas in East Grand Forks or Polk County that need to be reclassify, so our focus 
will be in the North Dakota side for now. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT OPPORTUNITY 
 
Kevin Kouba, Resident, commented that he thinks that what we just saw here was; well we all know 
where all of the audience members came from; and he thinks the biggest portion of the comments came 
from a lack of communication, a lack of understanding, so his question is, he knows that this body has 
said before that you put this information on your social media page, but is there a way that they can 
identify items specific to them on this issue, is there an e-mail that can go out or something.  He said that 
this is like poking a bees nest, when they just hear about a meeting first or second hand that all this 
information is available, and now it is back in the forefront, but he thinks you see what happens when 
you drop something on a neighborhood, when no consultation is held with the people that are most 
affected by it, and he thinks the problem is is that we have to take a lot of the emotion out of this, and he 
doesn’t think that is possible anymore with some of them, so if there is a way to keep them informed on 
the process of what is going on so they can look at it and be prepared to ask questions that have more 
relevance than just the emotional part of it he thinks that would serve everyone better, so his question is 
is there a way to do that.  Haugen responded that staff has been informed that Jon Strandell is the 
conduit for the corridor.  He said that initially it was through Mr. Huot, and now it is through Mr. 
Strandell, although Mr. Huot is still being informed as well, and of course the ward Alderman is 
informed as well.   
 
Kouba asked if all of this is available on-line and you will let us know where it is at.  Haugen responded 
that it is and gave the website address (www.theforksmpo.org).   
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.theforksmpo.org/
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OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is our monthly project progress report so that you know where we are at with 
the key projects that are in our work program.  
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 5/18/19 to 6/14/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY STRANDELL TO APPROVE THE ATTACHED 
BILL/CHECK LIST FOR THE 5/19/19 TO 6/14/19 PERIOD, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 c. Mn220No. Study Meeting 
 
Haugen reported that there is a Mn220No. Study meeting scheduled for Tuesday, June 25th in the 
afternoon in this room and then a presentation will be given at the East Grand Forks City Council Work 
Session that evening.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO ADJOURN THE JUNE 19th, 2019, MEETING 
OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:24 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 05/31/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -877.83

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 05/31/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,431.98
Liability Check 06/14/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,359.90

Alliant Engineering
Bill 06/04/2019 Inv. #... Work On Mn2... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -3,179.36
Bill Pmt -Check 06/04/2019 6754 Work On Mn2... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -3,179.36

Brady Martz
Bill 06/11/2019 Inv. #... Balance Due ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 515 · Financial... -1,700.00
Bill Pmt -Check 06/11/2019 6756 Balance Due ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,700.00

Business Essentials
Bill 06/06/2019 Inv. #... Office Supplie... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -14.64
Bill Pmt -Check 06/06/2019 6755 Office Supplie... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -14.64

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 05/30/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -2,058.15
Bill Pmt -Check 05/30/2019 6749 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -2,058.15

Earl Haugen
Bill 06/12/2019 Reimburse Fo... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -14.00
Bill Pmt -Check 06/12/2019 6757 Reimburse Fo... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -14.00

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 05/31/2019 6744 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 06/03/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -15,543.24
Bill Pmt -Check 06/03/2019 6750 For Work On ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -15,543.24
Bill 06/03/2019 Inv. #... Work On GF ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -2,262.70
Bill Pmt -Check 06/03/2019 6752 Work On GF ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -2,262.70

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 05/21/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -147.87
Bill Pmt -Check 05/21/2019 6742 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -147.87

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 05/31/2019 6745 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -90.28

Mike's
Bill 05/22/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -110.00
Bill Pmt -Check 05/22/2019 6743 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -110.00
Bill 05/30/2019 MPO Meeting 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -28.00
Bill Pmt -Check 05/30/2019 6748 MPO Meeting 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -28.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 05/31/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -217.00
Liability Check 06/14/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 05/31/2019 6746 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -117.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 05/31/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 06/14/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 05/31/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -5,780.25

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 05/29/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,423.34
Liability Check 06/12/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,299.25

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 06/03/2019 Inv. #... Work On CAT... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -1,567.42
Bill Pmt -Check 06/03/2019 6751 Work On CAT... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,567.42
Bill 06/03/2019 Inv. #... Work On CAT... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -5,944.17
Bill Pmt -Check 06/03/2019 6753 Work On CAT... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -5,944.17

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 05/31/2019 6747 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

11:42 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
06/13/19 Transaction List by Vendor
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  

OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, July 17th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the July 17th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:00 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Don Diedrich 
(Proxy For Warren Strandell), Marc DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein, and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Guest(s) were:  None. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE JUNE 19th, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE 
POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE JUNE 19th, 2019 MINUTES 
OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FY2019 T.I.P. AMENDMENT 
 
Kouba reported that a while back the NDDOT put out a solicitation for 5339 funds and the Cities Area 
Transit received some of those funds to purchase buses. She stated that we need to amend our FY2019 
T.I.P. to include these funds. 
 
Kouba said that staff and the Technical Advisory Committee are recommending approval of the 
amendment subject to review and authorization of the purchase from the Grand Forks City Council, it 
has not been presented to the City Council yet.  She added that we won’t send the amendment to the 
State until council approval is given. 
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MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE FY2019 T.I.P. AMENDMENT 
SUBJECT TO REVIEW AND APPROVAL FROM THE GRAND FORKS CITY COUNCIL. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein  
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FINAL DRAFT MN 220 NO. STUDY 
 
Viafara reported that at the Technical Advisory Committee there was a motion to recommend the 
Executive Policy Board approve the final draft that was submitted for our consideration.   
 
Viafara stated that the study is now finalized and it is important to highlight that this study was 
supported by strong public involvement; a number of activities took place like we had five steering 
committee reviews, we had two public open houses, we had two presentations at the East Grand Forks 
Work Sessions, we have a project dedicated website, and a community public participation survey was 
administrated, so all of these are the elements that are components of the public involvement and based 
on this involvement some of the comments received were addressed through the development and 
advancement of this particular project.   
 
Viafara commented that the idea is that we have a number of recommendations, and those 
recommendations are located particularly around US 2 and Highway 220, at the intersection of 17th 
Street and 23rd  and also in the segments of 23rd to 140th and from 17th Street to 23rd Street, so those are 
the places where the locations for the improvements are located. 
 
Viafara said that the purpose of these improvements are to: 
 1) Improve Access Control on the main corridor 
 2) Improve Safety for people crossing and having access to the corridor 
 3) Improve mobility/capacity, particularly for heavy vehicles and also for agricultural  
  equipment; and 
 4) Improve pedestrian crossings of Mn 220 No. 
 
Viafara commented that the expectation is that once these improvements are implemented, there will be 
better access, better traffic control devices, better access management to the different business on the 
frontage roads, improve traffic signals, and improve transportation accommodations. 
 
Viafara stated that there are three improvements that we are bringing to your consideration.  He said that 
these are important for us because once this document is approved and we gain support, it is important 
for the MPO to proceed to amend the Long Range Transportation Plan and also to amend the 
Transportation Improvement Plan in order to place them within the upcoming projects. 
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Viafara pointed out that the improvements are: 
 
 Near Term (2019-2024) 
  
 a) Improve Pedestrian Crosswalk at Mn 220 No. at 17th St. N.W., Estimated Total Cost:   
  $71,600 – Anticipated Funding Source:  100% MnDOT. 
 
 Mid-Term (2025-2034) 
 
 b) Traffic Signal Replacement and Design/Operation Improvements at Mn 220 No. at 14th  
  Street N.W., Estimated Total Cost:  $519,088 – Anticipated Funding Sources:  50%  
  State/50% City. 
 
 c) Intersection Control & Geometric Improvements at Mn 220 No. at U.S. 2 – Estimated  
  Total Cost:  $6,021,417 – Anticipated Funding Sources:  90% State/10% City (City is  
  responsible for 25% of Signal and Street Improvements on DeMers Avenue). 
 
 Long-Term (2035-2045) 
 
 d) Intersection Control Improvements on Mn 220 No. at 17th St. N.W., Estimated Total  
  Costs:  $6,340,700 – Anticipated Funding Sources:  90% State/20% City (City is   
  responsible for improvements on local street approaching the circle). 
 
Viafara stated that staff is requesting that the MPO Executive Policy Board approve the report so that it 
can be included in the T.I.P. and the Long Range Transportation Plan for the benefit of our 
communities. 
 
Powers asked why Item B, the traffic signal replacement cost is so high.  Haugen responded that it is 
actually low for a new install, which is closer to $750,000 now.  He said that this is a replacement so 
they will be utilizing some of the existing signal mast, etc..  He stated that that is the cost of signals these 
days, but there are also some costs included with geometric improvements for ped crossings and other 
things as well so the cost estimate is fairly spot on based on MnDOT’s cost units.  Grasser commented 
that he unfortunately has to agree that to signalize an intersection and revise it that is not an unusual 
cost. 
 
Vetter stated that this study was done at the request of MnDOT, correct.  Haugen responded that that is 
correct.  Vetter asked, then, is the city share the consultants estimate of what the city share would be or 
do we need to adjust it for more on the state side and less on the city side.  Haugen responded that that is 
per MnDOT’s current policy for when they do an improvement in a city, there is cost share that takes 
place.  He explained that the reason this cost share is 50%/50% at 14th Street is because 14th is a local 
street, so four legs to the intersection, MnDOT will cost participate on the two legs and the city will 
participate on the two lanes that are city streets.  He added that the DeMers, Gateway Drive/Central 
Avenue intersection is state highway on three of the legs so that is why the city share is only 25% for the 
signal.  He said, again, that this is the current MnDOT cost share policy, and if he recalls correctly 
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MnDOT did approach the council on the downtown signal replacements and over at the Murray Bridge, 
and there is a similar cost participation for those signals as well. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE FINAL DRAFT REPORT 
FOR THE MN 220 NO. STUDY, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
Grasser suggested that it might be a good idea to kind of walk through what the current policies are for 
the two different States, to the question of how the cost shares come up, just so we have a better 
awareness.  He said that it is complicated, on the North Dakota side there are a half dozen different 
combinations that can happen so it might not hurt to have that as a reference. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF US2/US81 SKEWED INTERSECTION STUDY UPDATE 
 
Kouba reported that to date they have held nine public meetings, gathered input from the public and the 
Steering Committee, and from that input the consultant developed some alternatives for ways to make 
improvements to the corridor.  She stated that they did present these alternatives to the Steering 
Committee and got their input on them.  She said that the next step will be to hold another public 
meeting on these alternatives to get input from the public as well.  She added that they will most likely 
be suggesting that some of the alternatives be eliminated just because of cost as well as the fact that 
there is really a lack of true improvement, especially on the safety side with some of them. 
 
Vein asked how influential is public comment on the final recommendation that comes back to us.  
Kouba responded that the public did get a chance to give their input as to what they think are ways to 
make improvements, and that input was included in the alternatives; most of the suggestions were one 
that had already been suggested in the past such as grade separations, etc.  She added that they are also  
planning on setting up a “what alternatives do you like best” ranking system for the public meeting as 
well.  Vein said, and it is more procedural based if they do come up with different rankings, obviously 
we have an engineering firm, just looking at this you are asking for public feedback, that is still just one 
piece of the puzzle that says that this is the comment we got, but it isn’t necessarily what is being 
recommended or will it be recommended because of public comment.  Haugen responded that 
comments will adjust the alternatives, if the comment is something that is bringing new light to an 
alternative that could make the change then that would result in change; if a comment is such that it 
would actually degrade the alternative, then the comment would be identified for you and the response 
would be its considered, but it did negative impact to these aspects of the design so, you will get all that 
information and the committee will get all that information then the committee will make a 
recommendation, the Technical Advisory Committee will make a recommendation so you will have all 
that information to make the final approval of the study.  He added that this is not saying that this is the 
only option that is going to be built at this site it is going to say that these are the feasible remaining 
alternatives, we discarded some of them, but as you move forward these are the ones you should be 
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focusing on for improvements and with the project design and development there is a whole other round 
of public input that will take place, and refinement, etc. 
 
Vein said, then, that that process would obviously start, it would be kind of at the bottom base of the 
improvement process, and the Technical Advisory Committee will take a look at all the comments so we 
will have their recommendations as it comes up, and obviously, like Mr. Haugen just stated, this is kind 
of the preliminary stage of the design, development, which can be somewhat repetitive, and then that 
would be the last of the public comment, typically after the design phase, or what.  Haugen responded it 
is pretty much after you have gone to plans and specs and put it out for bid, although there is still 
opportunity for change orders and so on once you actually move to the physical construction phase. 
 
Vein asked what is the procedure for notifying the public to have public input.  Haugen responded that 
for this study we formed the Steering Committee, and we also have a neighborhood mailing list covering 
500-feet around the corridor that we use to inform the public via a mailing, we do a formal notice in the 
paper, send out press releases, we have our social media engaged and we asked the City of Grand Forks 
to also push out their social media as well.  Vein asked if that process pretty consistent with what you do 
for almost every project.  Haugen responded that the major difference is because it is a specific corridor 
we can manage a mailing more easily than for a City wide project, so that would be the only difference 
is that we produce a mailing list and do a specific invite.  Vein said then for this type of project you can 
target the affected parties whereas for a City wide project it is more difficult to reach everyone 
specifically via a mailing or such.  Haugen responded that that is correct as a City wide mailing would 
be just too massive of an undertaking.  He explained that what they do with these corridor studies is 
more compressed, the mailing list is probably 100 to 150. 
 
DeMers asked, on the access management proposal, how does that get implemented.  He said that he 
would imagine that you couldn’t just force private properties to close their access or is that like a phase-
out as they do construction you just don’t allow them to recreate that access, or how does that work.  
Haugen responded that it works both ways.  He explained that with the base alternative you will notice 
that there is a median in place on both sides of the corridor, and with that median in place than the 
individual accesses could be further mitigated or removed, or turned into three quarter access.  He stated 
that the one item that is identified is that 13th becomes an important use of the backage road, if you will.  
He said that most of the properties will still maintain access to a public street, but it is really kind of a 
case by case thing, and as the project design gets into it that is when the real decisions will be made on a 
property by property case by case basis.   
 
DeMers asked about safety issues, if there are any, and if so how they might be addressed.  Haugen 
responded that there is an identified safety issue with all of these accesses.  He said that our safety 
performance would push us towards trying to ease the full movements of all of these, remove most of 
the full movements of these because statistically they are proven to have crash history associated with 
them.  He stated, though, that on a case by case basis, for instance the old tire shop location is being 
proposed for redevelopment, and the City is reviewing the access that exists on the property and are 
reviewing how this study recommendations fit with that proposed redevelopment from the developer, so 
at that time that piece of property might be, because of the redevelopment, or as something that is not  
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likely to be redeveloped anytime soon then it might be part of an improvement project to modify the 
access.  He added that the basic alternative is to make all accesses right-in/right-out. 
 
Haugen commented that one of the things that is rising to the top of the recommendations is the removal 
of the Mill Spur and relocating it.  He said that when looking at the summary of rankings that is the top 
ranked alternative, to have the spur removed and use the Glasston Subdivision as the way to connect to 
the property to the north of Gateway.  Vein asked if there was a map showing this available.  Haugen 
responded that they are working on a map to show where the railroad relocation would be.   
 
Discussion ensued on how this relocation would occur and what the benefits would be if done, and what 
the negative impacts would be if it isn’t done. 
 
MATTER OF FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION UPDATE 
 
Kouba reported that at the Technical Advisory Committee meeting a discussion was held about some of 
the major issues going on with our Functional Classification. 
 
Kouba stated that we did remove some of the stubs that the NDDOT said we shouldn’t include as they 
aren’t connecting to other functionally classified roadways.   
 
Kouba said that the County Engineer was at the meeting and did make several suggestions regarding 
county roads that are located further out from the urban area, all of which we will be implementing. 
 
Kouba commented that there was also discussion held concerning Adams Drive, specifically whether or 
not it should be classified a local street, and the consensus was that it should so that will be implemented 
as well. 
 
Kouba stated that there was some discussion about the downtown area as well, specifically the 
possibility of lowering the classification of some streets, especially north of University Avenue, to 
collectors instead of minor arterials.  She added that this will be examined further and the information 
will be brought back to the Technical Advisory Committee for their review and comments.   
 
Grasser commented that the DOT is restricting what we are supposed to show on our classified system 
map, like stubs and things like that, so what they thought, from a planning standpoint, it is important for 
us to show that we expect some of these streets to become classified in the future so we may end up 
carrying two sets of maps; one is the official classified map that meets all of the DOT requirements, and 
the other might be a map that shows what we are expecting to happen in the future so when somebody 
wants to know what is being built or what the future going to be in a certain area they can see that we 
are planning on having arterial roads or collector roads in some of those spots, so some of that 
discussion is going to be filled yet too, and they can combine the two into one map so we may be 
carrying one official and one local official map.  Haugen stated that they will both be official maps of 
the MPO, but one will just show current functional classification and the next possible extensions to four 
years out, and the other would be part of our long range transportation plan. 
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Vein asked if the primary act of this, whether we move those, is loss of federal funds for construction, is 
it more of a financial issue with regard to a classified street.  Haugen responded that it is turning out to 
be a bit of a gamesmanship, for instance these stubs that are highlighted, by not being on the functional 
class they would not be eligible for federal aid, but if you show you are going to do an improvement 
there that connects it so it is no longer a stub, etc., you amend your functional class to have it on as a 
functional class roadway, so it is kind of a gamesmanship, you have to show that you have the funding 
committed so it can be in the T.I.P., whether it is 100% local money or you’re asking for federal funds, 
you sort of have to do this.  He added that, as stated before, this might become an annual amendment of 
the functional class map because it is now tied to the T.I.P. process, eligibility for federal funds, where 
in the past we could do a functional class and hold on it for ten years.  He said that taking them off does 
make them ineligible, but it also is not impossible to make them re-eligible for federal funds. 
 
Mock said that with the downtown roads that you were talking about for reclassification, is that based on  
a certain threshold number that is very descriptive of the DOT or do we have any subjective input into 
that.  Kouba responded that there is some traffic volumes that go into the distinctions between the 
various classifications, which is one of the reasons why north of University a lot of those roads to not get 
as much traffic volume and also there is the case of, the one way pairs are so close to Business 2, that is 
also classified as a minor arterial, so it is an issue of just that closeness to other classified roads is also a 
factor to consider in the downtown which is one of the reasons we are suggesting reclassifying some of 
those streets.   
 
Grasser commented that, again, along those lines of thoughts, the original map that went to the 
Technical Committee had a much larger list of potentially declassifying streets and frontage roads and 
things, and the discussion that they had, as Mr. Haugen mentioned, and the gamesmanship, it really 
didn’t appear that there was a benefit for locals to declassify because we would remove our eligibility to 
access funds.  He added that the reality is that for the most part there isn’t going to be funds to give to 
them anyway, but one of the examples that was used was with some of the downtown streets, that five 
years ago there was actually some discussion to declassify some of these things, and then along comes 
the governor with a new program, and it’s a good thing we didn’t declassify any of those streets, because 
that whole area turned into a priority now, on the State side of things.  He stated that what came out of 
the committee was really very limited declassification at this point in time, although we might 
downgrade some of the classifications, but eliminating them doesn’t seem to have much of an upside on 
the local side. 
 
Haugen said that the thing that hasn’t really been discussed yet, particularly on the frontage roads, is that 
we also have that pavement management performance measure and those frontage roads he believes are 
anchored and are a big weight on our condition ratings, so that might be the next thing we talk about 
with the frontage is incorporate the pavement management data to see how that really impacts our 
pavement performance targets because, again, they probably are federal aid eligible, yet they aren’t as 
high a priority as other roadways so we may not ever receive that federal fund but the fact that they 
impact our performance targets and federal aid system, that might be something that we discuss with the 
Technical Advisory Committee and others before making a final recommendation. 
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Grasser commented that it isn’t too hard to envision down the pike where Federal Highway or 
whomever will make keeping those classified such an onerous issue that we will effectively be forced to 
get rid of them just because it won’t be worth the effort to do the record keeping and deal with the 
impacts you said they have on our performance measures, so it won’t be too hard to envision that 
coming down the pike someday, but for today he thinks we should hang on to them. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
There was no one present for comment. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. Joint County Meeting 
 
Vetter said that he would just like to remind everyone that there is a Joint County Meeting on August 6th 
at 3:00 p.m. at the Grand Forks County Building to discuss Merrifield Bridge.  
 
 b. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is our monthly project progress report so that you know where we are at with 
the key projects that are in our work program.  
 
 c. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 6/15/19 to 7/12/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST TO APPROVE THE ATTACHED BILL/CHECK 
LIST FOR THE 6/15/19 TO 7/12/19 PERIOD, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 d. Comment On June Meeting/Minutes 
 
Powers stated that when reading through the June meeting minutes, and he thought of this last month 
when he looked at the audience in the galley that Peggy had her work cut out for her, but if you look at 
your minutes there are about 8 pages just from the 32nd Bridge Feasibility Study item, and he thought 
she did a real good job with a real difficult subject and he just wanted to publicly thank her. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY VEIN, TO ADJOURN THE JULY 17th, 2019, MEETING 
OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:35 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 06/28/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -585.76

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 06/28/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,359.90

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 06/26/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -997.53
Bill Pmt -Check 06/26/2019 6764 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -997.53

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 06/28/2019 6760 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.82

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 06/18/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -147.87
Bill Pmt -Check 06/18/2019 6758 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -147.87

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 06/28/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 06/28/2019 6761 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -90.30

Mike's
Bill 06/19/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -115.00
Bill Pmt -Check 06/19/2019 6759 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -115.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 06/28/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00
Liability Check 07/12/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 06/28/2019 6762 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -117.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 06/28/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 07/12/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 06/28/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.50
Liability Check 06/28/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,819.16

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 06/26/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,299.25
Liability Check 07/09/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,273.69

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 06/28/2019 6763 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

State Tax Commissioner
Liability Check 07/12/2019 NDST... 45038827301 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -597.00
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  

OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, August 21st, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the August 21st, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to 
order at 12:00 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Warren 
Strandell, Marc DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein, and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Guest(s) were:  Tom Ford, Grand Forks County; Sandi Marshall, Grand Forks City Council; Brad 
Gengler, Grand Forks City Planning; Corey Mock, North Dakota State Representative District 18; Todd 
Feland, Grand Forks City; David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering; and Stephanie Halford, Grand 
Forks City Planning. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE JULY 17th, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE 
POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE JULY 17th, 2019 MINUTES 
OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FY2020-2023 T.I.P.  
 
Haugen reported that at our Technical Advisory Committee meeting last Wednesday we did have a 
formal public hearing on this item.  He said that there were no written comments received and there was 
no one present for oral comments either. 
 
Haugen stated that this is the time of year that we need to annually adopt a new T.I.P. document, and we 
are covering Fiscal Years 2020-2023. 
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Haugen said that he would like to just highlight a few things.  He referred to the packet and pointed out 
that it includes some key pages from the full T.I.P. document and said that it also mentions that the full 
document is available on the MPO website for review. 
 
Haugen referred to a slide presentation (a copy of which is included in the file and available upon 
request) and gave a brief overview of the T.I.P. and the T.I.P. process. 
 
Haugen commented that just as everything else we have responsibilities when we do our T.I.P.; we have 
to make sure it is consistent with our planning documents and then also we have to prioritize projects 
within the programs. 
 
Haugen stated that our study area is not just the Cities of Grand Forks and East Grand Forks, but we also 
have to remind ourselves that we do go out into rural areas and the projects that are in those rural areas 
also need to be showing up in this document. 
 
Haugen reported that this is a twelve-month process, adding that way back when it might have been a 
six-month process, but it has evolved with the requirements that we must meet into a twelve-month 
process.  He stated that in order to make some distinction between the T.I.P. and the S.T.I.P.; the S.T.I.P. 
document is a document that the State adopts, but they also adopt our T.I.P. by reference, which means 
that our T.I.P. document is really the governing document for our study area, so complying to the T.I.P. 
is more important because the S.T.I.P. is just referencing our T.I.P. document. 
 
Haugen commented that if we adopt this document today we are actually going beyond 2020, however 
the authorization for transportation expires in September of 2020 so we have some unknowns, thus we 
may have to make some changes to what we approve today since we don’t know yet what Congress 
might do in the future with a new appropriation act. 
 
Haugen pointed out that the total dollar amount in this T.I.P. is just over $100 million dollars, that is a 
pretty hefty T.I.P.; normally we would be down in the $60 to $70 million dollar range, so this is a 
substantial T.I.P. document. 
 
Haugen referred to a slide and explained that it shows all of the funding programs.  He said that some of 
them are eligible, we did not have any projects from them, but he will skip to the three years that are in 
our current T.I.P. and what changes are being done into the new T.I.P. year. 
 
Haugen said that we do have projects that are moving; we do have a Highway Safety Improvement 
Program (HSIP) project that was originally programmed to be in 2019 but it is now in 2020.  He added 
that we also know that on the Urban side, which is North Dakota’s local program, that we will have to 
do a T.I.P. amendment to what we are approving today because there have been some changes in the 
scope of work and the federal dollar amounts for the University Avenue Project; some of it is being 
shifted over to the North 5th Street Project. 
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Haugen stated that on the Regional side the big thing was on the western limits of our study area, from 
69th Street westward, the State has basically doubled the cost of their projects on US2 going out to the 
Airforce Base and back.  He explained that they changed the scope from an asphalt mill and overlay to a 
concrete overlay.  He added that they are also delaying a project a couple of years because of the 
substantial scope and cost increase on that stretch of US2, that mile stretch between 55th and 69th, it is 
now being delayed to 2023.  Vein commented that he isn’t really experienced with a concrete overlay 
over the asphalt, is that what is going to happen.  Haugen responded that that was correct.  Vein asked 
what thickness of concrete are they going to be using.  Haugen responded that he believes it is an inch 
and a half, but he would follow up and make sure that is correct.  Haugen added that that scope has been 
vacillating within the NDDOT on what to do and what type of projects and they spent a lot of time on 
analysis and thought and they are now going with this concrete overlay as the solution.   
 
Haugen commented that even though the Interstate Program is not a new program the process of how 
they select interstate projects is new.  He explained that out of their process we did get some funding to 
help flesh out the northbound off ramp of I-29 and Gateway Drive.  He added that there was also a 
request to do some NEPA documents for 32nd Avenue that was not funded.  
 
Haugen stated that on the Minnesota side we added in a project is FY2022.  He explained that as a result 
of our Mn220No study they are implementing some of the short-term low-hanging improvements to a 
couple of intersections along there, so it is nice to see that we do a study and there is immediate funding 
to do an alternative.   
 
Haugen reported that 2023 is our new year. He pointed out that on the North Dakota local side, the 
Urban Program, we submitted a request to rehab Columbia Road Overpass; that was not programmed, 
and, as we discussed, when it was submitted the cost estimate was quite a bit higher than what was in 
our financial plan so if we are going to be pursuing that high of a value project we will have to do some 
adjustments to our transportation plan. Vein asked what they are doing for the rehab, is it the deck, or 
what?  Grasser responded that he thinks they are doing the deck, the step one pads.  Kuharenko added 
that they are doing both the bearings and the abutment bearings, as well as sandblasting and painting the 
structure underneath.  He explained that the main reason why they are putting all of that together was 
because that way they have only one project, which, because it goes over the railroad, they only have to 
deal with the railroad once.  Grasser stated that originally they were looking at phasing that but because 
of the effort of having to deal with the railroad they are looking at doing some combinations.   
 
Haugen commented that on the Regional side there were no projects submitted for 2023.  He said that on 
the Minnesota side in 2023 initially there was talk of replacing the downtown traffic signals; they are 
now pushing that out to a later year.  He said that one of their reasons for that is that as they got into the 
projects a little further they began seeing that potential right-of-way purchases might have to be done so 
they are delaying the implementation to get a better scope of work on it, plus our Downtown Traffic 
Study might identify some other added features of the traffic signal equipment need to be installed. 
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Haugen stated that we are carrying illustrative projects; they are all on the North Dakota side.  He said 
that he will point out that North Dakota, for whatever reason, in their S.T.I.P. uses the term “pending”, 
but it means the same as illustrative, and those are projects that we would like to do but we don’t have 
the fiscal ability to do them, but when we do get the fiscal ability these are the projects that we would 
probably put those monies towards, and we would have to come through a T.I.P. amendment process.  
He said that in order to do that, and just to note, fiscal constraint is causing even a very low valued 
project to be shown as illustrative.  He stated that you would think that within the means of the NDDOT 
a $100,000 chip seal project could be financed, but they are identifying that they could not find ways to 
finance even that small amount of money in the T.I.P. 
 
Haugen referred to a map and explained that it shows all of those projects, particularly in relationship to 
our environmental justice populations, which are low income and/or minority populations. 
 
Haugen reported that also in the T.I.P. document is a year-by-year by type of project breakdown, and 
again it is just over $100 million dollars that the Technical Advisory Committee and staff are asking this 
board to approve today.  He stated that that is all we have for a presentation; included in your packet is 
more information so if anyone has any questions on anything. 
 
Grasser asked, and it kind of relates to this; maybe why we are seeing some funny things in these 
outyears, but has there been any further discussion at the DOT as to whether they are going to do this or 
reset relative to especially the urban funding.  He added that he thinks it has been eight or ten years ago 
now that they reset our balances so-to-speak.  Haugen responded that he guesses the Senate Bill that has 
gone through the Senate Committee as resetting the rescission, or is taking that out, so he assumes that 
they are hoping that that passes congress and they don’t have to address the issue.  Grasser said, though, 
that passing rescission doesn’t solve the problem if you’re leaving money there.  Haugen stated that it 
doesn’t change today’s condition with the program.  Grasser said that we aren’t planning on doing that 
in there officially.  Haugen commented that the bigger thing that they are working towards is, if 
Fargo/Moorhead becomes a TMA and they get an automatic $X dollar amount out of that program, then 
they would readjust the rest of the permanent program.  Grasser asked if that would affect the Urban 
program as well.  Haugen responded that would. 
 
MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE FY2020-2023 T.I.P., AS 
PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein  
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF A.T.A.C TRAFFIC COUNT ADDENDUM 
 
Haugen reported that as traffic signals come online, or get replaced with newer video capturing 
equipment, we engage or contract with A.T.A.C. to bring those online with our counting program.  He  
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said that there are six signals that are part of this scope of work, and the total cost is just shy of 
$9,000.00 and this is in our work program, so both the Technical Advisory Committee and staff are 
recommending you approve this contract addendum. 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY VEIN, TO APPROVE THE A.T.A.C. TRAFFIC COUNT 
ADDENDUM, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Strandell, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost, and Vein 
Voting Nay: None 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF DRAFT 32ND AVENUE BRIDGE FEASIBILITY STUDY RFP 
 
Haugen reported that at the June MPO Executive Policy Board meeting you asked staff to put together a 
scope of work specific to the 32nd Avenue Bridge Feasibility.  He said that included in the packet is a 
draft of that scope of work. 
 
Haugen commented that before getting into the scope of work he forgot to identify that there was that 
Joint County Commission meeting that was held earlier this month.  He asked if either of the County 
Commissioners would like to give a report on that meeting. 
 
Rost stated that the minutes are not done from that meeting yet but the Commissioners from Polk 
County and Grand Forks County met and talked about the Merrifield Bridge location.  He said that they 
talked about if that bridge is built that the NDDOT would put in an interchange out at I-29 as well.  
 
Rost said that they all felt that they needed to look at more things pertaining to that bridge and that is 
pretty much where it was left at this time. 
 
Strandell agreed, adding that he knows that on the Minnesota side they pretty much put in place some 
action that would prevent people from building in a proposed roadway area, and that was done years 
ago, but as far as anything beyond that they have some support for that site location.  Rost added that he 
definitely thinks that there would be a lot of support on the North Dakota side as well. 
 
Haugen commented that in the scope of work that we drafted there are a few things that they really 
wanted to emphasis, and they tried to do that; one is to make sure that we get the traffic correct and 
identify all the needs along that corridor.  He said that that corridor has been defined as South 
Washington Street at the west end and Rhinehart Drive on the east end.  He added that the second thing 
they wanted to focus on was the school safety component on the North Dakota side, and they tried to 
address that with some language and other items in the scope; and the third thing was the impact to the 
flood protection system, particularly the hydraulic impact, and so they tried to identify and place a little 
emphasis in some of these areas. 
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Haugen said that they are also approaching this like they have many of our recent studies, as what is 
termed “planning and environmental linkage” or PEL for short.  He explained that that allows us to 
maybe go; normally in planning we really don’t go too far into the environmental or the NEPA process, 
but this is something that allows us to go into that a little bit further and answer some really up front 
questions as to whether or not there are some show-stoppers here from an environmental perspective but 
it does not get us to a NEPA document, but it does help inform, considerably a follow-up NEPA 
document that would be done. 
 
Haugen stated that because this is framed around the PEL language there are a lot of these same 18 
different factors that we need to address, but the key to this is that, again, we are focusing on all of the 
transportation needs of all modes; the school safety component, particularly on the North Dakota side of 
the corridor; and lastly working with the flood protection system, particularly the hydraulic analysis. 
 
Haugen commented that, as you can tell, the front of the document is based on Section 7 of our normal 
RFP, so the other six sections in the front are required verbiage that we need from a federal point of 
view, and at the tail end we did not put much down on the public involvement process as far as 
separating out the consultants responsibilities versus our responsibilities, nor did we put  together an 
actual map of the corridor study, but this is the draft that we have for you to consider.  He added that, 
again, we are budgeting around $110,000 for the consultant costs. 
 
Strandell asked how this study differs from previous studies, what new information did it obtain.  
Haugen responded that right now the 32nd Avenue Corridor, from the Long Range Transportation Plan, 
we’ve identified it, from a Metropolitan point of view, beneficial from a traffic operation standpoint.  He 
added that it will take, and they looked at three key intersections; Rhinehart and the new bridge, 
Belmont and the new bridge, 32nd and Washington, but those are still that very high level of what they 
would do to make sure that there is a solution to the level of service issues.  He stated that this will take 
us down to that traffic operations level, and we will be looking at those intersections in a more refined 
manner, but then we are also including intersections such as Cherry and Belmont, etc. and we are 
including now a component of how it relates to school safety on the corridor, and then lately we are 
taking a look at how it really works with the flood protection system.  He said that, again, at the 
planning level we aren’t getting into a level of detail that this study would be giving us as far as how it 
works with the flood protections system, so in a nutshell that kind of takes it from that planning level, 
which is a high elevation and brings it down to a much more refined elevation but not to a project 
development level yet, there is still another level of analysis that will take place if anything in this 
corridor goes to a project development level, so it gives us a more refined answer of what the questions 
are and what the issues are, what possible solutions are out there, but it can’t get to the planning level of 
the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, and, again, it still can’t get us to any project level specifics of this 
is the recommended solution to this issue at this spot. 
 
Strandell commented that he is getting the feeling that 32nd Avenue has been chosen as the bridge site.  
Haugen responded that that is the site that is identified in our transportation plan for one of two 
additional river crossings, Merrifield being the second. 
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Rost stated that he just doesn’t feel that 32nd Avenue is going to be viable; 2045, he thinks that all of 
those driveways all dump into 32nd Avenue, the schools, that is going to be a huge safety issue.  He said 
that he just doesn’t think that that is a good site to put a bridge, he doesn’t think that it is going to work, 
and he thinks that $110,000 is a lot of money to spend on something that he doesn’t think; you can do all 
the study you want, he just doesn’t think it is going to be a popular place to put a bridge, it’s just not 
going to do it, but no matter what you do, whatever study you do. 
 
DeMers asked when will we know, if there are exemptions from that $110,000 that aren’t going to work.  
Haugen responded that one of the hang ups we are having is; North Dakota is our lead State and our lead 
Federal Agency, and they have some staff vacancies so we are working through their vacancies to get a 
federal thumbs up or thumbs down on it so they are aware of the timing and we are still pushing and will 
be meeting with them at a workshop in Fargo next week.   
 
DeMers said, secondly, when we talk about the part that brings particular attention to the school areas, 
would that include some illustrative projects or things that could be implemented with costs, or is that 
the next level.  Haugen responded that this will come up with alternatives that address all the various 
issues, there will be more than one alternative that could give us the solution, it will have a cost estimate 
for that.  He added that what this study could do is eliminate some of those that aren’t technically 
feasible so if somebody throws out an idea that maybe we could do this, this will do the technical review 
of that and determine whether it is technically feasible to do or even if it is technical feasible but the cost 
is such that it is more than we can bear with our fiscal constraint, we can eliminate some alternatives but 
we will always end up with a list of alternatives that are still technically feasible and are within our 
fiscal constraint capabilities.   
 
DeMers asked if there will be a Steering Committee involved in this project.  Haugen responded that 
normally with our corridor studies, and this is kind of a corridor study, that would be fleshed out in the 
public involvement process, so that is something that is still up for discussion.  DeMers stated that he 
thinks that would be important for this, and as always, usually when we do these corridors it seems like 
if you include people, the stakeholders, he thinks that steering process really helps to illustrate the 
dilemmas and obviously bring issues and concerns to light, and again focuses those concerns and goals 
in areas that are important.   
 
Vein commented that this has obviously been a very complex and difficult process that we have gone 
through, and there are many sides to the whole story, but the issue is we have a transportation system 
that is not working real well and it is only projected to get worse.  He said that the biggest issue is 
Minnesota and 4th and the amount of traffic that is going there and there is probably no such thing as “do 
nothing” because doing nothing is only going to make that situation worse so we would be making that 
decision, if we don’t look at another option, then we choose to make the Minnesota/4th Corridor 
continue to be less efficient and dangerous, because much of this is about public safety. 
 
Vein stated that every place that we look at for a location of for a bridge has implications.  He said that 
every single one of these locations has pros and cons and negatives so if we go back to the process we  
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have the traffic consultant who did go through the study and made recommendations; and the City’s and 
the County’s and the MPO have all agreed to that, and that decision was 32nd Avenue South, and there is 
a point ranking system in here for why that one was determined to be the best location, but it does have 
the implication that you talked about, it adds a lot of traffic to 32nd Avenue South; on the same token it 
decreases traffic in almost all other areas, and that is kind of the balances that he looked at when we did 
this. 
 
Vein said that if we don’t do 32nd Avenue South, what would be the other alternative, that is the question 
he asks, what could we do differently that would solve the problem because he thinks the study we are 
seeing today do say that this is the best location, but to be honest he looked at Elks Drive and what the 
implications are for that; or we looked at 47th, but unless you did something in there it seems like 32nd 
from a purely safety perspective, and north of there are the only ones that give us good value, 47th does 
not solve the internal city traffic although it does take a lot of the external traffic that goes around the 
city. 
 
Vein stated that we will always have neighborhood impacts, and he doesn’t know if there will ever be a 
perfect solution, but we have to try and he thought at least this study would help us determine; first of all 
he isn’t sure if hydraulically we can do this and make it work so we’ve got to do that hydraulic study, 
and he thinks we have to do a school safety study, if we can’t keep people and students and drivers safe 
than that is an issue too, so at least this study takes it to that next level, can we build a bridge at this 
location hydraulically, if we can’t it’s gone, or he guesses the choice would be to go to a elevation that 
would be above the lower elevation that we talked about, and if we can’t keep the schools safe then that 
would eliminate for him too, but we won’t know that until we do the study.  He added, again, if we let it 
continue to hang out there, then these people on 32nd will all be left in limbo because we won’t know 
anything until we do the study, so that is why he actually thinks it is advantageous for everyone even on 
32nd to do the study because at least we will have more details than we have today because we don’t 
have all the data that we need, so that is why he is in support of trying to move this forward to at least 
this level.  He said that he knows we have had some discussions about whether or not we can do a 
feasibility study at other locations besides just this one, and then we could maybe compare some of 
them, and he isn’t necessarily against that so one question he would ask is if we were to add another 
location to this how much additional cost would that add to the study, he doesn’t  think it would double.  
Haugen responded that he did answer that question at a ward meeting and he did suggest that it probably 
would double the cost.  He explained that you will have some commonalities that would reduce the cost 
but then each of these corridors have unique aspects to them that would require us to invest considerable 
energy into that uniqueness so your commonalities kind of get lost in the uniqueness of each of the 
additional sites that have to be evaluated.   
 
Grasser asked if when you do a project concept report or a final report would we normally have to look 
at alternatives.  Haugen responded that we would.  Grasser asked if those alternatives probably go back 
and consider other bridge locations.  Haugen responded that they could, it depends on how you scope 
your project concept report.  Grasser said, then, that he is going to go back; some of the things that he is  
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struggling with is, yes we have a 32nd Avenue South location in the Long Range Transportation Plan, 
but it is probably there not so much as recognizing that is a good location other than it was a requirement 
to get the Long Range Transportation Plan done so we kind of picked one, knowing it had challenges; 
but he agrees that in his mind he just doesn’t see 32nd ever being viable from a political/financial 
standpoint, and he is struggling that that that would be the choice.  He then said he would switch to 
another philosophical idea; at this point in the Long Range Transportation Plan we studied five or six 
bridge locations, so we studied a universe of bridge locations like this, now we are looking at a study 
that funnels that down to exactly one location, but then when we get to the final project concept 
development we are probably going to expand the universe back out again, so he is struggling with that 
idea of going from universe to single back to a larger universe, and it feels like we are going too far too 
fast at this point and maybe we should think about carrying a couple of other locations to this next level, 
for instance the environmental review, if we do an environmental review at this location we are going to 
get some data, but we don’t know if that environmental review is better or worse than what might 
otherwise have been at a different location, we have nothing to compare it to because we are only going 
to be studying one.  He said that he is trying to combine and compromise a number of things, he has 
looked at some of the same things that Mr. Vein has looked at too so he is going to throw out the idea 
that a better approach to this thing would be to carry, probably in his mind, three levels of options that 
we do the next level of investigation; he thinks that Elks should probably stay on the list, 32nd is already 
there, and he thinks 47th is identified by the Mayor; so he thinks it would be worthwhile, it may cost us 
money, it may cost us local money, but man this is a big big decision and a big project and he thinks it 
would be a worthwhile investment to try to refine that.  He added that on a political platform we found 
that there is some decisions, certainly on the Grand Forks side, about council people wondering if 32nd is 
best, think we need to go back and validate what passes, you know maybe the local funding availability 
or support.  He said that his thought is that maybe we look at expanding this scope to, he is going to 
suggest three locations, and he is going to through that out there for discussion.   
 
Rost suggested we add Merrifield as well.  He stated that there is going to be support on the Minnesota 
side and there is going to be support on the North Dakota side; we are looking at 2045, and the way 
Grand Forks is growing it is going to be past 62nd Avenue, or past the Merrifield Road by the time 2045 
rolls around, that way development can go in and around whatever that corridor is going to be.  Grasser 
commented that in his mind that isn’t a bad idea, it would help us actually go back and prioritize as there 
was some confusion about, okay, what is the priority ranking, we didn’t actually rank them in the Long 
Range Transportation Plan, he thought we kind of had but found out later we really didn’t, so that, again, 
all makes sense to him to kind of go to the next level of study in more detail.  Vein asked if we didn’t 
already to the Merrifield Road location but we haven’t done the other three.  Haugen responded that we 
have.  Vein said, then, that we wouldn’t need to redo the Merrifield location again, we can still stay 
focused on the three.  Grasser said that it may be a bit dated though.  Rost said that he is just surprised 
that Grand Forks is growing as fast as it has, if you look how far out we are already.   
 
Vetter commented, in part to answer Mr. Rost’s question about including Merrifield, or in the ranking, 
he thinks the Long Range Transportation Plan, if he remembers correctly, says we need both bridges  
now, we can’t do one and then wait fifteen years and do the other, that isn’t going to work, each bridge  
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serves its own purpose.  He said that it is kind of remiss that the Counties weren’t actually going after 
that Merrifield Bridge; he got the feeling that they feel that “it will come twenty or thirty years from 
now”, but we need that bridge now also, as much as we need the 32nd Avenue Bridge we need the 
Merrifield Bridge also, and they both serve two different purposes so if you build a Merrifield it isn’t 
going to help with the Belmont/Minnesota Avenue issue that we have.  He added that as far as 
expanding the study out to include three locations, where are you going to find the money; he thinks we 
do the one and we can kind of extrapolate the results of that to Elks and 17th to some degree, but at least 
it gives us a “yes this is a viable option” or “no you need to look somewhere else”.  Grasser responded 
that if we don’t push that back to the local governments we won’t know if there might be an appetite to 
fund the additional locations, he wouldn’t want to assume that at this point, but he knows that we as an 
MPO don’t have the money and it probably isn’t available to change the work plan to accommodate it 
either.  Haugen commented that we would be talking about not doing the Land Use Plan updates if we 
were to fund the additional work.   
 
Vein asked if we are able to get this through the MPO are there local monies that we could use toward 
getting this done, and spending more even if it doesn’t match federal aid, at least on the North Dakota 
side, between you and Todd if there would be some way you could come up with some of those funds.  
Todd Feland responded that he thinks if there is a will they can prioritize and can make it happen and he 
thinks it would probably satisfy people.   
 
Mock stated that she thinks that that is probably the question, what we would need to do to come up 
with the additional funds to help support that.  She asked if we move forward with this feasibility study 
would we get to the point where we would know, we would study those traffic impacts along the 
corridor, so if we did 32nd it would extend 32nd to both schools, and if we did expand to another location, 
Elks Drive, it would look at the impacts to 24th because there is a school on there as well, so we would 
capture that as well.  Haugen responded that if we did Elks Drive we would have to expand the study to 
include the 32nd Avenue Corridor, 24th Avenue Corridor, 17th Avenue Corridor, to Washington just 
because the model shows that Elks obviously enters a “T” which would split traffic so it sends it down 
different corridors, so each of those corridors should have a level of analysis of all the key intersections 
as to what Elks’ impact is and how it should be addressed.  Mock said though that that would give us 
comparables on the impact there versus the impact at a different location so you can compare them. 
 
Mock asked if we would get to a point of understanding if buyouts are necessary or which residents 
would be most impacted and what that impact would be or would not be?  Haugen responded that the 
actual identification of buyouts would come at a later design level, but we would be able to identify 
potential impacts.  Mock said then that this would just be a rough frame and just kind of sketch out the 
impacts, but we would at least have an idea of what that impact would look like.  Haugen agreed we 
would have a better idea.   
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE A REQUEST FOR MPO STAFF 
TO DRAFT AN RFP, SCOPE OF WORK, AND COST ESTIMATES TO PERFORM FEASIBILITY 
STUDIES FOR THREE LOCATIONS; ELKS DRIVE, 32ND AVENUE SOUTH, AND 47TH  
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AVENUE SOUTH, AND TO BRING THAT INFORMATION TO A FUTURE MPO EXECUTIVE 
POLICY BOARD MEETING FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION. 
 
Vein stated that he supports the motion; and he looked a little more at the traffic impacts at Elks Drive, 
outside of the current areas, and it is probably one of the better of the projects.  He said that it isn’t an 
issue if we, as the locals, come up with the money to do the study, correct, utilize the same funding 
mechanism as what currently out there for 32nd Avenue.  Haugen responded that we would be including 
in some local dollars which would essentially be considered an over-match of the federal funds, so there 
isn’t an issue from the MPO’s point of view.  Vein commented that on the East Grand Forks side it 
would impact differently at each location, the 47th location is outside of their City Limits, the other two 
are within their City Limits.  He asked if East Grand Forks representatives are comfortable with this 
additional study.  Vetter responded that the motion was to do just the three locations, Elks, 17th and 32nd.  
Grasser responded that it is to basically just develop that information and come back for further 
discussion as to whether we continue with three, with two, or just the one; he would just like to have that 
information to look at.  Mock commented that the motion was to look at Elks, 32nd and 47th, not 17th.  
Grasser agreed that she is correct.  Vetter stated that the problem he has with 47th is that it is so far out 
that it doesn’t help East Grand Forks at all, and we have the cost/benefit ratio that shows it isn’t a good 
location, so even if we choose that are we going to get any federal funds because the cost/benefit ratio 
isn’t there, so for him personally, 47th Avenue is off the table, it just doesn’t do anything for East Grand 
Forks. 
 
Strandell said that from a reality standpoint trying to get two bridges, that just isn’t going to happen in 
our lifetime.  He stated that he supports Merrifield, but 47th looks like some kind of an option, something 
that might work, and by the time it is built the community will have grown out to that point, and it will 
be right there.   
 
Sandy Marshall, Grand Forks City Council, and she really likes the notion of looking at the three sites, 
she thinks that is a very mindful motion to make and would personally support that from a funding 
standpoint. 
 
Cory Mock, North Dakota State Representative, said that he has a couple of notes or comments just 
from the discussion; he is not opposed to the three locations, and he thinks Mr. DeMers said it most 
recently that as far as East Grand Forks is concerned, pick a location and lets go forward, but just settle 
on something so we can move forward and he shares that sentiment.  He added that, full-disclosure, he 
lives right off the Point Bridge 
 
C. Mock commented that he doesn’t know who said it but they said that we might be moving too far too 
fast, with all due respect he knows that we have been talking about a fourth crossing in the Grand Forks 
area since 1967, so he doesn’t know if we are moving too far too fast, and in fact, honestly, this is a 
conversation that is long overdue.  He added that the best time to have built a bridge between Grand 
Forks and East Grand Forks was likely 34 years ago, and the second best time might have to be today, so 
he hopes that we are starting to move on action because as the numbers show we are going to need it, we 
need it but we are going to need it more. 
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C. Mock stated that as far as extending the study to three bridges, he personally would not be opposed to 
doing a feasibility study as a resident of three locations, his concern is with 47th, because are we treating 
that as an in-city crossing or would it be treated as an alternative to Merrifield as a by-pass, knowing that 
the whole idea that Merrifield would function as a by-pass to alleviate truck traffic and there would be a 
in-city crossing to alleviate just general congestion and traffic flow for the communities.  He said that 
just having 47th as an in-city traffic relief would not do nearly enough for the other crossings, so if you 
are going to do that he would strongly support or suggest that you consider 47th as a by-pass and not as 
an in-city crossing just knowing that the numbers just don’t work out to be an in-city relief option.   
 
C. Mock said that the last thing he would point out is that safety is a concern for everybody; everyone 
who has mentioned it he would not agree more, Mr. Vein mentioned that even with 32nd Avenue that 
knowing the safety and potential affects, or the students at Schroeder and Kelly, if that safety cannot be 
preserved it is likely a non-starter no matter how good the numbers work out, and he would agree.  He 
explained that they live just a couple of blocks from the Point Bridge, so they know exactly how 
important safety is with having almost 8,000 cars go within 15-feet of Phoenix Elementary each and 
every day, and that is where he would just point out that the cost of doing nothing, from a safety 
perspective, if we do nothing by 2045 the estimates show that we are going to have 30,000 cars going by 
Wilder Elementary off of the Kennedy Bridge every day, that is a car every 2 seconds; and you are 
going to have about 13,000 cars going by Phoenix Elementary at the corner of Belmont and 4th; so if we 
do this right, as he knows this body has been advocates for, if we do it right the traffic count for any 
south crossing, regardless of where it is at, if it is at 32nd or Elks, it would be about the same as what we 
have at the Point Bridge today, and if that is too much, if it is unsafe for students at Schroeder, then what 
are we going to do to address safety at Wilder and Phoenix, because they are already seeing that traffic 
today, and they will see more of it tomorrow, so just as a local resident he wants to push that safety is 
important for everybody, we want to do it right, but if we do nothing it is going to make it more 
dangerous for a lot of other neighborhoods, we don’t want any one neighborhood to do everything, we 
want to spread it out and make it easier for everybody. 
 
Mock asked, if we move forward with the feasibility at all three locations, the concept that 47th would 
probably not involve East Grand Forks, would it involve the county, and it likely wouldn’t be eligible 
for federal funding, would that be captured as part of that as well.  Haugen responded that it has already 
been captured so it would just be advanced, and there probably would need to be more discussion within 
Polk County on the Minnesota side as to would 47th be something as take over a county road or section.  
Mock asked where would that take place? After a detailed information on cost estimates at these 
locations?  Haugen responded that it would be a refined cost estimate, and it would also include then, at 
these key intersections, and in the case of 47th Avenue where you have township roads at best, there 
would be a cost estimate to bring them up to a bridge crossing standard.  Mock said, then, that those 
types of costs would be captured.   
 
Vein stated that one thing he would like to make sure that we do, he knows there was some question, is 
not necessarily public involvement, but public awareness he thinks is really big, when these things come 
forward and there are presentations to be made, he thinks that we probably need to step outside of our 
norm and figure out how to make sure people hear the data at the same time, so somehow that process 
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would need to be enhanced a little bit.  He said that he doesn’t know if the consultant does that or how 
we would do that but that is inclusive in the proposal that we do it. 
 
Grasser reiterated the motion on the table isn’t to proceed with the detailed study at this point but just to 
have the MPO bring us the information after which we would have further discussion he thinks at that 
point then there could be a decision as to how many of and which ones we would study, so again, this 
motion is pretty limited in scope, it is just to get the information so he thinks we can make an informed 
decision.  Mock asked if we move forward with that motion can we also understand where the funding 
will come from, is that part of it.  Grasser responded that in his mind we would definitely again, we 
could have internal discussion but right now we don’t know how many dollars we might be talking 
about, so he thinks that that would be one of those follow-ons to that. 
 
DeMers commented that even if it is $150,000 extra, he doesn’t know if East Grand Forks is going to 
have the funds to cover 50% of that to study two additional crossings, that will be a tough discussion if 
you want to figure out how it is going to be paid for by extra local dollars.  He said that he is having a 
hard time figuring out if they are going to have to come up with money for this study, but if it is going to 
be even harder to figure out an additional 200% on top of that, that is going to be hard to sell.   
 
Grasser stated, again, try not to go to far on the motion, but he thinks part of it would help figure that 
discussion.  He said that when it comes back he can see a whole number of different pathways that the 
discussion can go down; once we start having information, potentially one of them could be if the 
hydraulic analysis is very expensive maybe we don’t do a hydraulic analysis on all three, maybe we 
limit some of the scopes on some of the others, he isn’t saying what the answer is, he just thinks it is 
worthy of further discussion.  He added that he thinks there are ways we can help control the budget. 
 
DeMers said that, going back to a couple of months ago, it seems like we have had these discussions 
over and over and he wonders if it would be just more cost effective to go ahead with one, knowing that 
you would look at the corridor for each of those; yes they do have their own geometries, they have all 
those things that are included, but in essence all of them along there are going to have a similar go/no go 
reaction to them throughout that whole corridor, you are going to be able to very clearly see this is a 
thumbs up or a thumbs down or it is possible or it isn’t, but he doesn’t think you are going to get 
diverging go or no go’s for any of those corridors, he thinks we are going to get a yes they are all good 
or no they aren’t, and he just thinks if you want to have a political fight about where it should go, have 
that later, but get something down and start working on it. 
 
Vein stated that one exception that he would have to that is the hydraulics.  He said that he thinks that if 
we get into a position where hydraulics don’t work, we don’t need to do the rest of the study, that is kind 
of where he is leaning, that is one of the very first things we need to address is hydraulics, it is one of his 
biggest concerns, especially with the lower bridge.  DeMers stated that that is what he is saying, why 
would three studies all include hydraulics when we know that, yes there are different river bends and 
lengths and such, but for the most part you are going to know real quick if that hydraulic works on one,  
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it will work on all.  Vein responded that he doesn’t think that is the case.  He said that 47th has definitely 
got different hydraulics then Elks would, and he thinks 32nd is probably somewhere in-between, but he 
thinks we have some real differences hydraulically between these three, because if hydraulics, again, 
won’t work there isn’t any reason to do the rest of the study.  Grasser suggested that that should be the 
first phase of the study. 
 
Powers said that in the interest of moving forward, and getting something done, he is going to call the 
question. 
 
Mock commented that she just wants to make sure, because she hates this idea that we are always saying 
“well we will talk about it at the next meeting, or we’ll make a decision in the future”, so we already 
have a scope and estimated cost, so we are asking MPO staff to do this, it would be the same scope at 
each location wouldn’t it, so it is just an updated cost and where the money would come from.  Haugen 
responded that what isn’t shown here is the study map, and so we wouldn’t be looking at just a corridor, 
we would be looking at a mile stretch of Grand Forks’ network instead of a street network, so there will 
be an essentially different scope for each location, and that is just on the traffic side.  Mock said, though 
that the core would be essentially the same, and you would get where the funding would come from as 
well so that we could proceed with a decision.  Haugen responded that by next month not only have the 
scope but you are also asking me to work with the two City Administrators, possibly Polk County and 
Grand Forks County Administrators to see if there are dollars to fill in the gap of what we currently have 
identified from the MPO resources.   
 
Vetter said that the question has been called.  
 
Voting Aye: Strandell, Mock, Grasser, Rost, and Vein 
Voting Nay: Vetter, Powers and DeMers 
Abstain: None 
Absent: None 
 
MATTER OF UPDATE ON DOWNTOWN PARKING STUDY 
 
Haugen reported that included in the packet is the power point that highlights the implementation 
section of the plan.  He stated that the Steering Committee has met and approved these implementation 
strategies.   
 
Haugen referred to the presentation (a copy of which is included in the file and available upon request) 
and went over it briefly. 
 
Haugen summarized that they feel there is enough existing parking for now and for the next ten years, it 
is just a matter of managing it differently and there are suggestions on how to do that included as well.   
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Haugen commented that from a Steering Committee’s point of view they have done their work and they 
are recommending that the report and the implementation strategy in the report be approved.  He stated 
that they will be processing it through the local entities and will come back for final approval. 
 
Information only.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
There was no further public comment. 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Vetter that our 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update is included.  There were no questions or 
comments on the update.  
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 7/13/19 to 8/16/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY STRANDELL TO APPROVE THE ATTACHED 
BILL/CHECK LIST FOR THE 7/13/19 TO 8/16/19 PERIOD, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO ADJOURN THE AUGUST 21ST, 2019, 
MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:03 P.M. 
     
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 07/26/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -585.22

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 07/26/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,186.12
Liability Check 08/09/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,367.32

Alliant Engineering
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -1,800.02
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6765 Work Done O... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -1,800.02
Bill 08/01/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 566 · MN220 N... -697.35
Bill Pmt -Check 08/01/2019 6782 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -697.35

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 07/25/2019 Inv. #... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -149.35
Bill Pmt -Check 07/25/2019 6781 Charges For ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -149.35

City of East Grand Forks
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... 2019 3rd Qua... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -3,031.58
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6766 2019 3rd Qua... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -3,031.58

City of Grand Forks IT Department
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... EVGA Graphi... 206 · Accounts Pay... 535 · Equipment -951.10
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6767 EVGA Graphi... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -951.10

East Grand Forks Water and Light
Bill 07/19/2019 Inv. #... 2nd Quarter 2... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -599.75
Bill Pmt -Check 07/19/2019 6776 2nd Quarter 2... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -599.75

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 07/26/2019 6777 50790-1043 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

FM Metro COG
Bill 08/07/2019 Registration F... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -390.00
Bill Pmt -Check 08/07/2019 6786 Registration F... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -390.00

Forum Communications Company
Bill 08/09/2019 Inv. #... Public Notice ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 555 · TIP -186.35
Bill Pmt -Check 08/09/2019 6787 Public Notice ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -186.35

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -2,448.14
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6768 For Work On ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -2,448.14
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -761.88
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6784 For Work On ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -761.88
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -3,609.63
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6785 For Work On ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -3,609.63

Kimley-Horn And Associates, Inc.
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... Retainage Du... 206 · Accounts Pay... 220 · Retainag... -36,730.15
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6770 Retainage Du... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -36,730.15

Liberty Business Systems, INc.
Bill 07/19/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -147.87
Bill Pmt -Check 07/19/2019 6774 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -147.87

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 07/26/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 07/26/2019 6778 104 · Checking X 215 · Disability... -90.30

Mike's
Bill 07/17/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -130.28
Bill Pmt -Check 07/17/2019 6773 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -130.28

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 07/26/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -208.00
Liability Check 08/09/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 07/26/2019 6779 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -117.78

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 07/26/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 08/09/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 07/26/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.50
Liability Check 07/26/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,273.38

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 07/24/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,403.60
Liability Check 08/07/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,344.10

2:59 PM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
08/12/19 Transaction List by Vendor

July 13 through August 16, 2019

Page 1
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SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -5,720.76
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6769 For Work On ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -5,720.76
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... For Work On ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -501.20
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6771 For Work On ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -501.20
Bill 07/15/2019 Inv. #... Retainage Du... 206 · Accounts Pay... 220 · Retainag... -3,499.78
Bill Pmt -Check 07/15/2019 6772 Retainage Du... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -3,499.78
Bill 08/07/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -3,568.95
Bill Pmt -Check 08/07/2019 6783 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -3,568.95

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 07/26/2019 6780 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

Systems & Services, Inc.
Bill 07/19/2019 Inv. #... Filing Letters ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -66.69
Bill Pmt -Check 07/19/2019 6775 Filing Letters ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -66.69

2:59 PM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
08/12/19 Transaction List by Vendor

July 13 through August 16, 2019
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD  
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, September 18th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Jeannie Mock, Secretary, called the September 18th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board 
to order at 12:00 p.m.  
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Mike Powers, Al Grasser, Ken Vein (via 
conference call), and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Absent were:  Bob Rost, Warren Strandell, Clarence Vetter, and Marc DeMers. 
 
Guest(s) were:  Tom Ford, Grand Forks County; Sandi Marshall, Grand Forks City Council; Brad 
Gengler, Grand Forks City Planning; Corey Mock, North Dakota State Representative District 18; Todd 
Feland, Grand Forks City; David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering; and Stephanie Halford, Grand 
Forks City Planning. 
 
Staff:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; 
Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Mock declared a quorum was not present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE AUGUST 21st, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
As there was not a quorum present the minutes could not be approved. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF 2019 NORTH DAKOTA SIDE FUNCTIONAL 
CLASSIFICATION MAP  
 
Acting Chair Mock ask staff to brief those in attendance on the agenda items. Haugen reported that staff 
did work with the Technical Advisory Committee on changes to the Functional Class, which are noted 
in the last table.  He stated that most of them are centered around the direction not to allow stubs any 
longer.  Haugen commented that the only other major change is up on North 3rd and North 4th Streets, 
which both used to be Minor Arterials, but are now being identified as Collectors.  Kouba added that 
Adams Drive has also been changed from a Collector to a Local Road. 
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Grasser reported that we are also developing a second map and asked that Mr. Haugen explain the 
reason for that.  Haugen explained that because of the change from having a map that showed both 
existing and future functional class, we are now working on a separate map that we will help identify 
our future roadway network. Grasser commented that the Technical Advisory Committee felt it was 
important to keep using this as a planning tool to show what our intent was as to where these streets 
were going to extend to, and when the Federal and State changes came in so that we can’t show stubs, 
we developed that second map so it is available for people to use when they are looking long term. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF BRIDGE FEASIBILITY RFP 
 
Haugen reported that at last month’s meeting you asked MPO Staff to redraft the RFP that was provided 
to include other locations, those being Elks and 47th Avenue South, so the intent of the motion was to 
have an RFP drafted that looked at three potential bridge corridors.  He added that also, as we discussed 
last month as well as prior to that, there is still some unknowns as to whether we can continue doing 
some of the feasibility work that we have been able to do in the past and we were informed in late 
August that the Water Hydraulic Analysis was not an eligible funding scope of work for our MPO 
Planning funds. So with that knowledge, staff met with City Representatives and the City 
Administrators, and sort of laid out that because it is not able to be funded through the MPO, MPO 
funds couldn’t really start to pay for anything until 2020 so there was an opportunity for perhaps both 
Cities to jump in and get the water hydrology done, and that seems to be the plan of action that each side 
has taken back through their process to get the hydrology going and done outside of the MPO RFP  
 
Powers asked if he had any indication as to when the City Councils will look at this.  Haugen responded 
that the East Grand Forks City Council, last night.  Powers asked if there was anything on Elks.  Haugen 
responded that they are starting out with not offering to fund anything on Elks or 47th Avenue.  Mock 
asked when it would be coming to the Grand Forks City Council.  Haugen responded that he hasn’t had 
any feedback from City Staff as to when they think they might be having this conversation. 
 
Grasser said that you may have answered this question, but he wants to be sure he understands, the 
decision now is to do the hydraulics and then hold on everything else, or try to do everything in 
concurrence.  Haugen responded that that is correct to do hydraulics first. 
 
Grasser stated that he has some other questions, procedurally, he isn’t sure if there was discussion about 
limitations on the study, are we looking at high bridges and low bridges or only low or only high.  
Haugen responded that the Boards action in the past has been to eliminate consideration of high bridges, 
and so for it to be reintroduced he thinks it would take Board action to do so.  He added that the 
discussion that took place, and the thought process of the hydrology, was looking at a low level or 
floodable bridges.   
 
Vein commented that it is his interpretation that hasn’t changed.  He added that it could be, based on the 
hydrology of the low bridges, that we might look at a higher bridge, but right now he thinks that all we  
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are asking is to go forward with the hydraulics to locate it.  Grasser said that he is trying to get details on 
what the expectations are if we are running it through the City process and how it differs from what we 
normally do.  Powers commented that basically anything we do is a recommendation to the City Council 
anyway, correct.  Haugen responded that that is true on this matter.  Mock added that it isn’t eligible for 
MPO funds anyway, so even if the MPO, she thinks the intent of that meeting was to have a group that 
could get together quickly to move this forward, the intent was to bring it back to the MPO Board for 
information, comments, questions, but it does have to go back to the Cities for funding otherwise the 
MPO can’t fund that action.   
 
Vein summarized that for now this is just informational, we know that this will be handled between the 
two Cities, and between now and the Committee of the Whole, which for Grand Forks is next Monday, 
we can iron out the details and help Mr. Grasser with the staff report, and then Grand Forks can talk 
about it.  Grasser added that he isn’t sure he can get a staff report in that quickly, but he will try.  Vein 
said that if he can’t then it can be brought up as an added item as well.  He added that he will be meeting 
with Mr. Feland tomorrow so they can try to work out how it can be on the agenda for Monday 
otherwise we have to wait another two weeks.   
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF NORTH DAKOTA CONSOLIDATED PLANNING GRANT DISTRIBUTION 
FORMULA 
 
Haugen reported that this is a continuation of a grant management issue that the NDDOT has been 
working with the three MPOs on.   
 
Haugen referred to a graphic, included in the staff report, and commented that he thinks it best captures 
what the issue is.  He stated that in the last decade, because of Bismarck/Mandan and Fargo/Moorheads’ 
inability to spend all of their planning funds in a timely fashion, there were too many grants open.  He 
said that normally, under the federal process, you usually have the year of appropriation, plus three to 
spend funds, however, North Dakota Federal Highway is pushing that the NDDOT not have so many 
grants open. 
 
Haugen commented that the hope was that the three MPOs could reach an agreement, but the reality is 
that that most likely won’t occur, so the NDDOT has indicated that if an agreement can’t be reached 
they may step in and make a change based on that grant management.  He said that an MPO Director’s 
meeting is scheduled for October 7th, where we will again have a discussion on the distribution formula. 
 
Grasser asked if these dollars are available for specific purposes; are they targeted for studies, or staff, or 
operations, or is a limitation on them, especially what goes into the base amount.  Haugen responded 
that there are no limitations.  He added that the formula is distributed, and then once we receive our 
$500,000 our work program determines where it is spent. 
 
Discussion ensued; consensus was to go with increase just the Grand Forks MPO base. 
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Information only. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
There was no one present for comment. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS   
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Information only  
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 8/16/19 to 9/13/19 Period 
 
No action could be taken due to lack of quorum. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOCK CLOSED THE MEETING AT 12:40 P.M. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 
 
 
 
 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, October 16th, 2019, - 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the October 16th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy 
Board to order at 12:03 p.m. 
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Don 
Diedrich (Proxy For Warren Strandell), Marc DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein (Via 
Conference Phone), and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Guests(s) present were:  Trent Berg, Houston Engineering. 
 
Staff present were:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Jairo Viafara, GF/EGF 
MPO Senior Planner; Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis, GF/EGF 
MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE AUGUST 21ST, 2019 MINUES AND THE 
SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2019 MEETING SUMMARY OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY 
BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE AUGUST 21ST, 2019 
MINUTES AND THE SEPTEMBER 18TH, 2019 MEETING SUMMARY OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE 2019 NORTH DAKOTA SIDE FUNCTIONAL 
CLASSIFICATION MAP 
 
Kouba reported that as staff was going through the process of identifying the functionally 
classified roadways, NDDOT pointed out some inconsistencies and we also received some 
additional road mileage, so we went through the process of updating our functional class with 
our Technical Advisory Committee. 
 

1 
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Kouba referred to the Functional Classification Map and stated that this is the map that the 
Technical Advisory Committee is recommending be approved.  She commented that there 
weren’t very many changes made to the map, but we wanted to make sure that everything that is 
in our urban area is functionally classified.  She pointed out that most of the changes pertained to 
the added roadways to Cherry Street and to 55th Street.  She added that it was also determined 
that Adams Drive shouldn’t be classified, that it should be a local road, so that change was made 
as well.   
 
Kouba commented that some of the future roadways we had on the map previously have been 
removed because the State no longer wants them on the Functional Classification Map, but they 
can be shown on a future map if the City wants it. 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE 2019 NORTH 
DAKOTA SIDE FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION MAP, A PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF PLANNED FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION MAP 
 
Kouba reported that these are the existing and future classification maps for both Grand Forks 
and East Grand Forks.  She reiterated that this is being done at the request of the Technical 
Advisory Committee so that as they are planning into the future they know where proposed roads 
are located, particularly for areas that will be growing around the Cities. 
 
Kouba stated that these maps are not required by State and Federal Standards, but they are a 
good foundation for planning. 
 
Powers asked what the street is that is shown as being the furthest most south, is it 62nd.  Grasser 
responded that the planned one is 69th and the actual one is 62nd.  
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE THE PLANNED 
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS MAPS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
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MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE FY2020 SAFETY TARGETS 
 
Haugen reported that of all of the Performance Measures we are required to do by the Federal  
Government, this is the only one that is on the highway side that is annual, and it is the Safety 
Targets.  He referred to the packet and added that there is a methodology that they recommend, 
or prefer, that we use to set these targets at both the State level and the Local level; that 
methodology is explained here, and graphically shown; then we take five sets of five-year rolling 
averages to create an average of those five sets to establish what our targets are.  He said that 
based on the most recent data that we have those calculations are shown in the table in the packet 
and then are rolled over into our Proposed 2020 Targets. 
 
Haugen referred to the table and commented that they are also showing State actions for the last 
three target settings, and then we show our previous two targets, and what was set then. 
 
Haugen said that, other than going over the methodology the only other discussion issue was 
whether we would have decimal points, indicating 9/10ths of a person, or not; again the 
methodology is such that that is what the feds are indicating as their methodology, and you can 
see how both States, in their most recent targets, are going with decimal points as well, so these 
are the values we are asking you to set as our Safety Targets.  He added that in the past we have 
waited until February to set these targets, but having done this twice now we are a little more in-
tune with the process and one of the main reasons we are setting targets is to help us program 
safety projects, and so we are now soliciting for those programs, as it seemed to be a better 
timeline to do this now rather than waiting until February. 
 
Haugen commented that the last table shown is; two year ago we set 2018 targets, and we now 
have the data from the last five years to show how we performed based on those targets , and so 
all five show that the performance was better than what the target was, so from now on when you 
see us identify potential new yearly safety targets we will always now have a performance to 
show how we have done compared to the targets we have set for that year. 
 
Haugen stated that the action needed today is to adopt what is shown in the red blocks as your 
five safety targets for 2020. 
 
Mock asked what happens if we don’t meet our targets.  Haugen responded that at the MPO level 
there are no identified penalties.  He explained that every five years, as we go through our 
planning process, we have to show some progress, or we have to do an assessment of how we are 
progressing, and if we aren’t showing great progress on safety then that would be something they 
would ask us to emphasize in our next plan.  He added that at the State level there are penalties. 
 
Grasser asked if the Technical Advisory Committee made these recommendations as well.  
Haugen responded that they did. 
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MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE FY2020 SAFETY 
TARGETS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE 2020 MNDOT STATE PLANNING GRANT 
CONTRACT 
 
Haugen reported that every year re receive funds from the State of Minnesota; for the past ten 
plus years they have allowed those funds to be used to match our federal funds, so this is our 
annual contract that we enter into with Minnesota to access their State money.  He added that as 
the staff report indicates, we have to identify, as part of our total funding package, that East 
Grand Forks is providing 20% match to these State dollars, so, again, in our total financial 
package we set aside the 20% from East Grand Forks to show they are matching this roughly 
$11,000 we get from Minnesota. 
 
Haugen reiterated that this is an annual contact that we have, and it is that time of year when they 
are asking us to execute our agreement. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE AUTHORIZING THE 
CHAIRMAN AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR EXECUTE THE ANNUAL MNDOT STATE 
PLANNING AGREEMENTS FO RFISCAL YEAR 2020. 
 
Powers asked if this will go before the City Council.  Haugen responded that it won’t, that this is 
part of the MPO’s overall budget. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN UPATE 
 
 a. Matter Of Approval Of Environmental Justice Manual 
 
Kouba reported that the Public Participation Plan is made up of several documents; the 
Participation Plan itself, the Environmental Justice Manual, the Limited English Proficiency 
Manual, Civil Rights, and the Americans With Disability Act.  She stated that we are just 
presenting the Environmental Justice Manual update at this time because it is easier to take 
things in small bites.   
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Kouba said that with the Environmental Justice Manual, as they went through it, especially the 
data we wee getting for our MPO area, we looked at it on a census block level, so when we 
looked at that data and how many people are within a minority or low income group, we saw that 
it is pretty diverse throughout the whole block group, and when we saw that it made it harder to 
determine if this is truly an area based on the methodology we were using previously, so this 
time around we changed that methodology so that the population is of a meaningful greater, and 
is going to be two times the population within the metro area, or if that unit exceeds 50%, 
depending on which group we are looking at. 
 
Kouba stated that they went through the manual and updated that batch of information 
throughout it, making that statement that it is two times the total percent of the MPO boundary 
area, or 50%; and updated all of the maps and came up with some new areas, some areas that we 
generally have seen before, and we also separated out each side of the river so that we are also 
definitely including populations on the East Grand Forks side.  She explained that sometimes 
Grand Forks tends to overshadow East Grand Forks so we want to make sure we are looking at 
populations in East Grand Forks as well, so that is why we separated out each side of the river. 
 
Grasser asked if this is where people are residing.  Kouba responded it is, adding that it is based 
on residents.  Grasser referred to the map and pointed out that it shows that there is an area of 
population west of the Interstate between 17th Avenue South and 32nd Avenue South, that he isn’t 
aware of.  Kouba responded that the way the census block groups are set up it shows that that 
block group crosses the interstate, unfortunately, but in the area east of the interstate there is an 
area of apartments, which is generally a very high draw for certain groups.  Grasser said, then, 
that it only shows up because of how the census blocks are set up. 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE UPDATE TO THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MANUAL, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Mock asked about the area around Washington, from 17th to 20th, that gateway mall area where 
there are a lot of apartments and commented that this area was on previous Environmental 
Justice maps, but it isn’t on this time.  Kouba responded that it depends on how the math came 
out.  She added that the area was probably close, like a border, but they kind of vacillate between 
being included and not being included, it just depends upon the various years. 
 
Grasser stated that this is obviously just the Environmental Justice component, but do we have an 
idea when we are going to come back and talk about the Public Participation Plan in general, 
because he is wrapping this back up into some of the criticism we are getting on the bridges and 
stuff, that we didn’t communicate it effectively, and we should look at that component.  Haugen 
responded that we should be talking about it in November. 
 
Mock asked, with the distinction of the Environmental Justice areas, how does that impact future 
areas that she imagines will take place, or carry over future impacts for different projects, do we 
do a special emphasis of those areas, or doe we just make sure the impacts don’t place a burden 
on those areas.  Kouba responded that we are looking more at trying to overcome that 
connection, letting people know that we know that in these areas we need to try a little bit harder, 
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but we also, in other projects, especially construction, need to be able to mitigate any adverse 
impacts to the area. 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
 b. Matter Of Approval Of Awarding Agreement With CivicLive For ADA Website 
 
McNelis reported that as everyone is aware the MPO’s website is not currently ADA compliant, 
and that is something that we need to address as soon as we can; so she contacted three different 
companies; CivicPlus, who developed the City of East Grand Forks’ website; Granicus, who 
developed the City of Grand Forks’ website; and CivicLive. 
 
McNelis stated that after proposals were received from all three companies, and all three gave 
demonstrations of their work; CivicLive stood out as being the best fit for our needs at this time. 
 
McNelis commented that she did send links of examples of some of CivicLive Websites, but Mr. 
Haugen has one pulled up for you to view today. 
 
McNelis pointed out that the initial setup cost for the Website will be about $4,700, and that 
there will be an annual update/maintenance cost of $4,260.00. 
 
Grasser asked who is paying for the initial setup of the website.  Haugen responded that the cost 
share would be the typical 80/10/10.  Grasser asked if the maintenance costs will be shared the 
same.  Haugen responded that they would. 
 
Haugen stated that one thing to note is that CivicLive will be monitoring our site for ADA 
compliance, so they will run checks on the website and flag us before somebody else flags us and 
causes a bigger problem. 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE AWARDING THE 
AGREEMENT WITH CIVICLIVE FOR THE ADA WEBSITE. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Diedrich (Proxy For Strandell), Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Rost,  
  Vein (Via Conference Phone), and Mock. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF BRIDGE FEASIBILITY RFP 
 
Haugen reported that this is a carry over from last months non-meeting.  He said that at that time 
it was being announced that the hydraulic analysis is not eligible for MPO funding, and that each 
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City was going to consider joining together on an RFQ for the water hydraulics.  He stated that 
since then both City Councils have authorized the release of an RFQ, however there is still a 
little potential funding that has to be worked out.  
 
Haugen stated that where this came from was a month ago, announcing that we really can’t do 
the water hydraulics, so a meeting with the City Council representatives and the City 
Administrators to ask how we should move forward from here, and an agreement was made to 
separate out the water hydraulics from the traffic analysis and move forward with the answer on 
water hydraulics as fast as we can and that will help us identify where we should focus traffic 
operations as a follow-up, so that is the update that we have at this time. 
 
Powers asked if East Grand Forks is doing Elks and 32nd.  Vetter responded that East Grand 
Forks is only doing 32nd, but Grand Forks approved doing Elks, 32nd and 47th.  Grasser 
commented that Grand Forks approved to get the RFPs for the three bridges, but he thinks there 
was going to be additional discussion about the funding when that comes back. 
 
Grasser stated that, putting on his other hat here, he thinks that when they get into the RFQ at the 
selection committee, although he normally doesn’t like having a politician on the selecting 
board, but because of the nature of this he is just thinking that we should look at having 
somebody from Grand Forks City Council and East Grand Forks City Council.  Consensus was 
that this would be a good idea. 
 
Vein said that he thinks Grand Forks is on board to proceed with getting the qualifications.  He 
added that he does think that do have some more discussions that need to take place on the Grand 
Forks side to talk about what that cost share might look like, but he thinks we are moving 
forward appropriately with getting qualifications. 
 
Powers asked what the cost is, is it $12,000.00.  Vetter responded that it is estimated at $30,000 
per crossing, that is what the RFQ comes in at and then we can decide how to break it all out.  
Powers said, then, that there is still a possibility that East Grand Forks might consider Elks.  
Vetter responded that it is possible, adding that the Mayor still threw it out there that we 
shouldn’t shut it off completely, especially if that is what it takes to move the project forward.  
Powers asked if there was any idea when it might happen.  Grasser responded that their staff 
keeps getting tied up with emergencies with all the moisture we’ve been getting these past 
weeks, but it should happen soon. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF NORTH DAKTOA CONSOLIDATED PLANNING GRAND 
DISTRIBUTION FORMULA 
 
Haugen reported that this is a follow-up from the September meeting.  He stated that back on 
October 7th the MPO Directors met with the NDDOT; we did not have Federal Highway present.  
He said that there was a discussion that has been ongoing about the North Dakota distribution 
formula for most if not all of the 2010s. 
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Haugen stated that the basic issue is that Fargo/Moorhead has several years of grants open that 
they are accessing to pay for things, while Grand Forks/East Grand Forks is down to operating 
on our current fiscal year, and have been for the last couple of years, so when it came time to 
open the 2020 Grant, from North Dakota’s perspective they said that there is a constraint that 
they cannot have too many prior year grants open, so the formula distribution got pushed back to 
the forefront.   
 
Haugen referred to a table and explained that it shows the five scenarios that were eventually laid 
out on the table for consideration.  He stated that the three MPOs met with NDDOT and the first 
three scenarios were developed at that meeting, and then after the meeting Bismarck/Mandan 
submitted Scenario D, and then Fargo/Moorhead said that they prefer Scenario E, which 
eliminated the base, Scenario D increased the base for all three MPOs but then 
Bismarck/Mandan would gift Grand Forks/East Grand Forks their $6,000 increase.  He said that 
when we discussed with the board members present at the September meeting, we decided that 
we would go with what North Dakota provided which was to increase the base to Grand Forks 
only, and that would result in a larger impact to our budget, so on October 7th we met to discuss 
this.  He stated that there are two things to be aware of; the first is that the NDDOT softened 
their stance about having too many open grants, and the second is that Fargo/Moorhead is about 
to exhaust their 2018 funds, so that meant that moving forward the NDDOT could open up the 
2020 dollars, and they would obviously be opened for us first since we are the ones that need to 
access them first, so that solved some of the crisis, if you will, by having them say that they 
could open these 2020 dollars sooner. 
 
Haugen stated that the other item was that there wasn’t an agreement among the three MPOs as 
to a plan of action forward without the changes, so, as you are all aware, in these types of 
settings someone chairs the meeting and can’t make motions, so the only two people that could 
make motions was himself and the Fargo/Moorhead person, so before the Fargo/Moorhead 
person could make a motion to do away with the base he made a motion to maintain the formula 
as it is, and that is what was adopted, so there is no change in the formula, so proceeding from 
the MPO perspective under this scenario, now North Dakota has to reflect on that is there is still 
an identified need to change the formula, the MPOs couldn’t reach an agreement as to what that 
change should be so we could only agree to not make a change, so there is still a decision that 
North Dakota has to make as to whether they are going to accept that motion from the MPO 
Directors or if they are going to say there is still a need to change the formula, so there is still a 
possibility that the formula could be changed. 
 
Haugen reported that as we are coming to the end of this year, and will be starting next year, so 
the issue with the 2020 funds is that Congress did not appropriate a full year of money yet, so 
North Dakota could go in and write a grant for around 1/12th of North Dakota Highway dollars, 
so we wouldn’t be able to access those; instead we have a continuing resolution that’s rolling on 
an intermittent period of time, so right now they can only access 1.5% of the 2019 
Appropriation, and that, on a month to month basis, sort of puts us in sort of a bind, so talking it 
over with the Chairman, and looking at our budget, we decided that we would lay off one of our 
salaried positions to better manage that month to month output, and then also as we move into 
2020 to focus on getting the consulting expertise that we need for activities in 2020 and then we 
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can manage when we contract those consultants as to when we start paying out those consultant 
costs at a later time of the year than having to maintain the salaried position through that 
adjustment period. 
 
Haugen reiterated that that is the status of where we are at, there is no change from the MPOs 
perspective, but North Dakota still has an issue because internally they have identified that from 
the Federal North Dakota side and the Federal Minnesota side there is a distribution issue, so 
they may or may not take action. 
 
Grasser said that he is assuming, and is asking for verification, that our MPO, relative to the 
other MPOs on a population basis would probably see a shrinking percentage based on when the  
census comes out, so our best strategy is to avoid things that put undo emphasis on per capita.  
Haugen responded that that is correct.   
 
Powers said, then, that you are saying that everything is staying the same for now.  Haugen 
responded that it is, with the exception that instead of us having a large bank account, if you will, 
in Bismarck, we are only getting bits and pieces of it as congress passes continuing resolution of 
appropriations.  Powers said that the $200,000 that was proposed to Grand Forks for our MPO 
didn’t fly.  Haugen said that is correct.  Powers commented, though that the other two MPOs 
don’t seem to utilize their full allotment in a fiscal year.  Haugen agreed that that has been an 
issue in the past; they both are now indicating that this is no longer an issue in the future, they 
have taken steps to correct that.  Powers said that that is nice to hear, they can’t spend it, we sure 
can.  Haugen responded that they have some pretty healthy budgets on some of their studies, and 
that is part of the issue with us, our budget, we squeeze $150,000 of work into $100,000, and we 
get one or two or three people to propose on it, they flush $200,000 into $150,000 scope and get 
seven, eight, nine proposals.  He stated that that is why there is still an issue that North Dakota 
and Federal Highway are aware of. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF ANNOUNCEMENT OF SOLICITATION OF CANDIDATE T.I.P. 
PROJECTS 
 
Haugen reported that this is our annual cycle, were in the fall season and on the Minnesota side 
what happens now is just the announcement of the Transportation Alternatives Program, which 
on the Minnesota side is comprised of two components in a two step process.  He added that 
Minnesota also encourages and sets aside portions for Safe Routes To School, plus there is a 
Minnesota State funded States Routes To School that is part of this solicitation with their 
Transportation Alternatives Program, and the two steps is that an entity has to express interest, 
saying this is a project we would like, they meet with us and go over whether it is eligible or not 
and help them understand the process, so after a letter of intent there is a notification that the 
project is valid and they can then prepare the complete package for our consideration.  He said 
that the rest of the programs in Minnesota will be solicited a little later this year, as is usually the 
case. 
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Haugen stated that on the North Dakota side, this is typically the time when they open up all of 
their solicitations; right now we have three open.  He said that the unusual thing is that they have 
not solicited for the Urban Program, the Urban Roads for the Regional Roads Program, those are 
the major funding programs that North Dakota has for highways and streets.  He added that there 
are probably two reasons for this, one is that they are preparing a more comprehensive 
paperwork process so instead of maybe two or three sheets of questions and answers there will 
be more pages that they will be releasing out to people to submit projects.  He explained that the 
reason they are doing that is because they are getting caught up with project creep, particularly 
on the Regional System, where at this time a project is identified and estimates of $2 million 
dollars in the T.I.P. so they program other projects across the state because there is money left to 
do it and as a project develops and creeps up, that $2 million dollar project ends up being bid at 
$10 million dollars, well there is $8 million dollars that has to come from somewhere and 
sometimes there is enough movement in project that the $8 million is easily identified, other 
times it is too significant.  So they end up trying to develop paperwork on the front end to make 
sure that less projects scope creep occurs afterwards and more projects scope can be identified at 
that time, and we will wait for that paperwork before we can announce the solicitation, so if you 
have projects in mind now would be the time to look at your staff to begin the process. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NORTH DAKOTA S.T.I.P./T.I.P. 
 
Haugen reported that in theory there would be no differences, in reality there typically are 
differences as North Dakota makes changes at the last minute when they finalize their S.T.I.P. 
document.  
 
Haugen commented that there are five projects on the North Dakota side that are different in the 
S.T.I.P.  He said that they have communicated with North Dakota staff as to how to perhaps 
better mitigate this issue in the future, we think we have a plan of action.  He stated that staff will 
be asking the Board to amend these five projects next month, and there may be a couple other 
amendments that are needed in our T.I.P. document for other reasons as well. 
 
Haugen state that the last point is we are just asking our local partners when they ask for these 
projects to move and other things, they try to get us to ??? so we know how we have to proceed 
with those request before they are considered final. 
 
Haugen said that from a Federal Highway perspective our T.I.P. document is still the controlling 
document so when they went to look at some of these projects they were saying why they are 
different, so we are trying to rectify that problem going into the future, and next month you will 
see a lot of T.I.P. amendments going through. 
 
Information only. 
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OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Haugen reported that this is our monthly progress report of all our pertinent studies and 
documents that we are preparing and their progress this past month. 
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 8/17/19 To 10/11/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE THE BILL/CHECK 
LIST FOR THE 8/17/19 TO 10/11/19 PERIOD. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 c. New NDDOT Director Named 
 
Haugen reported that there is a new North Dakota DOT Director who has promised that he will 
be making his rounds so at some point we will have him appear before the MPO Board.  He 
added that North Dakota is also going to do a significant revision, update to their Statewide 
Transportation Plan, so for the next twelve months or so periodically you will be invited to 
participate in that update. 
 
 d. Minnesota Freight Plan 
 
Haugen reported that on the Minnesota side the District will be preparing a Freight Plan, and so 
soon you will see some information about some public input for the Freight Plan, a survey, etc., 
on the Minnesota side. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO ADJOURN THE OCTOBER 16TH, 
2019, MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 12:45 P.M. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 08/23/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -585.22
Liability Check 09/20/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -585.22

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 08/23/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,377.54
Liability Check 09/06/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,367.22
Liability Check 09/20/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,348.88
Liability Check 10/04/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,326.88

Alliant Engineering
Bill 10/09/2019 Inv. #... Retainage Du... 206 · Accounts Pay... 220 · Retainag... -6,999.69
Bill Pmt -Check 10/09/2019 6817 Retainage Du... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -6,999.69

Business Essentials
Bill 08/22/2019 Inv. #... Office Supplie... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -51.98
Bill Pmt -Check 08/22/2019 6796 Office Supplie... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -51.98

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 08/23/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -399.99
Bill Pmt -Check 08/23/2019 6797 Charges For ... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -399.99
Bill 09/27/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -957.04
Bill Pmt -Check 09/27/2019 6813 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -957.04

City of East Grand Forks
Bill 10/09/2019 Inv. #... 2019 4th Qua... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -3,031.58
Bill Pmt -Check 10/09/2019 6818 2019 4th Qua... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -3,031.58

Earl Haugen
Bill 08/30/2019 Reimburse Tr... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -112.00
Bill Pmt -Check 08/30/2019 6799 Reimburse Tr... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -112.00
Bill 10/08/2019 Reimburseme... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -42.00
Bill Pmt -Check 10/08/2019 6815 Reimburseme... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -42.00

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 08/23/2019 6791 50790-1043 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -16.84
Liability Check 09/20/2019 6806 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

Forum Communications Company
Bill 09/13/2019 Inv. #... Public Hearin... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -414.38
Bill Pmt -Check 09/13/2019 6805 Public Hearin... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -414.38

Jairo Viafara.
Bill 09/03/2019 Travel Expen... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -205.96
Bill Pmt -Check 09/03/2019 6801 Travel Expen... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -205.96
Bill 09/05/2019 Travel Expen... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -57.00
Bill Pmt -Check 09/05/2019 6802 Travel Expen... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -57.00

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 09/10/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -2,196.58
Bill Pmt -Check 09/10/2019 6803 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -2,196.58
Bill 09/10/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -7,595.85
Bill Pmt -Check 09/10/2019 6804 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -7,595.85
Bill 10/10/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -11,378.38
Bill Pmt -Check 10/10/2019 6819 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -11,378.38

Liberty Business Systems, Inc.
Bill 09/18/2019 Inv #3... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -147.87
Bill Pmt -Check 09/18/2019 6810 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -147.87

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 08/23/2019 NWR... 104 · Checking X 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00
Liability Check 09/20/2019 NWR... 104 · Checking 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 08/23/2019 6792 104 · Checking X 215 · Disability... -90.29
Liability Check 09/20/2019 6807 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -90.28

Mike's
Bill 08/21/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -125.00
Bill Pmt -Check 08/21/2019 6795 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -125.00
Bill 09/18/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -51.00
Bill Pmt -Check 09/18/2019 6811 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -51.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 08/23/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking X 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00
Liability Check 09/06/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00
Liability Check 09/20/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -207.00
Liability Check 10/04/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -192.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 08/23/2019 6793 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -117.78
Liability Check 09/20/2019 6808 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -117.78

9:18 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
10/11/19 Transaction List by Vendor

August 17 through October 11, 2019

Page 1



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 08/23/2019  NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 09/06/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 09/20/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 10/04/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 08/23/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,853.50
Liability Check 08/23/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -3,273.38
Liability Check 09/20/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,853.50
Liability Check 09/20/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,273.38

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 08/21/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,384.43
Liability Check 09/04/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,343.59
Liability Check 09/17/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,232.76
Liability Check 10/02/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,114.76

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 08/27/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -2,752.57
Bill Pmt -Check 08/27/2019 6798 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -2,752.57
Bill 09/25/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -4,077.69
Bill Pmt -Check 09/25/2019 6812 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -4,077.69

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 08/23/2019 6794 104 · Checking X 217 · Dental P... -158.60
Liability Check 09/20/2019 6809 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

State Tax Commissioner
Liability Check 10/02/2019 NDST... 45038827301 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -510.00

Teri Kouba
Bill 08/30/2019 Travel Reimb... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -112.00
Bill Pmt -Check 08/30/2019 6800 Travel Reimb... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -112.00

9:18 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
10/11/19 Transaction List by Vendor

August 17 through October 11, 2019

Page 2



PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, November 20th, 2019, - 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the November 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive 
Policy Board to order at 12:03 p.m. 
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Marc 
DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein, and Jeannie Mock. 
 
Absent was:  Warren Strandell. 
 
Guests(s) present were:  Trent Berg, Houston Engineering and Stephanie Halford, Grand Forks 
Planning. 
 
Staff present were:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director and Peggy McNelis, 
GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE OCTOBER 16TH, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE THE OCTOBER 16TH, 
2019 MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF FY2020-2023 T.I.P. AMENDMENTS 
 
Haugen reported that last month we did discuss this briefly, and staff is now asking for formal 
approval of the amendment to our most recently adopted T.I.P.  He stated that a public hearing 
notice was published for last Wednesday.  He said that they received no written comments prior 
to the Wednesday meeting, nor did anyone present oral comments at the meeting either. 
 
 

1 
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Haugen commented that since our last meeting there have been some new things identified, so he 
would like to spend a little time going over each of them. 
 
Haugen stated that the majority of the amendments occur on the North Dakota side.  He pointed 
out that the first two projects are listed because of some funding trading between the two.  He 
explained that originally the North 5th Street Project was to be a complete mill and overlay the 
entire length, but the State and City decided to reconstruct the first block of North 5th Street, 
from DeMers to 1st Avenue, with a concrete surface so instead of a mill and overlay they are 
going to convert that section to concrete which is what the current surface is most of the way up 
to University Avenue.  He stated that in order to get more funding into this project the City 
offered to swap some of their federal funds for University Avenue mill and overlay project.  He 
said that the reason there is some monies left is because UND took over some segments of that 
corridor and are putting in the pavement surface, so again, the first project will have more work 
done on the first block of DeMers, and there is more funding to do so; and the other will have 
less federal dollars involved in the project. 
 
Haugen commented that the next three projects are projects that were already programmed but 
are not moving.  He stated that the first two were programmed last year, but there ended up not 
being any federal funds available for them so the State is now reprogramming them into the next 
current federal year so our T.I.P. needed to be amended to reflect that.  He said that the first 
project was ADA Curb Ramp along South Washington.  He explained that this project not only 
got delayed a year, but they ran into some conditions on the corridor that caused the cost estimate 
to almost double in cost, so it is a more robust project than what it was originally.   
 
Haugen stated that he noticed that the next project, the 32nd Avenue Project, shows the Urban 
Roads Program for funding but it should be Highway Safety Improvement Program instead.  He 
pointed out that this project is addressing the turn lane improvements that were going to be done.  
He said that they were originally going to be bid in 2019, using 2019 dollars, but they are now 
using 2020 dollars. 
 
Haugen reported that the last of these three projects was originally programmed in 2023, but the 
State has now moved it up into the 2020 year; and that is for a chip seal and overlay of US2 
between North 69th and North 55th Streets.   
 
Haugen stated that the next project, again, was originally awarded 2019 funds, but it didn’t occur 
in 2019 so is now being given 2020 funds.  He explained that it is a multi-use trail on 17th 
Avenue South, so, again, it is being brought into our 2020 Annual Element. 
 
Haugen referred to the tables and pointed out that the projects with green highlights are what we 
would describe as modifications, minor editorial things that address and identify the proper 
program, or a specific exact dollar amount to match the S.T.I.P. 
 
Haugen commented that the next two projects require a little bit of discussion because the 
NDDOT is changing, in a positive way, how they are identifying these projects.  He explained 
that previously we had them identified as illustrative projects in our document, meaning there 
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weren’t any federal funds or no funding source identified for them; and the State would have 
them shown as pending in their S.T.I.P.  He stated that in the past that meant that year that they 
happened, if no funding would become available those projects would be have to recompete 
against all the other projects in the State, but for the first time the State is saying that they hope 
these projects will get done in the year that they are identified; in this case they are traffic signal 
rehabs, one in 2022 and one in 2023, but if the funding doesn’t materialize those years they will 
be the first projects programmed in 2023, or will be given federal funds the following year; so 
the difference is that these are actually now going to be delivered, the question is will it be in 
2022 or 2023 for one of them or 2023 or 2024 for the other project, so there is no longer a 
question of if there will be funding programmed for these it is just a matter of which year of 
funding they will occur.  He stated that in the past that if we had an illustrative or pending 
project, there wasn’t a lot of project development taking place because there wasn’t a surety that 
there would be a project in the end, but now with what the State is doing here these projects are 
assured to be programmed and funded, it is just a question of which year.  He added that this is 
the case with the small chip seal project on North 5th Street as well. 
 
Haugen reported that on the Minnesota side there is a difference in how FTA is asking grantees 
to show that they have covered all the rules and regulations and dotted all the I’s and crossed all 
the T’s.  He stated that East Grand Forks didn’t quite get that documentation done in the last 
program year so now they are being advised by FTA that we need to amend our T.I.P. to show 
the federal money now coming in our 2020 year that they normally would have accessed last 
year but because of those reasons we now have to amend our T.I.P. to show them in 2020. 
 
Haugen referred to the list of projects that were shown as illustrative before but now our T.I.P. is 
showing that they are now on the programmed list. 
 
Haugen stated that those are the amendments that staff is asking the Board to formally adopt in 
our current T.I.P. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE FY2020-2023 T.I.P. 
AMENDMENTS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, and Rost. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: Strandell. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF CAT/UND MERGER STUDY 
 
Haugen reported that we have been discussing this merger for most of the year, and we have 
been working with Cities Area Transit and UND to see whether it is plausible for the UND 
Shuttles to be operated by Cities Area Transit.  He stated that we now have an agreement 
between the two parties; with the assistance of the study, to help them get to that point. 
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Haugen commented that the main concessions, or the main agreements are that UND will help 
the City purchase three new coaches; federal funding will primarily be the funding source but 
UND will cover the match for the federal funding over a five year period, at an annual cost.  He 
stated that the actual operation of the service will be the same shuttle service that UND currently 
provides, but now City staff will be providing the service and will provide the vehicles, so 
everything will flow through the normal Cities Area Transit integration with the public riders as 
to what services, how to get the services, everything will flow through Cities Area Transit. 
 
Haugen said that in the agreement between Grand Forks and East Grand Forks all of the costs are 
fully allocated out on three basis:  
 1) Miles that the vehicles will operate 
 2) Hours that the drivers are out  
 3) Administration, which is based off peak vehicles. 
 
Haugen commented that for the most part the administrative costs weren’t going to change for 
CAT whether they absorbed or not, so those are kind of fixed costs between the two cities, but 
when UND came on board there was more vehicle miles traveled, and more hours, but if we 
went to the full allocated model there would be significantly additional costs to UND based on 
the Peak Vehicle, so an agreement between Grand Forks and UND was that there will be some 
incremental administrative costs that could be documented as to what UND added service to 
CAT would be; those are being covered by UND but the rest of the administrative costs are 
being maintained by the City of Grand Forks.  He added that without that agreement, in order for 
CAT to take over the services, based on the wholly allocated cost, it would have cost UND about 
$150,000 more a year than keeping it in-house, so that was what made this deal come together, 
that agreement on not fully allocating out the peak vehicle costs.   
 
Haugen said that in the packet is the final document that has been reviewed and recommended 
for approval by staff and the steering committee that was held, and just to capture what is 
happening next fall, instead of UND shuttle buses, which the cover shows are these Bluebird 
type of school buses, it will be now operated by Cities Area Transit fixed route vehicles, and will 
include three routes.  He referred to photos of the three routes and went over them briefly.  He 
said that this should all be in place by fall semester of 2020. 
 
Haugen stated that the plan is that we will operate the routes shown for two semesters to get a 
feel for how this merger is working and what duplications might be out there, and when we do 
our Transit Development Plan update we will look at ways of working with, or tweaking the 
routes to have a more integrated City Shuttle System. 
 
Vein asked if these buses will be identical to the other City buses so we wouldn’t know it was a 
University route and ridership would correspond, and you wouldn’t have to be a UND student to 
use it.  Haugen responded that the vehicles themselves will be identical, although they might be 
wrapped with the advertising that the buses are wrapped in, something that might give you a 
better idea that it is a UND Campus Shuttle bus.  He added that the actual campus area will be 
fare free, meaning most anyone riding that shuttle system will not have to pay a fare, and that is 
unique to the system.  He said that currently those shuttles are fare free being, just in the campus 
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area the shuttles will be fare free as well, and then there is an agree with the City and UND, they 
have had a long standing one with student government for students to ride fare free but they are 
now expanding that to cover faculty, staff, and others as well so that there is some compensation 
back to the City for that fare-free zone operations.   
 
Vein asked what the timing is for this.  Haugen responded that they are twenty-minute routes.  
He referred to the drawings of the routes and explained how they will operate, and how long 
each route might take.  Vein asked if this will go back to the City Council.  Haugen responded 
that it is his understanding that the City Council has already agreed to this and UND has already 
agreed to it so the action that we are taking today is just to approve that the study document is 
what the study document is.  Vein asked then if they should just receive and file the report.  
Haugen responded that all of the action that could be taken has already been taken so our 
recommendation is to approve the report, not just to receive and file, but to actually approve it.   
 
Grasser commented that it just occurred to him, as we are looking at some of this, there have 
been discussions, particularly at Grand Forks City Council, sometimes references to a bus rapid 
transit between UND and the Downtown, and now with the Herald Building we will see more 
integrating of UND with the Downtown; and this seems like a transit operation that would 
almost fit within that concept, it wasn’t captured here, and he isn’t criticizing that, but he 
wonders if there could be any interest in maybe looking at an additional study in the future to, 
again, connecting that downtown to UND in more of a shuttle manner instead of the normal bus 
manner because he thinks you would have shorter headways between the two, so that is kind of 
an aside to this but he also thinks it is too late in the process to suggest integrating here but he 
would just like to plant a seed to the City Council and MPO.  Haugen responded that they have 
looked at that concept each time they do the five-year review, but it never comes to fruition 
primarily because the City is trying to cover more territory west to allow that quick back and 
forth between campus core and the downtown.  He added that it is about a fifteen-minute trip to 
get from the downtown to campus, and vice-versa. 
 
DeMers stated that overall he likes the concept of bringing things that are, if anything it gives the 
system more visibility, which hopefully will build more ridership.  He said that he is wondering; 
those routes will be fare free, is the goal to get people from campus to use it, so will there be 
educational awareness things used because at some point they are going to have to pay, so will 
there be a fare app, or how are they planning on doing this.  Haugen responded that they still 
count the ridership, and they do have an agreement now with the student government and the 
staff/faculty to have them use a swipe card to get on, so they do have the ability now to capture 
how many people have those IDs to get on board, otherwise they would be taking a guess as to 
whether someone is truly a staff, student, or something else. 
 
DeMers said that his other question is kind of along what Mr. Grasser was saying; he wonders 
how much flexibility there is in the system, obviously they have your fixed routes; at certain 
points is there an opportunity to make these routes more flexible for events, as we try to access 
the Englestad Arena or the Alerus Center, there will be a lot of traffic going off campus-on 
campus and vice versa so he is wondering if there is some way at some point that we can look at 
changing the fixed routes to be more flexible or to work better with those events that wouldn’t 
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severely those people that still want to use the fixed routes at those times.  He stated that he 
knows there are some private people that are doing buses to and from, but it might be something 
to look at at some time because, again, you think about it as a private business, what you want to 
do is you want to have more market share, you want to have people aware that it is an option all 
the time, so it could be something in the future, especially as UND continues to grow, he would 
image that a lot of that parking area, at some point in time, will be eaten up, especially to the 
North, by building space, but he knows it isn’t going to happen for this fall start-up, but at some 
point we might try to integrate that better.  Haugen responded that he thinks the concept you 
want to look towards is what we currently offer as tripper services.  He explained that many 
years ago all the schools had a bus dedicated to primarily serve that school, those have been 
dripped and about the only tripper service we currently keep operating is one that services a 
particular employer of the disabled community, and that is primarily being offered to save on the 
paratransit side of service, but it is technically open to the public; so, in the past, because of the 
sporadic nature of events, they typically consider using a charter service, which federal transit 
can’t support. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE CAT/UND 
SHUTTLE MERGER STUDY, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, and Rost. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: Strandell. 
 
MATTER OF UPDATE ON FAMILY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLANS 
 
 Civil Rights Title VI Program 
 
Haugen stated that before he gets to what is on the agenda he does have to mention the Civil 
Rights Title VI Program.  He explained that when we started on this process we initially thought 
that we wouldn’t have much work to do on the Title VI Plan, and so we haven’t been openly 
discussing it.  He said that the reason we didn’t think we would have to do much with it was 
because every year FTA requires North Dakota to pick one of four eligible entities to do a full-
bore audit of it’s Title VI Program, and we were the lucky ones two years in a row just recently 
so we thought that our Title VI Program has been well audited but just last month North Dakota, 
kind of without much fanfare to us, updated their Title VI Program and so we have been going 
through and comparing documents.  He stated that some things were found that needed to be 
changed, so we initially thought that this would be the wrap-up of putting together this family 
plan, but now we are just identifying that you will see a Title VI document next month as part of 
our final wrap-up of the documents.  
 
 Limited English Proficiency Plan/Private Sector Participation 
 
Haugen reported that just as we heard about Environmental Justice and specific populations, 
Limited English Proficiency is a requirement that we have to have available, resources for those 
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that don’t speak English well, and we had to show that we analyzed what the likely languages 
would be that are not English, and so according to the most current American Community 
Survey; we did the statistical analysis, and not too surprising we have a small part of population 
that does not speak English well.  He stated that the American Community Survey does not 
really give us specific language in many of these categories, so we can’t further break it down, 
but the important thing to note is that for those languages that are specific, such as Spanish, if we 
have less than a 1,000 of those populations identified in our study area we automatically don’t 
have to translate everything into Spanish; if we had any other language that 1,000 or greater we 
would have to translate everything that we do into that language, but because of our size and 
because of our lack of strong diversity, in particular languages, we are below that threshold so 
we are most likely having to just get prepared to speak and have things in Spanish, so if people 
respond to our notices that they need to have that Spanish translation available. 
 
Haugen stated that other than that we do have to show that we do have concentrations.  He added 
that we are carrying over our Environmental Justice concept of if there is a census tract that has 
50% or more they are automatically identified; or two-times the metro average then they would 
be identified.  
 
Haugen said that we do, with that analysis, have some areas that do pop up as having a potential 
for us to encounter a language other than English, so as we do studies specific to these areas, we 
need to sync in our public participation process if you are probably more prepared than other 
places to encounter another language.   
 
Haugen commented that the one thing that we are hoping will help us is; one of the reasons we 
talked about getting a new website last month is that it will translate automatically into a lot of 
languages, so once we have that onboard, and we just met with them yesterday, and we are 
looking at February of 2020 to go live with the new website. 
 
Haugen reported that the last thing is that we had to identify how often we have to update the 
Limited English Proficiency Plan; and we are now stating that it will be done every four years, 
which seems to be the standard practice across the nation for these LEP’s. 
 
Haugen stated that because there are primarily FTA dollars involved, and if you go through the 
history of transit, most transit was run by private firms back in the day, as they became funded 
through the Federal Government, there has been this protection that we always allow private 
sector to participate, and possibly bid on providing the services rather than just automatically 
being a public service, and so with that we have to show that we do have a private sector 
participation policy in place, separate and distinct from our other participation programs; so this 
is a fairly straightforward statement that the feds have developed for us to adopt. 
 
Haugen said that those are the two programs, Limited English Proficiency and Private Sector 
Participation. 
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MOVED BY VEIN, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE ADOPTING THE LIMITED 
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY AND PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION PLANS, AS 
PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, and Rost. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: Strandell. 
 
 Public Participation Plan 
 
Haugen reported that all of this is kind of under the broader umbrella of our Public Participation 
Plan.  He pointed out that included in the packet is a draft that staff and the Technical Advisory 
Committee is recommending be approved. 
 
Haugen commented that one thing to note with this is that you are not actually adopting it today, 
but instead what you are being asked to do is to approve distributing it to the public and to many 
of our coordinating agencies to review and comment on what we could do to improve or change 
the Public Participation Plan. 
 
Haugen stated that specific to this document the Federal Law requires a 45-day comment period, 
it is the only document that they require have this 45-day public review process take place, so 
again what we are asking you to do today is to approve it so it can be distributed out to the 
broader public to get their feedback on any changes. 
 
Haugen said that a couple of big takeaways that we are doing with this update is the older one 
had a lot of exact language out of the Federal Law and Federal Regulations included in it and we 
are removing that language from this update, and instead we are trying to focus on what it is that 
public participation is, so we will update our study area, but what is shown in the dark gray and 
light gray are still the geographies that our MPO Planning Area is focused on so we have to 
concern ourselves with transportation within the lighter gray area and more specifically within 
the darker gray area. 
 
Haugen commented that we updated the graphics of who we are as an organization, instead of 
actual requirements we have six guidance that Federal Highway has put out, we cited those and 
tried to show how, in the goals and objectives standards sections, that we have done them. 
 
Haugen reported that they haven’t changed too much of the goals, objectives and standards.  He 
said that the one significant change that we have done is that we made a distinction between a 
public hearing and a public notice.  He explained that our current draft has everything needing a 
ten day prior notice; but now we are separating it out so our public notices or our legal things 
that we are required to do will still have a ten day prior notice; but things like the notice for this 
meeting, or press releases, or other such events will only have a five day prior notice.  
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Grasser asked, on the regularly scheduled meetings, is that posted on the website so that you can 
look for 2020 and see what all the normal meeting dates will be.  Haugen responded that the 
current website doesn’t have a calendar, so what it states is that the Technical Advisory 
Committee meets the second Wednesday of every month at 1:30 at a set location, and that the 
MPO Executive Policy Board meets the third Wednesday of every month at 12:00 noon at a set 
location, but the new website will have a calendar. 
 
DeMers commented that he was looking at notices where the objective was considered use of 
innovative forms of public notice, and it kind of sounds like it was developed between 1975 and 
1997 or something like that, but it talks about use of local cable tv, programming website 
presentations, but it doesn’t talk about how everybody except for probably him gets their 
information now from social media, so if we don’t address that he doesn’t think we are really 
trying because he thinks that is what people are talking about when they say that we aren’t 
reaching out to them.  He added that the typical form of channels that we have been using have 
worked but now it seems like we need to completely reshuffle that and start thinking about better 
methods.  He said, though, that he doesn’t know if we want to designate just certain methods 
because these mediums change, and different companies provide different things; such as 
Facebook, Instagram, etc., so if we want to get eyeballs, that is where we need to go.  He added 
that he would also say that not just using the local cable tv; as a side that both cities have their 
own cable access or channel, so he feels that we should be televising out stuff and just recording 
it and putting it out there because the more eyeballs you get on it, that is the type if thing that we 
need to do, so do we want to address that somehow.  Haugen responded that we do use social 
media, the MPO maintains a Facebook site.  He said that we did have a Twitter account, but it 
was hacked so we moved away from that.  He added that we also utilize primarily both City’s 
capabilities of doing their notifications via text so we asked both of them to assist us with those 
things as well.  He stated that we left it as “innovative” just because it seemed to capture all 
terms.  DeMers suggested that we should probably note specifically social media, that language 
just because it talks about website presentations, tv programming, and to him that isn’t 
innovative anymore. 
 
Grasser commented that, just kind of building on that a bit, and he thinks some of these 
comments will come in from others when we circulate it out and it comes back, but we are 
criticized as an organization relative to the communication that we did, again, specifically on the 
bridges, but he is going to kind of refer that, he thinks that any potential project that is kind of 
highly impactful to a neighborhood; and after that we can define it on a case by case basis.  He 
said that it could be something as simple as where we are going to put in a bikepath we are going 
to take out all of the parking, that neighborhood will likely want to be more involved than what 
they would catch on a broader scale, so he thinks we need to consider maybe some special 
meetings like neighborhood oriented and evening meetings periodically on a situation like that, 
and we might even have a way for people to be on a notification list of some kind, because, 
again, it seemed to be one of the criticisms that came out pretty heavy in some of the bridge 
discussions, specifically, and he doesn’t want to open that wound up but he thinks any impactful 
project should have some special public input on it. 
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DeMers added that after a certain amount it affects more than just the neighborhood; certain 
people will claim it as a neighborhood impact but it really impacts either half the city or all of the 
city, etc., but he understands what Mr. Grasser is saying, we can do more.  Grasser agreed, 
adding that we can figure those out on a case by case basis. 
 
Vein stated that the problem that he sometimes has is you will never be perfect when you try to 
figure that out; somebody will say they are a block off or two blocks off or whatever, and it is 
hard to be as inclusive as we would like to be, and our intentions are always good; why wouldn’t 
we want everybody to have access to the information that is valuable in making decisions on our 
feedback, so the question is how do we do that.  He added that he likes the idea of having a list 
because then people can do that but we don’t always know who something is important to or not, 
and he doesn’t know what the right answer to that really is.  He said that we place a notice in the 
paper but how many people even get the paper anymore, so all of that process he thinks will have 
to somehow be looked at and then separately there is the legal part but then there is the practical 
part that needs to happen, but if you are like him he is so overloaded with information already, 
that most everything is just erase, erase, erase.  He stated that it would seem to him, and always 
thought this, but in those bigger areas somebody in there has seen it, not everybody, but we 
should be able to rely somewhat on word of mouth, but then some are quite small and that might 
not do it, so it seems like there isn’t necessarily a perfect way to do it, but somehow we have to 
change it. 
 
DeMers asked at what point is it the Cities and the Counties problem versus the Planning 
Commissions problem to do it because he thinks our role in this is mostly to do that higher level 
of planning and then once we get to the engagement phase he thinks that is primarily when you 
ask your elected officials to do it.  He added that a lot of us are elected on this board but we 
come here as a representative of the body we are on, not as an elected person.  Grasser 
commented that it would be a part of that process that we kind of communicate with and help 
those organizations assist us at the level, and again that could be part of this plan, but for now he 
doesn’t think that that expectation is out there.  Vein added that we are going to put this out for 
public comment, but the problem is we need to communicate to people that it is available for 
public comment; so we are already starting out needing to find a way to make sure everybody 
knows about it, and obviously the bridge issue was in the paper multiple times, and people still 
said they didn’t know about it, so how do we even get input on the public input process. 
 
DeMers commented that his thought is, at the planning level less public input is better because 
what happens; especially once you get to the social medias, is that the ability to say no to 
everything becomes so much easier, so at the planning level he thinks you want the flexibility 
and freedom to at least plot out a big grand scheme; you want to hear from people and from 
certain stakeholders, and you want to take it into consideration, but at some point if you are at the 
planning level and you are talking about every minor detail, then you don’t plan anyway, and 
that is why he says that at some point you have to hand that type of integration or engagement 
off to the Cities and Counties to do that type of engagement once a project actually happens.  He 
added that at least that way we can get some things forward because there are too many 
opportunities to just say no.  Vein stated that he is afraid that a certain segment of the public will 
disagree with you on that.  DeMers agreed that that is absolutely true. 
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Mock stated that she thinks we just have to keep it simply to the process; its not really our job to 
decide which projects are important to people; she thinks that is always going to be a moving 
target, so we can’t really control that.  She said that what she sees this as is that we need to 
clearly set out and define what our process is so that if people say they weren’t aware of a project 
we know that we followed our process and that our process is the process, so at this point and as 
this moves forward we can do our part to take this back to our councils and inform them to look 
at it to try to get that public input as best we can.  She added that things like social media are 
always a moving target so she thinks it could be enough that we say that the MPO will rely on 
each City’s respective social media and announcement platforms and work with that five or ten 
day prior timeframes because if the City has gone away from say twitter, and are relying on some 
new thing that doesn’t exist right now they would have control of that; we have this 311 system 
in Grand Forks and she assumes East Grand Forks has something similar thing.  She said that 
another venue that is out there is the Next Door app, but she doesn’t think a lot of people use it 
yet, but she knows that the City pushes that so she knows that they are trying that, and that is 
much more neighborhood based whereby we could get the word out among neighbors.  She 
stated that she just hesitates to say that this will be a flash point project or it won’t be because the 
second you do that, and you miss something, that could be a problem, so if we just focus on the 
process and make it as good as possible, and let people know that it isn’t exactly perfect and that 
we are open to different ideas and suggestions. 
 
Vein suggested that maybe what we do to advertise is the communication and the process that 
you can go to to get the information versus the information itself; but continuously refer the 
questions for this; go to the website, go to the calendar, etc., for the project that matters to you.   
 
Vetter asked if staff was asking for approval of the draft report and approval to circulate it to our 
partners, correct.  Haugen responded that he is asking for approval to start the 45-day process.  
He added that a couple of things; we could tweak this specific area to talk more modern terms.  
DeMers commented that he things the Ms. Mock’s idea was very clear and should be considered.   
 
Haugen stated that given that you really don’t have an updated Title VI maybe you want to wait 
to see what the Title VI changes are next month and then officially start the 45-day period after 
you’ve seen us tweak some of this language that we just discussed.  He added that this is already 
out in the public; the constant contact has already gone out to several other people, and it is 
posted on our website and Facebook page, but the formal 45-day would need action from this 
body and we can do that next month instead of doing it today, it is up to you.  Vein commented 
that it seems to make sense to wait because when we do go out with something he would like to 
have it be kind of fresh with what we do here recently, and make sure that we at least put that in 
instead of keeping it as traditional or close to what the federal requirement is because we have to 
go well beyond that requirement. 
 
Haugen reported that what the actual federal requirement is is to have a least one opportunity for 
the public to comment on the materials, and then document what the comment is, that is what the 
actual requirement is so it is pretty minimal. 
 
Consensus was to table this item until the December MPO Executive Policy Board meeting. 
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MATTER OF ANNOUNCEMENT OF CANDIDATE PROJECT SOLICITATION 
 
Haugen reported that having just amending our T.I.P. we are now starting a new T.I.P. cycle.  He 
stated that last month we announced that several programs were open for solicitation, and now 
this month we are announcing a few more programs are open for solicitation as well. 
 
Haugen stated that on the Minnesota side there was solicitation for the Transportation 
Alternatives, however there aren’t any being pursued in our study area.  He said that the HSIP 
program, which has a short window, is another program that has already closed.  He stated that 
the only other Minnesota side programs is the City Sub-Target, which is the one we get the most 
action on, and that is available to us every four years, but we have a project currently in 2022 
that is already programmed so there wasn’t a solicitation for any new projects.  He said that they 
did send out notice to both the County and State letting them know that if they have any projects 
in this cycle they can use the enclosed forms to apply, fill them out and give them to the MPO by 
December 27th.  He stated that he doesn’t anticipate anything from the County, but there might 
be something from the State, depending on the Downtown Traffic Signal situation. 
 
Haugen commented that on the North Dakota side the three major programs are now open for 
solicitation; they are the Urban which is also known as the Main Street Initiative, the Urban 
Roads which is the City Streets that are classified, and then the Urban Regional which are the 
State Highways.  He explained that because we expect more detail on the submittals there is a 
December 20th timeline for applying.  He pointed out that if you looked at the calendar, January 
shows our Technical Advisory Committee meeting being held on the 8th, and that is pretty early 
in the month so that is why we are suggesting those deadlines for these forms. 
 
MATTER OF UPDATE ON FUTURE BRIDGES 
 
Haugen reported that there has been some movement, particularly by East Grand Forks, so he 
just wants to make sure everyone is up-to-date on the status of where we are at.  He asked Mr. 
Grasser if there was a deadline date for submittals for the RFP itself, but that is what this agenda 
items’ purpose is, to get everyone up-to-date. 
 
Powers commented that last night the City of East Grand Forks approved feasibility at Elks 
Drive.  Vetter added that they approved support up to $15,000.00.  Powers asked when that 
would be done.  Vetter asked if Grand Forks had done the RFP yet.  Grasser responded that he 
apologizes, he thought they would have it out by now but with all of the rain delays they are 
behind, but they are still planning getting it out soon.  He said that he thinks they will get the 
advertisement for submittals out in the next two or three weeks.   
 
Grasser stated that one of the things they wanted to try to ascertain before they sent it out; not 
critical to the hydraulic analysis, but just for informational purposes they were trying to figure 
out how to communicate what a reasonable timeline might be on constructing the bridge, so they 
reached out to both DOTs, and they found that there is some difference of opinions about how 
the environmental document should be approached; can it be more of an actual environmental 
assessment or does it need to go to a full EIS, and if it goes to a full EIS you are probably 
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looking at a year or two for the study and another year or so to get property and so your 
construction is starting to get out into certain timelines, and the piece that goes along with it is 
kind of a type of management decision because even if you don’t need an EIS should we do one 
anyway because no matter what location we look at it will likely be challenged by somebody 
somewhere, so should we just go ahead and do a full EIS anticipating that it might get pushed 
into that anyway, and he doesn’t necessarily have the answer to those questions, but some of that 
might be a bit more strategic as opposed to; you have the necessary funding requirements and 
then you maybe have a more strategic plan; and again it is his understanding right now that there 
wouldn’t be any federal dollars involve on either side, because that would an important item 
relative to how much investigation we have to do.  DeMers asked why that is.  Grasser 
responded that you would then end up meeting all of the federal requirements as opposed to if it 
is strictly local.  He explained that local would be the easiest dollars, adding in State dollars 
would add another step.  DeMers commented that dollars are easiest if they come from the 
federal side.  Grasser agreed, but added that then you have to go through a federal process that 
impacts those timelines also; so that isn’t exactly part of the RFP but when they went back and 
talked to people they want us to provide a sense of timeline, and it certainly is not something that 
looks like it could be built in 2020 or 2021 or maybe even 2022, so they just want to set some 
expectations on it. 
 
Vein commented that right now we are staying at a really high level, we have to do a hydraulic to 
see if one bridge works versus another one, so we wouldn’t be looking at an EIS at this time, we 
may identify that as part of the timeline, because we would typically identify the issue that we 
felt were very critical and hydraulic issues are certainly high, as well as safety and impacts to 
pedestrians.  He said that those are the pieces that he is looking for sooner rather than later, so 
that is what we need to get done.  Grasser responded that, again, it isn’t mission critical to the 
hydraulic analysis, but he thinks there is some in the community that may have different ideas 
about the potential timeline so we wanted to try to give the best information we can, but that isn’t 
what is holding us up necessarily, but it is just one of the issues we are dealing with.  Vein stated 
that he would like to see this be done, he would like to get this off the table as soon as we can.  
Grasser said that it is more a matter of trying to sit down and figure out in the scope what things 
we want to truly capture. 
 
Mock stated that no matter where you put a bridge you are going over a Section 10 river, so you 
are going to have the Corp involved, and with the floodway you may possibly have FEMA.  She 
said that she doesn’t know who will take the lead, but no matter what it will be federal nexis.  
Grasser commented that there is a federal nexus on the regulatory side, but that has less potential 
impact versus if you are actually accessing federal dollars, and accessing federal dollars brings 
another set of requirements that go on the dollars.  Mock agreed, but added that what she is 
saying is its environmental analysis verses EIS, but there probably won’t be much of a choice 
once we start getting into the details with the Corp.  Grasser said that that is a good point and we 
should check with the Corps and see if they are going to require an EIS, he doesn’t think they 
would, but we should ask them.  Mock stated that obviously we are going to have significant 
flood impacts there, and there will be Section 10 requirements so they will have an interest.  
Grasser added that he can guarantee they will have environmental concerns so there will be 
another flood potential to consider, and he doesn’t want to spend a lot of time doing 
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environmental assessment and get 90% done and then find out we have to almost start over again 
and do an EIS; and he isn’t sure how to decide that at this point in time, but that is his fear that 
that could stretch that environmental process out two or three years, and that is what he is trying 
to avoid. 
 
Vein commented that when they did River Valley Water Supply, as an example; when they 
eliminated federal funding they still were able to go over Section 10 lands without having to do 
an EIS.  Mock agreed that that is possible.  Vein said that it true, the idea is to get this done.  He 
added that the other thing he is thinking of is is that he has had some level of concern about the 
downstream didn’t pass the Fargo Diversion Project, and there was a time to potentially address 
that as they were already having somebody looking at the hydraulics at this location, it might be 
an opportune time to take that to a another secondary level of study.  He stated that he did work 
with their legislature this last session and in the statutes now there is an issue about impacts 
downstream and he would like for those funding that project to know that there are impacts that 
maybe need to be mitigated, so we need to have some level of discussion about how we might do 
that.  He said that they assured us that we would have a lot of hydraulogists looking at it, that 
says there are none, and so he still doesn’t feel 100% assured, so he doesn’t know where East 
Grand Forks is at with this but that might be something that he thought could be a lead off from 
that; they are two separate issues but they certainly overlap. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
There was no one present for comment.  
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Vetter reported that this is our monthly progress report of all our pertinent studies and documents 
that we are preparing and their progress this past month. 
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 10/12/19 TO 11/15/19 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY GRASSER, TO APPROVE THE BILL/CHECK 
LIST FOR THE 10/12/19 TO 11/15/19 PERIOD. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 c. Skewed Intersection Steering Committee Meeting November 25th 
 
Vetter reported that the Skewed Intersection Steering Committee Meeting is scheduled for 
November 25th and the draft report is on the MPO website and can be found at:  
https://theforksmpo.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/us-2-81-skewed-intersection-study-final-
report-10.30.19.pdf. 
 

https://theforksmpo.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/us-2-81-skewed-intersection-study-final-report-10.30.19.pdf
https://theforksmpo.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/us-2-81-skewed-intersection-study-final-report-10.30.19.pdf
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 d. Downtown Parking Study Presentation To City Council December 2nd 
 
Vetter reported that the Downtown Parking Study Presentation to the City Council is on 
December 2nd.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY VEIN, TO ADJOURN THE NOVEMBER 20TH, 
2019, MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:045 P.M. 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 10/18/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -585.22

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 10/18/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,326.82
Liability Check 11/01/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,398.20
Liability Check 11/15/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,893.52

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 10/28/2019 Acct. ... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -204.06
Bill Pmt -Check 10/28/2019 6828 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -204.06

Earl Haugen
Bill 11/06/2019 Travel Expen... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -78.00
Bill Pmt -Check 11/06/2019 6830 Travel Expen... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -78.00

East Grand Forks Water and Light
Bill 10/18/2019 Inv. #... 3rd Quarter 2... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -602.55
Bill Pmt -Check 10/18/2019 6826 3rd Quarter 2... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -602.55

Fidelity Security Life.
Liability Check 10/18/2019 6820 50790-1043 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -16.88

Jairo Viafara.
Bill 10/29/2019 VOID: Reimb... 206 · Accounts Pay... X 6560 · Payroll ... 0.00

Kadrmas, Lee & Jackson, Inc.
Bill 11/08/2019 Inv. #... Work On Dow... 206 · Accounts Pay... 550 · Corridor ... -5,970.71
Bill Pmt -Check 11/08/2019 6831 Work On Dow... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -5,970.71

Liberty Business Systems, Inc.
Bill 10/16/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -147.87
Bill Pmt -Check 10/16/2019 6824 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -147.87

LSNB as Trustee for PEHP
Liability Check 10/18/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking 216 · Post-Hea... -165.00
Liability Check 11/15/2019 PEHP 104 · Checking 216 · Post-Hea... -123.75

Madison Nat'l Life
Liability Check 10/18/2019 6821 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -90.28
Liability Check 11/15/2019 6832 104 · Checking 215 · Disability... -70.52

Mike's
Bill 10/16/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -95.00
Bill Pmt -Check 10/16/2019 6825 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -95.00

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 10/18/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -192.00
Liability Check 11/01/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -192.00
Liability Check 11/15/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -192.00

Minnesota Life Insurance Company
Liability Check 10/18/2019 6822 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -117.78
Liability Check 11/15/2019 6833 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -113.40

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 10/18/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -640.92
Liability Check 11/01/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -390.92
Liability Check 11/15/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -390.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 10/18/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,853.50
Liability Check 10/18/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,273.38
Liability Check 11/15/2019 NDPE... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -3,273.38

North Dakota State University
Bill 10/30/2019 Inv. #... Base Particip... 206 · Accounts Pay... 546 · ATAC -10,000.00
Bill Pmt -Check 10/30/2019 6829 Base Particip... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -10,000.00

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 10/16/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,114.79
Liability Check 10/31/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -8,398.32
Liability Check 11/13/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -7,307.51

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 10/22/2019 Inv. #... Work Done O... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -1,894.81
Bill Pmt -Check 10/22/2019 6827 Work Done O... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -1,894.81

Standard Insurance Company
Liability Check 10/18/2019 6823 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60
Liability Check 11/15/2019 6834 104 · Checking 217 · Dental P... -158.60

2:31 PM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
11/18/19 Transaction List by Vendor

October 12 through November 15, 2019

Page 1



PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
OF THE GRAND FORKS/EAST GRAND FORKS 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Wednesday, December 18th, 2019, - 12:00 Noon 
East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the December 18th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive 
Policy Board to order at 12:01 p.m. 
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Clarence Vetter, Mike Powers, Marc 
DeMers, Bob Rost, Al Grasser, Ken Vein (via conference call), Warren Strandell, and Jeannie 
Mock. 
 
Guests(s) present were:  David Kuharenko, Grand Forks Engineering. 
 
Staff present were:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Teri Kouba, GF/EGF MPO 
Senior Planner; and Peggy McNelis, GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Vetter declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE NOVEMBER 20TH, 2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO 
EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY MOCK, TO APPROVE THE NOVEMBER 20TH, 
2019, MINUTES OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD, AS PRESENTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF 2019 HOLIDAY HOURS 
 
Haugen reported that just as the staff report states, this has been an annual opportunity of the 
MPO to provide it’s employees to mirror what the City of Grand Forks does for it’s employees, 
and our general practice is to follow the City of Grand Forks’ Personnel Procedures, so we are 
seeking approval for these Holiday Bonus Hours. 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE THE 2019 HOLIDAY 
HOURS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
 

1 
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Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF 2020 MPO OFFICE SPACE RENTAL CONTRACTS 
 
Haugen reported that we are on an annual renewal basis with our office space rental agreements 
so we are seeking approval to renew the leases.  He pointed out that on the Grand Forks side the 
lease agreement itself is a continuation of our current lease with a cost increase using the price 
cost index escalator.  He added that, as noted in the staff report for the City of Grand Forks’ lease 
they have purchased the Herald building and there have been some discussion on the MPO 
moving over with their Community Development and Planning Departments when the space is 
ready for occupancy.  He stated that the MPO Finance Committee reviewed that proposal over a 
year ago, and at that time they did feel that it made sense for the MPO to rent space in the 
building, it was just a question of how much space so that is still up in the air.  He said that the 
latest information we have received is that the space in the Herald building would not be 
available to occupy until the first part of 2021, so sometime next summer there will be another 
discussion about the space needs for the MPO.   
 
Haugen commented that on the East Grand Forks lease we are changing the space we are going 
to be occupying.  He said that we formally had a satellite office at the other end of the building 
over by the Mayor’s office and we are vacating that space.  He explained that we were able to 
find some room to store a lot of our records so our current space that is being used for storage 
will be freed up and will allow us to move our furniture from the satellite office to our main 
office at the other end of the building, which we have been leasing for over a decade or so.  He 
stated that the cost escalator used for the East Grand Forks lease is the same as what was used for 
the Grand Forks lease. 
 
Haugen pointed out that copies of the agreements are included in the packet and staff is 
recommending we renew our leases with the changes discussed. 
 
Vein commented that he understands the motion completely; it makes sense that we continue 
with what we’ve got.  He added that the City of Grand Forks is just looking at hiring a 
construction manager to do the renovations and the scope hasn’t yet been determined, so this is a 
very appropriate motion. 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE RENEWING THE 
LEASE AGREEMENTS WITH THE CITIES OF GRAND FORKS AND EAST GRAND 
FORKS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
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MATTER OF APPROVAL OF GRAND FORKS DOWNTOWN PARKING STUDY 
REPORT 
 
Haugen reported that over a year ago we engaged KLJ to assist us with analyzing the Downtown 
Parking for Grand Forks.  He stated that we used a Steering Committee, and staff, that also 
assisted us through the process. 
 
Haugen said that the work was in conjunction with the Grand Forks Downtown Action Plan 
Document, so the intent was that as the Downtown Action Plan identified more development and 
redevelopment potential that we would also look at what the parking situation would be with that 
development.   
 
Haugen stated that the study report itself is in it’s final form, and it was presented to the Grand 
Forks City Council early in December and last Wednesday the Technical Advisory Committee 
met and along with staff is recommending this body approve the document for the Grand Forks 
Downtown Parking Study. 
 
Haugen commented that, as you noted in your packet there were short-term, mid-term, and long-
term recommendations, and the City of Grand Forks is already starting to pursue some of the 
short-term recommendations. 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE GRAND FORKS 
DOWNTOWN PARKING STUDY REPORT, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
PLAN/TITLE VI 
 
Haugen reported that last month you tabled this item and requested staff do some additional 
wordsmithing on a section of the document.  He said that this has been done, and we included the 
full-draft of the Public Participation Plan in the staff report, and also identified, and as we 
discussed our Title VI document needed to be updated due to the NDDOT revising their 
document, so we noted in the staff report that that document is quite large and it repeats a lot of 
out other documents, and most is in template form so we provided you a link to that document 
rather than including the entire document in the packet, so he will focus on the Public 
Participation Plan itself, that was included in the staff report. 
 
Haugen referred to the Public Participation Plan and pointed out that the main section that was 
part of the discussion was when the standards talk about our using innovative techniques.  He 
stated that the way we wordsmithed it was to just try to keep it as generic as possible and not 
identify specific names, social media, and other things.  He added that they also updated 
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Appendix A, which was a series of techniques in the current document that MnDOT produced 
and utilized in their public participation, but they have updated their Appendix A into this more 
friendly format, and it talks about the latest techniques on the far left, including benefit 
challenges and some tips for success.  He said that many of them we have employed throughout 
the years, but some we have not tried yet, but those are the two major changes or updates that we 
have done to the document since it was last before you. 
 
Haugen commented that, Title VI, again, is pretty prescriptive of what it has to contain, how it is 
written, etc..  He said that one thing to note is that as part of this Title VI document we have to 
actually have to show a composition of staff by race, gender, etc., and we have to do this for the 
Policy Board and Technical Advisory Committee as well. 
 
Haugen stated that staff is recommending the board give preliminary approval to this family of 
documents.  He said that, as we have noted and stated, under federal law this document, our 
Public Participation Plan, is required to have a 45-day notice and to be distributed to our partners 
for their review and comment on it, so if you give preliminary approval today that will begin the 
45-day process so you won’t see it again until February.   
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO GRANT PRELIMINARY 
APPROVAL OF THE PUBLIC PARTICIATION PLAN/TITLE VI DOCUMENTS, AS 
PRESENTED. 
 
DeMers said that, obviously we are going through the prescribed standards and policies and 
procedures, but he is wondering if there is a gold standard of MPOs that are doing 
communications really well or is this something that everyone struggles with or is there 
something out there that we can look at beyond the standard this is what we try to do.  Haugen 
responded that his response would be that the gold standards are probably specific to a study or a 
document.  He added that most of this public participation is for the Title VI and is fairly 
prescribed and 90% of our participation is after the fact when something has gone through either 
City Council and/or Planning Commissions and then come to us for our review and comment, so 
the gold standard is usually specific to a document where the issue was such that that particular 
MPO emphasized the engagement process of that document.  He added that we do have 
examples of those; in preparing the plan we have gathered the Public Participation Plans from 
our peer region, and also utilized our association with the American MPO Association to get 
some of their best examples.  He said that a lot of those are not reflected in the plan document 
itself, it is more as a prescription of did we do our notices; it is more of the Appendix A part of it 
where we select a particular study, and which engagement tools will emphasis which 
participation. 
 
DeMers stated that his follow up is, as we put an emphasis on communication and those types of 
things; and to your point, you are going to see this as part of our studies and our projects, so what 
do you anticipate the changes to the cost of these studies or projects will be.  He added that if we 
are going to expect more engagement activities, that is time and management, so do we 
anticipate like a 10% increase to cost to studies.  Haugen responded that he has two responses.  
He said that you will see this in the work program later on where we are adding a significant 
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amount of money to our public participation line item; for each study, some of the decisions you 
have made in the past you have either executed addendums or add-ons to increase it or you 
decided you didn’t want to do those activities, so it is really dependent on each individual study 
what we anticipate that participation will be.  He cited the example of the Street and Highway 
Plan and explained that we actually had more than our typical public participation as a part of 
that process than we did for the Transit Development Plan. 
 
DeMers said that the genesis of it is obviously the stuff that we’ve gone through discussing 
bridge stuff, which was a predecessor to a study, so obviously in our studies we can emphasis 
community outreach and those types of things, but we are finding that even before the study 
work we are hearing the accusation of being a little more opaque than we could be.  He said that 
this is a tough problem and he is just looking to see what not only the cost will be moving 
forward but also if it will have the desired impacts we want to see. 
 
Grasser said that a somewhat similar question came up at the Technical Advisory Committee 
level too; and his take on it was that he thinks most of them thought we do a pretty good job of 
communicating and identifying special groups and stakeholders and those kinds of things; but we 
may have to spend a little more time thinking about particularly when we do the long range 
transportation plan where there are conflict points that we probably need to recognize and to try 
to beef it up a little bit.  He added that this particular document is a little more generic, but we 
may want to refine some of our thoughts in a little more detail because that was one of the 
criticisms that we received, but it is impossible to do enough to please everybody, but on some 
we may want to pay a little bit more attention on. 
 
Vein stated that we did take criticism when we were talking about the bridge study and what he 
is gathering here is that this policy incorporates the flexibility that we would need to have to 
maybe address those on an individual and case-by-case project base; the question that he 
anticipates being asked with this new policy is how is it different than what we had before.  
Haugen responded that that isn’t a current change in the actual Public Participation Plan process; 
if you will recall when they had us review an RFP that is sent out, in the scope of work there is a 
section there on public participation, so each one of those is catered a little bit to what we 
anticipate our need for public participation is for that individual product.  He added that after we 
get the proposals and we select and negotiate the final scope of work and we review that final 
scope of work included in it is that public participation section of what the consultant will assist 
us with, so that hasn’t changed, so what we are doing on a more global level is that we are 
updating our website to make it more user friendly and ADA compliant and we are continuing to 
work with on our relationship with our main Cities, Partners, and utilizing their resources for 
social media information output.  He said that what we are staring to do is, both DOTs are 
starting to generate more statewide calendars of activities going on relating to transportation, so 
we are tapping into those resources as well. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
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MATTER OF APPROVAL AND PRIORITIZATION OF NORTH DAKOTA SIDE T.I.P. 
CANDIDATE PROJECTS 
 
Haugen reported that we have two programs that we are reviewing for candidate projects on the 
North Dakota side today; the first one is the H.S.I.P. or Highway Safety Improvement Program. 
 
 a)     H.S.I.P. 
 
Haugen reported that a couple of months ago we released a solicitation together with the 
NDDOT to amend the jurisdictions.  He said that we did receive only one application from the 
City of Grand Forks to put right turn lanes in at 32nd Avenue and South 20th Street.   
 
Haugen said that they note that it is an eligible activity within our Transportation Plan, and we 
also note that it is not one of the identified priorities in either the Statewide Strategic Highway 
Plan or the Local Roads Improvement Safety Program. 
 
Haugen commented that the cost is split 90/10, so of the roughly $578,000 cost, $520,000 would 
be federal funding. 
 
Haugen stated that the Technical Advisory Committee and staff are identifying that it is 
consistent with our Metropolitan Transportation Plan and are suggesting that you approve it and 
give it priority status. 
 
MOVED BY ROST, SECONDED BY POWERS, TO APPROVE THE H.S.I.P. CANDIDATE 
PROJECTS FOR THE FY2021-2024 T.I.P. AS BEING CONSISTENT WITH THE 
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND TO GIVE PRIORITY RANKING. 
 
DeMers asked when the project would be done.  Haugen responded that it would be a 2024 
award earlier.  He said that if you would look back at all of the amendments in the T.I.P.s that we 
approved recently the H.S.I.P. projects have been moving from program year to program year 
depending upon when they fall within North Dakota’s particular budget that year.  He said that 
this was a solicitation for 2024, however if it does get selected it might be programmed earlier. 
  
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
 b)     Transportation Alternatives 
 
Haugen reported that, again, we solicited a couple of months ago and received one application 
from the City of Grand Forks.  He stated that it is to convert a gravel multi-use trail out on 32nd 
Avenue to a concrete surface. 
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Haugen commented that when we looked at this particular conversion in our transportation plan, 
the bike and ped section; we noticed that there are four existing trails that are gravel and that the 
document is silent on converting any of them over to a harder surface, so we are noting that we 
probably missed them with the development of that plan, so we are working to address how these 
might be looked at in the future, but we do note that it is consistent with the standards and 
objectives that we do have in our document even though it is not a specifically identified project, 
and both staff and the Technical Advisory Committee are recommending that it is consistent with 
our Metropolitan Transportation Plan and to give it a high priority ranking.   
 
Haugen said that the cost will be an 80/20 split with an estimated cost of just over $300,000; thus 
the federal amount will be just over $240,000, and it involves only converting a segment of an 
existing grave trail from gravel to concrete.  DeMers said it would only be the south part, not 
going north.  Haugen responded that that is correct. 
 
MOVED BY GRASSER, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE TRANSPORTATION 
ALTERNATIVE CANDIDATE PKROJECTS FOR THE FY2021-2024 T.I.P. AS BEING 
CONSISTENT WITH OUR METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND GIVE IT 
PRORITIY RANKING. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF 2019 BUDGET AMENDMENTS 
 
Haugen reported that most years we don’t make major budget adjustments during the year; the 
last time was probably 2013, but this year we had some unusual activities take place so we are 
needing to do some budget amendments prior to the year end.  He referred to the packet and 
went over the amendments; explaining the need for each briefly. 
 
Haugen commented that staff is recommending that the board approve these adjustments. 
 
MOVED BY MOCK, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE 2019 BUDGET 
ADJUSTMENTS, AS PRESENTED. 
 
Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
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MATTER OF APPROVAL OF AMENDMENT #1 TO WORK PROGRAM 
 
Haugen reported that we are operating under a two year work program; 2019 and 2020, and we 
established the FY2020 program about this time a year ago.  He said that we have had discussion 
over this past year amending the work program to take primarily a new focus on a future river 
crossing study so this amendment is actually doing that, and setting up our 2020 work activities 
so we are amending out some of the things that we have been discussing that would be possible 
to change to allow for the future bridge traffic impact study.   
 
Haugen commented that the budget did not change in 2020, we just shifted out focus to different 
areas. 
 
Haugen said that there are two other things to note; our 2020 budget was previously focusing on 
a major effort to update both City’s Land Use Plans, but both City Planning Departments have 
asked us to delay the start of that until the second half of the year.  He explained that one of the 
reasons for that request is because they want to have the 2020 Census results timed better with 
the Land Use Plan update so we agreed to start that process later and carry it into 2021 to better 
time it with the census results to assist us in understanding the previous growth of the cities and 
how that might affect the future growth. 
 
Haugen stated that the last thing is that we are zeroing out our equipment line item.  He 
explained that because we don’t know exactly how the Herald building will shake out for us, we 
are zeroing out our equipment budget for this year, and hopefully we will have a better sense of 
what our needs may or may not be when we develop our 2021-2022 Work Program. 
 
Haugen explained that in the document itself we only included those sections where we have 
made some significant change.  He added that the one thing that we didn’t make a change to, but 
that is a requirement of our Feds, is the one that he is sure we are making progress each year 
towards and that is our new required Transportation Plan Update, so the table shown has not 
changed, and we are showing that we are still maintaining a schedule of compliance that is 
updated every five years. 
 
Haugen stated that the last pages of the document contain the financials; again we did not 
increase or change the budget, we have just shifted within these line items some of the activities 
and zeroed out some and inserted the Future Bridge Feasibility Study line item. 
 
Haugen commented that as we discussed earlier, we increased our Public Participation budget as 
well, as a reflection of our past discussions about beefing up our public participation.   
 
Haugen stated that the Technical Advisory Committee and staff are seeing approval of 
Amendment #1 to our 2019-2020 Work Program. 
  
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY DEMERS, TO APPROVE AMENDMENT #1 TO 
THE 2019-2020 UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM, AS PRESENTED. 
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Voting Aye: Vetter, Powers, Mock, Grasser, DeMers, Vein, Rost, and Strandell. 
Voting Nay: None. 
Abstain: None. 
Absent: None. 
 
MATTER OF UPDATE ON U.S. 2/U.S.81 SKEWED INTERSECTION STUDY 
 
Kouba reported that we are now putting the draft document out for comments so we are updating 
everyone on it so we can get final comments or input from various entities, including the MPO 
Board. 
 
Kouba stated that just as kind of a refresher; the project was just to identify issues and 
opportunities and assess alternatives.  She said that one of the key issues is the skewed turning 
movements, especially at the intersection of Gateway and Washington, but there is another pretty 
good skew at the intersection of Gateway and Mill Road, plus the closeness between the 
intersections of Washington and 5th along Gateway as well.  She added that this creates a lot of 
backup of vehicles at various times, especially when there is a train crossing there as well, and 
there is a lot of opportunities for rear-end crashes, so there are some safety issues there too.   
 
Kouba commented that the traffic backup we are experiencing today is only going to increase in 
the future, and is one of the things that we, our model for autonomous, we have once again the 
train delays, and each car has ends up having about two and a half minutes of waiting, if not 
more when that train crosses, and multiply that by all the cars and we have a good seven or more 
hours of waiting.  Rost asked if the rail is used twice, doesn’t it come around the other side.  
Kouba responded that that is a suggestion as an alternative in this document, but there are still 
some things that need to be worked out between the Mill, the Railroad and the City as to who is 
going to be doing what and how it is going to be done, that is one of the things in the plan, as 
well as the possibility of the Unit Trains that are going to be coming through.  She said that they 
haven’t started yet, but at their Steering Committee meeting in November the Mill said that they 
haven’t started yet but that they should be starting in January or February. 
 
Powers stated, then, that the Unit Trains will be two to five times longer than the current trains.  
Kouba responded that when a Unit Train comes through the entire section shown on the map will 
be blocked by the train, because of its length.  Powers asked how they can do that.  Kouba 
responded that as long as they keep moving they can block the intersections as long as they want 
to.  Powers said that he thought there was a limitation on how long you can block an intersection.  
Haugen responded that that is only a limitation if the train is completely stopped, and in this case 
it would be slowly proceeding through the intersections.  Powers said though if it is a mile and a 
half long it is still closing the intersection.  Haugen reiterated that the regulation is that if they 
don’t stop it is allowable.  He added that the Mill did add significant track to the north to allow 
for a Unit Train to completely get away from South of Gateway Drive.  Kouba added that they 
will clear everything south of Gateway with the new track; and added that the unit trains are a 
concern as they will definitely add a lot more wait time for people in the future.   
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Kouba commented that another issue is access management, as there are a lot of driveways along 
Gateway that have people stopping and starting and trying to turn.  She said that when a business 
has more than one access along there the City has been trying to work with them to limit that, 
and if possible combine them.  
 
Kouba stated that they did a traffic control analysis with existing conditions and future 
conditions because they were getting word that the NDDOT has been closing down or taking out 
a lot of traffic signals and doing an evaluation of the warrants so in this study we wanted to be 
able to give our engineering partners an idea of what might be happening if anything like this 
happens along Gateway Drive. 
 
Kouba reported that the analysis found that the light at 20th and Gateway is not warranted with 
either existing or future conditions.  She added that the signal at 3rd and Gateway, by Wilder 
School, is currently not warranted either, but there is a possibility that it may be in the future.  
She said that even though there is an underpass there it isn’t always passable so a signal could 
still be warranted. 
 
Powers said that the other day he was at the 20th and Gateway intersection and had to wait quite a 
while for the light to turn green to allow him to make a left turn, what will it be like trying to 
make a left turn with no signal.  Kouba responded that the thought process is that the distance 
between the Columbia Road light and that intersection will give enough gaps for you to get 
through.  Powers asked why would you take a light out that is by a school.  Kouba responded 
that the City might be able to make a case to retain this signal because it is by a school.  DeMers 
asked if the light isn’t warranted, but there may be other traffic controls that are warranted there.  
Kouba responded that they certainly could do things like putting in a Hawk or something like 
that for when school is in session. 
 
Kouba stated that they looked at the pedestrian network as well and there are light poles within 
the sidewalks that creates an issue for walkers, the trains cause crossing issues, there are very 
few pedestrian crossing heads at some of the intersections which makes crossing difficult all 
along the corridor, and there are several ADA conflicts throughout the study area and there is no 
minimal buffer to make people comfortable walking in the area. 
 
Kouba commented that they also reviewed the bike network in the study area and found that 
there is a multi-use path north of Gateway that has some safety issues, which have been brought 
up as a concern especially crossing Mill Road and Washington.   
 
Kouba said that these are some of the issues they found with the study and they are trying to 
come up with ways to make things safer, at the very least.  She stated that they received feedback 
from their Steering Committee, and from the Public; they furnished worksheets to get some of 
the feedback on all of the alternatives that were proposed; they did some social media posts and 
placed information in the Grand Forks Herald as well as on the MPO website.  She added that 
they sent out postcards both before and after the public meeting about all of the alternatives, so 
there was plenty of opportunities to give input and they gave their best efforts to try to get 
information out to the public as well. 
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Kouba commented that some of the official feedback from the alternatives was to realign the 
Mill Spur so that it comes from the north instead.  She said that one of the things that was 
pointed out at their last Steering Committee meeting was that we couldn’t completely remove the 
section over Gateway because of accessibility to other business beside the State Mill so when 
they are moving the cars they are still going to have to come across Gateway but those would be 
shorter amounts of time and shorter trains, there won’t be a unit train, to access those other 
business than the State Mill.  She added that one of the reason why some of the other alternatives 
were eliminated.   
 
Strandell asked if those unit trains were being assembled in Grand Forks or somewhere else; if 
they are being assembled in Grand Forks you would assume that they could move them in small 
pieces and then join them out of town somewhere before they take off.  Haugen responded that 
they are coming in from out of town.  Grasser added that they are coming in from out of town 
and when they get to the Mill he thinks they break them into three sections as they are loading 
and unloading and then they reassemble them, and reassembling them is a really big deal, very 
time consuming and very intensive to make sure everything is hooked up and running correctly. 
 
Kouba commented that they came up with some key takeaways; because of the high density area 
it is isn’t a good idea fiscally to try to change those skews in the intersections, it is better to try to 
do some more impactful things like putting in medians to help guide traffic and those types of 
things.  She stated that consolidating isn’t accomplishing anything and we can’t completely 
consolidate anyway because we can’t completely take out that section over gateway anyway. 
 
Kouba said that the highest ranking alternative is the realignment, many people like the idea that 
the train isn’t coming through that neighborhood anymore, that became very high on the list of 
pros for this particular idea.  She added that what is also nice about this is that you can take that 
realignment as Phase 2 and you can put in the Phase 1 of putting in all the safety measures and 
making sure that there is better distinguishing of lights between the traffic and the rail lights, put 
in ped heads, widening the sidewalks, bringing down the bicycle traffic to have a safer crossing 
along this area.  She said that things like that, all of those can be done in the short-term to mid-
term. 
 
Kouba stated that they do have a cost estimate for this, but they don’t have the details for some 
of the lower ones, but just for the realignment of the railroad itself the estimate is $5.6 million, so 
the remainder of the total estimate of $6.8 million would be for just those improvements along 
Gateway.  She said that, just as a side note, they eliminated grade separation and the intersection 
consolidation alternatives as the cost and the impacts these would have made them undesirable.   
 
Powers asked if the railroad is receptive of these suggestions, are they willing to provide any 
funding to help with the cost of the realignment.  Kouba responded that unfortunately they have 
been pretty quiet about any of this, they don’t offer either a positive or negative response to any 
of it, once the alternatives were presented they said they were no longer going to be involved in 
the project.  
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Mock asked if there was any possibility of having the unit trains only come through town at 
night, or at least during off-peak hours and slower traffic times.  Kouba responded that that has 
been suggested but, once again, basically, the Mill is kind of on the railroads time schedule so 
whether or not they are willing to do that is another issue.  She said that that is where the 
negotiations and working with the railroad and the Mill is going to take a lot more time as 
opposed to just putting in some safety improvements along Gateway. 
 
Kouba reported that, as noted in the staff report, we are working with the State, whether or not 
we are going to need to have to present this study to the NDDOT Management, and they are 
going to be updating the City Council in Grand Forks, and then we will be looking for final 
approval of the document. 
 
DeMers asked if we know if the delays occur the same throughout the year or are there different 
seasons when they are higher or lower.  Haugen responded that we do have, with the traffic 
video capture, we can establish the seasonality of our peak volumes, so generally we know that 
in April and in October we have our highest volume traffic experiences.  He added that the 
current situation with the Mill Spur is that the Mill itself has a regular daily need for train 
service, and that will continue with the Unit Trains, so generally there are at least two trains a 
day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, so we know that with the higher volumes in 
April, with the same number of train traffic, we have longer delays occurring.   
 
DeMers explained that what he is trying to get at is; he knows that at harvest time it will continue 
to generate a lot of traffic, but he knows that Grand Forks is just about done with DeMers 
Avenue upgrades, and he has heard from council members that they are trying to not have as 
much traffic through the downtown, but if you are going to have more congestion on Highway 2 
to get to Crystal Sugar you are going to see more traffic pushed downtown.  He said that the 
reason he made the comment “only $6 million dollars”, to him he thought it would be a lot more, 
and he still thinks it might be, but to him it seems like it is just a protection against ruining what 
was done downtown, so he thinks that is the way to go. 
 
Grasser commented that he is assuming that the initiating agency to do any further study or 
construction or programming of funds would be the NDDOT, correct.  Kouba responded that she 
believes there is a City process that we can request, and a request from the DOT as well, because 
you have to work with BNSF as well as the Mill in order to make any changes to the Mill Spur.  
Haugen added that the MPO can take up a follow-up study if the preference is the realignment, 
and set up a similar study to look at the players as to what the realignment process would be, 
what funding opportunities might be available, etc.; or it could be part of a follow-up study by 
the NDDOT, particularly if they see the need for the project.  He said that you notice that this is 
one of the highest crash locations in the Local Road Safety Improvement Program, so there is a 
benefit or a need to address crashes that occur on along this corridor, plus the fact that we have 
some warrants and we do have some program funds coming down the pike that we have to 
decide whether we will invest in these existing signals that aren’t warranted or not, so there is 
some activity that will be happening soon on this corridor, and there should probably be some 
further discussion fairly quick on what should happen with the signals, the access points, and the 
railroad. 
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Powers pointed out that the crashes that you alluded to earlier, it says on one page that they were 
rear ending crashes; how many crashes involved a train.  Kouba responded that we haven’t had 
any crashes since she believes the 1970s.  Haugen added that there is no history of train crashing 
into vehicles, no fatalities.   
 
DeMers asked about a roundabout option.  Kouba responded that it actually does not improve 
anything, and actually increases traffic issues so it doesn’t make sense to keep it as an 
alternative.   
 
Vetter asked, when a train comes through it impacts traffic all the way from University Avenue 
all the way up, but on most of those side streets he thinks people can see the train and can reroute 
themselves and go someplace else, so has there been any thought with doing that for the 
Gateway one.  He said that he knows that the new spur does go across Mill Road up towards the 
top where you could continue up Mill Road and then hook up on Washington, but he knows that 
that spur goes across on the northend of Mill Road, so is there still an alternative where we could 
reroute the traffic while the train is there, go up and come back down by Washington, has that 
been looked at at all.  Kouba responded that that would be more of a technology thing, where 
that way people would know when the train is crossing so that they can reroute themselves, 
making sure to have that information at points where people can easily reroute themselves and at 
the northern part of Washington there aren’t many places you can reroute yourself, but it 
definitely would help along Gateway.  Vetter stated that he brings this up as he has been in line 
waiting for a train and has wondered why the people at the front of the line don’t go north on 
Mill Road and come back down Washington, it is as easy as having someone from the Mill when 
the train is coming standing there and saying “go that way” and it would alleviate a lot of this 
traffic he would think, it is an education process but also could be something on the traffic signal 
that tells people that this is the direction of the traffic now.  Kouba responded that they have 
technology out there now that they can tie to something like when the gates go down a sign will 
start flashing further down letting people know that there is a train on the track.  She added that 
there is something like this on 42nd that lets people know that there is a train crossing at DeMers.  
Haugen added that there is no location on Gateway Drive that was part of the approval of the 
extension of the Mill Spur road that signifies that Bacon Road and 27th Avenue North are 
occupied by trains, so that tells people on Gateway that those crossings are occupied, there is 
nothing that tells them that Gateway Drive is occupied and for how long it might be occupied, so 
that would be the simplest type of notification that is already installed for those two crossings 
north.  He said that the report looked at that type of system, but doing it with dynamic message 
signs, and as soon as you start introducing dynamic message signing, the cost starts to escalate 
fairly high, but that would be something to further investigate with the railroad and with the 
NDDOT and the City as to whether that would be a short-term investment, because if your 
ultimate goal is to reroute the tracks, then you might not want to make that investment because it 
would be short lived. 
 
Information only.  
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PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
There was no one present for comment.  
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 a. 2019 Annual Work Program Project Update 
 
Vetter reported that this is our monthly progress report of all our pertinent studies and documents 
that we are preparing and their progress this past month. 
 
 b. Approval Of Bill/Check List For 11/16/19 TO 12/13/19 Period 
 
MOVED BY DEMERS, SECONDED BY ROST, TO APPROVE THE BILL/CHECK LIST 
FOR THE 11/16/19 TO 12/13/19 PERIOD. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 c. 2020 Transportation Funding Update 
 
Haugen reported that Congress is acting on funding for transportation for all of 2020.  He stated 
that at the end of the day on Friday the current continuing resolution expires, and it appears that 
Congress has reached a huge budget agreement and are working on funding all agencies for the 
full 2020 year, so as our 2020 Work Program starts it will relieve a little of our concern that there 
will be funding for the entire year rather than by continuous resolutions. 
 
 d. Rescission Elimination 
 
Haugen reported that another significant thing that Congress did in their latest continuing 
resolution was to eliminate a rescission that was going to occur in the transportation budget in 
2020 that could possibly have affected some of the projects we have in our T.I.P., so that risk is 
no longer as high as it was but Congress still has to pay for their appropriations somehow, so it 
isn’t completely eliminated so there is still a slight risk. 
 
 e. 2020 Census 
 
DeMers said that he talked to Mr. Haugen at our last meeting about the 2020 Census and he is 
wondering what is going to happen in the County, who is taking care of this.  Haugen responded 
that because a lot of the players in the MPO study area are large religious institutions, social 
institutions, they will reach out into the counties so they will help get the word out to them; 
otherwise we have the efforts inside the metro area; then it will be a statewide effort for the 
counties, the rest of the rural areas would have their primary push from statewide efforts.   
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ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY POWERS, SECONDED BY STRANDELL, TO ADJOURN THE DECEMBER 
18TH, 2019, MEETING OF THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD AT 1:06 P.M. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Peggy McNelis, Office Manager 
 
 



Type Date Num Memo Account Clr Split Amount

AFLAC.
Liability Check 11/29/2019 AFLAC 501 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -826.47

Alerus Financial
Liability Check 11/29/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -8,469.18
Liability Check 12/13/2019 EFTPS 45-0388273 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -2,579.42

Business Essentials
Bill 12/11/2019 Inv. #... 2020 Calenda... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -13.17
Bill 12/11/2019 Inv. #... USB Extensio... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -40.88
Bill 12/11/2019 Inv. #... Paper Clips 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -5.84
Bill Pmt -Check 12/11/2019 6843 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -59.89

CitiBusiness Card
Bill 11/29/2019 Acct #... Charges For ... 206 · Accounts Pay... -SPLIT- -505.29
Bill Pmt -Check 11/29/2019 6838 Charges For ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -505.29

City of Grand Forks
Bill 12/04/2019 Inv. #... Copy Fees an... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -24.20
Bill Pmt -Check 12/04/2019 6842 Copy Fees an... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -24.20

Earl Haugen
Bill 11/29/2019 Travel Reimb... 206 · Accounts Pay... 530 · Educatio... -92.88
Bill Pmt -Check 11/29/2019 6839 Travel Reimb... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -92.88

Forum Communications Company
Bill 12/11/2019 Inv. #... Public Notice ... 206 · Accounts Pay... 555 · TIP -188.95
Bill Pmt -Check 12/11/2019 6844 Public Notice ... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -188.95

Liberty Business Systems, Inc.
Bill 11/19/2019 Inv. #... Contract Bas... 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -156.38
Bill Pmt -Check 11/19/2019 6835 Contract Bas... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -156.38

Mike's
Bill 11/20/2019 MPO Lunche... 206 · Accounts Pay... 711 · Miscellan... -104.41
Bill Pmt -Check 11/20/2019 6837 MPO Lunche... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -104.41

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Liability Check 11/29/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -203.00
Liability Check 12/13/2019 MNDOR 1403100 104 · Checking 210 · Payroll Li... -192.00

Nationwide Retirement Solutions
Liability Check 11/29/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -390.92
Liability Check 12/13/2019 NWR... 3413 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -390.92

NDPERS
Liability Check 11/29/2019 NDPE... D88 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -5,105.60

QuickBooks Payroll Service
Liability Check 11/27/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking X -SPLIT- -15,185.88
Liability Check 12/11/2019 Created by P... 104 · Checking -SPLIT- -6,627.71

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Bill 11/29/2019 Inv. #... Work On UN... 206 · Accounts Pay... 565 · Special ... -3,579.07
Bill Pmt -Check 11/29/2019 6840 Work On UN... 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -3,579.07

Systems & Services, Inc.
Bill 11/29/2019 Inv. #... 2020 Labels 206 · Accounts Pay... 517 · Overhead -37.46
Bill Pmt -Check 11/29/2019 6841 2020 Labels 104 · Checking 206 · Accounts... -37.46

West Interactive Services
Bill 11/19/2019 Inv. #... CivicLive Prof... 206 · Accounts Pay... 525 · Citizens ... -2,350.00
Bill Pmt -Check 11/19/2019 6836 CivicLive Prof... 104 · Checking X 206 · Accounts... -2,350.00

9:45 AM Grand Forks East Grand Forks MPO
12/13/19 Transaction List by Vendor

November 16 through December 13, 2019
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	MPOExecBoard2019Minutes
	23jan19mpoexbdminutesbills
	23jan19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, January 23rd, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Council Chambers
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the January 23rd, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:01 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	Jan19BillListing

	20feb19mpoexbdminutesbills
	20feb19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, February 20th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	Wednesday, February 20th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the February 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:00 p.m.
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the February 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:00 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL
	CALL OF ROLL


	February2019BillList

	20mar19mpoexbdminutesbills
	20mar19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, March 20th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the March 20th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:03 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	March2019BillList

	17apr19mpoexbdminutesbills
	17apr19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, April 17th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the April 17th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:04 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	Apr2019BillList

	17may17mpoexbdminutes
	19june19mpoexbdminutesbills
	19june19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, June 19th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the June 19th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:08 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	June2019BillList

	17july19mpoexbdminutesbills
	17july19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, July 17th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the July 17th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:00 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	July2019BillList

	21aug19mpoexbdminutesbills
	21aug19mpoexbdminutes
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, August 21st, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Clarence Vetter, Chairman, called the August 21st, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:00 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	August2019BillList

	18sept19mpoexbd
	METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
	Wednesday, September 18th, 2019 – 12:00 Noon
	East Grand Forks City Hall Training Room
	CALL TO ORDER
	Jeannie Mock, Secretary, called the September 18th, 2019, meeting of the MPO Executive Policy Board to order at 12:00 p.m.
	CALL OF ROLL


	16oct19mpoexbdminutesbills
	16oct19mpoexbdminutes
	October2019BillList

	20nov19tmpoexbdminutesbills
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